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Chapter One

Chapter One: General introduction

Human congenital disorders impose a large impact not only on the affected individuals

and their immediate families but also on communities, often inflicting great healthcare

burdens. This thesis concentrates on one congenital disorder, Opitz Syndrome, which is

a genetic disorder caused by mutations in MIDI . Opitz Syndrome (OS) patients present

an affay of clinical features including some of the more commonly found congenital

structural anomalies, such as cleft lip and palate and hypospadias. The information

gained from an enhanced understanding of the important cellular and molecular

processes and pathways involved in Opitz Syndrome will subsequently aid in the

elucidation of the basis of the individual clinical features. Only through an increased

understanding of the underlying mechanisms of these congenital malformations can

advances be made in prevention, diagnosis and ultimately treatment of them.

1.1 Opitz syndrome or BBBG syndrome

Opitz et a\.,1965 hrst reported a syndrome of hypospadias and hypertelorism in 1965.

He later called it BBB syndrome and also described the G syndrome with apparent

hypertelorism, epicanthal folds, hypospadias, and laryngotracheo-esophageal defects

(OpiIz et al.,l969ab). Dysphagia was considered specific to the G syndrome, while the

characteristic anomalies of the nose and more commonly mentioned mental retardation

were reported in the BBB syndrome. In 1989, Opitz et al. 1989 described a nephew of

the propositus in one of the original BBB families who was affected with G syndrome.

Around the same time, Verloes et a1.,1989 reported on a family where the propositus

had G syndrome, including laryngeal cleft, and another relative had facial anomalies

typical of the BBB syndrome. Since these observations suggested that these two

9



Chapter One

different syndromes were in fact the same condition, they were subsequently grouped

and named Opitz syndrome or BBBG syndrome.

The clinical features of Opitz s¡mdrome include a variable array of abnormalities but

generally with a characteristic facial gestalt (Figure 1.1), that often consists of

hypertelorism/telecanthus, prominent nasal bridge or depressed nasal root, mild

micrognathia and posteriorly angulated ears with abnormal helices. Structural anomalìes

of the lip, palate, larynx, trachea and esophagus are also frequently present. Other

defects in OS patients include congenital heart defects, inguinal and umbilical hernias,

cryptorchidism and imperforatelantet'rorly displaced anus (McDonald-McGinn et al.,

1995). CNS anomalies, e.g. psychomotor delay and mental retardation, have also been

reported (Guion-Almeida et al., 1992; MacDonald et al., 1993). In considering the

developmental processes that form the various structures affected in OS patients,

including the midface, extemal genitalia and heart, a defect in tissue fusion andlor

remodeling seems the most plausible explanation (Schweiger and Schneider, 2003ab;

Cox,2004;)

1.2 Genetics of Opitz syndrome

1.2.1 Opitz syndrome ís heterogenous

Opitz syndrome is genetically heterogeneous with both X-linked and autosomal loci

confirmed by linkage analysis and cytogenetic anomalies. The linkage and breakpoint

data suggested that the gene responsible for the X-linked form of OS resided atXp22.3.

The study of a large french family, in which the OS phenotype co-segregated with a

pericentric inversion of the X chromosome, inv (X)(p22.3q26), provided the first

definitive evidence for an X-linked form of OS (Verloes et a1.,1995). Confirmation of

an Xp22.3 locus came from linkage studies in OS families, with linkage to DXS987

10
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Figure 1.1 Craniofacial presentation in Opitz Syndrome.

The craniofacial abnormalities seen in OS include hypertelorism, a prominent nasal

bridge or depressed nasal root, and posteriorly angulated ears (A and B), Structural

anomalies of the lip are common in more severe cases (C).

Normal development of the midface (D) depends on the proper union of the

with the later'¿rl rrasal pronrinence and nraxillaly pronrittence at - 5

weeks gestation. Different growth rates of each of these prominences are critical

determinants of midfacial morphology. The contributions of each of these prominences

to the final facial forms is indicated in colours in (E). Defects in this morphogenetic

process result in facial anomalies, such as those seen in OS. Picture obtained from the

web site of the School of Medicine, University of North

Carolina (http : //www.med. unc. edu/embryo-images/).
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Chapter One

demonstrated in three families (Robin et al., 1995) and to DXS7104 in Xp22 in a

separate family (May et a|.,1997).

Male-to-male transmission in a few reported OS families also suggested the existence of

an autosomal dominant form (Famdon et al., 1983; Stoll ef al., 1985). Thereafter,

linkage studies in OS families revealed an autosomal locus on22ql1.2 (Robin et al.,

1995). In one case (McDonald-McGinrt et a1.,1995), a deletion of approximately 2 Mb

was found to start between D22S42l and D22536 and which extended to the HCF2

locus (see Figure 1.3). Deletion of the overlapping region on 22q11.2 has also been

found in other s¡mdromes with shared clinical features, such as DiGeorge syndrome

(DGS), velo-cardio-facial syndrome (VCFS), and conotruncal anomaly face syndrome

(CAFS) (Scambler, 2000). Their phenotypes will be discussed further in the following

section. Other autosomal loci have also been implicated by cytogenetic anomalies in

individual OS cases, including del (13q32.3-13qter) (Urioste et a1.,1995), dup (5p12 -

13) (Leichtman et al., l99l) and the unbalanced der (3) t (3; 1a)(q29; qll.2), -14

(Kurczynski et a1.,1998), although none have been confirmed by linkage studies.

1.2.2 OS cøses with dffirent genetic defects are clinìcally indistínguishable

There is insufficient clinical evidence to differentiate between X-linked and autosomal

dominant forms of OS. Confounding this has been the significant inter-individual

phenotypic variability with even male relatives that inherit an identical X-linked

mutation presenting differently (Cox et a|.,2000; So et a1.,2004).It is believed that this

variability in presentation is influenced largely by other genetic andlor environmental

factors.

From the latest review by So et al.,2004Ihe more common features in MIDI mutation

positive OS patients include: a characteristic facial gestalt (widely-spaced eyes 198%1,

11
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low-set ears l45Yol), cleft lip and palate 150%\ laryngotracheo-oesophageal (LTE)

defects including LTE cleftin g 150%1, signif,rcant structural heart defects l22o/ol, genital

anomalies (hypospadias 172%l), and developmental delay 142%1. Although studies have

been unable to phenotypically distinguish the X-linked and autosomal forms (Robin er

al, 1996), a recent study indicates that MIDI mutation positive cases show a

significantly higher incidence of cleft lip andlor palate (CLP), LTE anomalies an<l

hypospadias than mutation negative cases, which in contrast have a slightly higher

incidence of cardiac structural defects (So e/ al., 2004). However, it should be noted

that the overall incidence of cardiac defects in both forms of OS is likely to be

underestimated, since dysphagia (difficulty in swallowing due to constriction of the

oesophagus by aberrant remodelling of cardiac tissue during embryogenesis) is a

common, and yet likely under-diagnosed, feature. Nevertheless, the slightly higher

incidence of congenital heart defects in mutation negative cases may reflect the

contribution of the principal autosomal OS locus (22q11.2), which is likely to be

encompassed by the region commonly deleted in the "22qI1 deletion syndrome" that

accounts for approximately 5% of all congenital heart defects (Glover, 1995;

McDonald-McGinn et al., 2001 ).

1.2.3 The OS phenolype represents a defect in tissue fusion ønd/or remodelling

during early development

As mentioned earlier, Opitz syndrome is characterized by craniofacial anomalies such

as cleft liplpalate, urogenital (hypospadias) and congenital heart defects (primarily

defects in cardiac septation and vascular remodeling). Each of these malformations also

occur with high incidence as isolated birth defects and therefore may reflect a

commonly used developmental mechanism. Indeed, developmental studies support a

t2



Chapter One

common cellular basis for these abnormalities that likely involves cell programming

andlor tissue fusion (Figure 1.2)

1.3 Comparison of OS \ryith other 22qll.2 deletion syndromes

1.3.1 The clinicalfeatures of the 22q11.2 deletìon syndrome

The overlapping clinical features of the 22q1I.2 deletion syndrome, which includes OS,

DGS, VCFS and CAFS, are well described by the CATCH22 acronym (Cardiac defects,

Abnormal facies, Thymic hypoplasia, Cleft palate, Hypocalcemia and 22qI1.2

anomalies). Conotruncal heart defects are common in DGS/VCFS. However, patent

ductus arteriosus (a type of heart lesion), which is rarely found in these two groups, is

commonly seen in OS. In addition, some prominent manifestations of OS, such as

hypertelorism, cleft lip, laryngotracheal abnormalities, dysphagia, and hypospadias are

not commonly observed in DGS/VCF (Robin et al., 1996). The differences in these

phenotypes (which can share a common genetic lesion) may well be explained by

factors other than the size of the deletion, such as genetic background, environment and

other modifliing genes during development.

1.3.2 Potential causqtíve genes for the 22q11.2 deletion syndrome

The majority of patients with22ql1.2 deletion syndrome have a similar 3-Mb deletion

(Figure 1.3), the typical deleted region (TDR) (Edelmann et al., 1999). Further studies

of patients with atypical deletions of 22qI1.2 was done in order to establish the shortest

region of deletion overlap. Comparison of terminal deletions and translocations

confirmed a -750kb overlap-DiGeorge syrdrome chromosomal region (DGCR), and a

-150kb minimal DGCR (MDGCR) in the proximal region of the DGCR (Scambler,

2000).
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To date, over 30 genes have been identihed in the TDR. However, despite extensive

investigations, none of these genes by themselves are likely to be responsible for all of

the features of the clinical phenotype of patients hemizygous for 22q11.2. Studies in

patients with atypical deletions, which have no overlap with the MDGCR or even with

the TDR, indicate that the haplo-insuffrciency in 22q11.2 could be influenced by long-

range effects of genes outside the region. Therefore, it is noteworthy that LIbcHT

(described in section 1.5.5), which is located immediately distal to the DGCR, has been

implicated in the molecular pathways underlying the pathogenesis of OS.

A number of genes in the DGCR, such as Tbxl and UFDIL, have received considerable

attention because of their appropriate expression as well as functional data that support

their involvement. The Tbxl gene is located at the centre of the TDR. It encodes a

member of the T-box family of transcription factors. Whole-mount in sinhybridisation

in mouse embryos has shown that Tbxl is expressed in the mesodermal core of

pharyngeal arches and in mesenchyrne surrounding the neural tube at E9.5 and is

expressed along the third aortic arch artery and in the mesodermal core of the third

pharyngeal arch at 810.5 (Garg et a1.,2001). Subsequent studies have revealed that the

expression of Tbxl is under the regulation of Sonic hedgehog (Shh), which is necessary

for normal craniofacial development (Garg et a1.,2001).

UFDIL, which is located at the region adjacent to the MDGCR, has also been

considered as a contributory gene for the 22q11.2 deletion syndrome due to its

expression in the branchial arches, frontonasal mass and outflow tract of the heart

(Pizzuti et al., 1991) and since functional knockdown of UFDIL in chicken embryos

also demonstrated an increased incidence of conotruncal septation defects (Yamagishi

et a|.,2003). Although mutation screens in 39 non-deletion DGS/VCFS patients did not

reveal any mutations in the UFDLL coding region, a polymorphisrn located in the
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Figure 1.2 Major mophogenetic events during human embrogenesis involve tissue fusion and/or remodelling.

Formation of the lip/palate (A), male external genitalia (B), and cardiac septa (C) require fusion of epithelial-lined tissue and

epithelial to mesenchymal transdifferentiation (EMT) to subsequently remove the bilayered epithelial seam. The process of EMT

begins with activation of epithelia/endothelia (i.e. disruption of cell-cell adhesion) followed by their conversion to a mesenchymal

fate (i.e. amígratory cellular phenotlpe)
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promoter region, -227A|G, has been found associated with the schizophrenia subtype of

DGSA/CFS (Wadey et aL.,1999; De Luca et aL.,2001).

Mice hemizygous for different deletions in the TDR display a nonnal phenotype or

cardiovascular abnormalities only. Mice hemizygous for either a conventional - 150 kb

deletion of seven genes from Zn/741 Io Ctp or a - 550 kb deletion spaning from ldd to

Arvcf were apparently normal (Kimber et al., 1999; Puech et al., 2000). An even larger

(- 1.2 Mb) hemizygosity, however, resulted in fetal cardiovascular defects similar to

those seen in DGS/VCFS patients (see Figure 1.3) (Lindsay et a|.,1999).

Of interest, the TbxI null mice exhibited cardiac anomalies most similar to that seen in

the human syndrome, e.g. cardiac outflow tract anomalies, hypoplasia of the thymus

and parathyroid glands and abnormal facial structures (Jerome and Papaioannou, 2001).

Further study of the mouse Tbxl gene knockout indicated disrupted signals derived

from pharyngeal arch endoderm andlor mesoderm that ultimately affect neural crest cell

differentiation and survival in the arches (Vitelli et al., 2002). The exogenous Tbxl

19u1! alsg partially rescue the vascular anomalies seen in a 1.5 Mb DGCR knockout

mice (Merscher et al., 20Ol). However, deletions without intemrpting Tbxl have been

found in CATCH22 patients and no mutation of TbxI has been found in non-deletion

patients indicating the story is far from complete. All these investigations suggest that

haplo-insufficiency of more than one gene, or genes adjacent to the deletion region,

might control the presentation of the 22qll.2 deletion phenotype.

1.4 IdentifTcation of MIDI as the causative gene in X-linked OS

1.4.1 ldentiJìcation of MIDl mutations in OS

Using a positional cloning approach, a gene was identified that spanned the Xp22.3

breakpoint region from the original family where a pericentric inversion segregated with

I
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the OS phenotype (Quaderi et al., 1997; Van den Veyver et al., 1998). This gene was

named MIDI based on its predicted role in midline development. However, it is also
i:

known as FXY-r_ing finger on X and Y, since iti,mouse homologue spans the

pseudoautosomal boundary and therefore in this species also has part of the gene

duplicated on the Y chromosome.

MIDI mutations identified in unrelated affected individuals confirmed that MIDL is

responsible for the X-linked form of OS. To date, 36 different mutations (Figure 1.4)

have been found in sporadic and familial OS cases (Cox et al., 2000 De Falco et al.,

2003; So ¿/ al., 2004). fntef¡tingly, in a case with no detectable ORF mutation,

haplotype data supported the notion that mutations in non-coding regions that affect the

expression of MIDL may also be present in some cases (Cox et al., 2000). This

hypothesis was further supported by the finding of a premature stop codon in one case

that was due to a duplication of the first exon of the MIDl gene, a mutation that was not

detected by routine exon amplification during screening of mutations in the open

reading frame (V/inter et al., 2003). In summary, MIDI mutations are scattered

throughout the gene, although more are represented in the 3'region (Figure 1.4).

Missense and nonsense mutations, deletions, splice-acceptor and frame-shift mutations

have all been found with most resulting in truncated protein products. Thf;þndines

suggest that loss-of-function of MIDl is the mechanism underlying the pathogenesis of

OS (Cox et a|.,2000).

1.4.2 The expression pattern of MIDI also supports ø OS candídøte gene

In chick, mouse, and human, MIDI/Midl is expressed ubiquitously throughout

embryogenesis although at varying levels depending on the tissue and cell type.

Notably, the highest levels of expression are found in the developing CNS, craniofacial
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complex and in the region of the developing external genitalia. In the developing face of

the above mentioned species, expression is strongest in the ectoderm but also detectable

in the proliferating mesenchyne that underlies epithelia preparing for contact and fusion

(Dal Zotto et al., 1998; Richman et a|.,2002). Fetal kidney and lung were also found to

highly express MIDI, while the fetal liver showed a relative low level of MIDI

expression. The developing heart (E10.5), which was reported negative for Midl

expression in the original in situ hybridisation studies on mouse embryos (DalZotto et

al., 1998), has since been found to express Midl at low levels as detected by the

expression of beta-galactosidase following knock-in of the LacZ gene into the MID1

locus and therefore under the control of the native promoter (Jaafar et al., unpublished).

This finding is consistent with the recent in situ studies of MIDL expression in both

chick and human embryos (Richman et a1.,2002; Pinson et a1.,2004) and in line with

the defects in this organ seen in affected humans.

1.5 Chartcterization of MID1

MID1 encodes an RBCC (RING-Finger, B-Box and Coiled-Coil) protein with

Fibronectin type III and 830.2 domains at the C-terminus, as shown schematically in

Figure 1.4.

1.5.1 The RBCC proteinfømíly

The RBCC family is a growing protein family that includes over 50 members such as,

RFP, AFP, PML, KAP-I and MID1 (Reymond et a1.,2001). Some of the RBCC

proteins have been implicated in disease processes, such as PML, RFP and TIF1 in

tumourigenesis and MID1 in X-linked OS, but only a few have been characterised in

any detail.
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The tripartite RBCC domain is exclusively found at the NH2-terminus of members of

this protein family. The consensus of the RlNG-finger domain contains seven conserved

cysteine residues and a single conserved histidine residue: CI-X2-C2-Xre-:r;-C3-X1r-:¡-

H1-X1z-:;-C4-Xz-C5-XØ-qat-C6-X2-C7 (Henry et al.,1998). These 8 conseled residues

bind two zinc atoms in a cross-brace system (Borden, 2000). The B-box is also a

cysteine-rich zinc-binding moti f (C 1 -X2-H 1 -Xt -C2-Xt-C3 -C4-Xs -H}-XI-]H3) found in

the majority of RBCC proteins and is thought to independently fold into a globular

domain (Borden, 1998). Several variations in this core zinc-binding motif were first

described in PML and were referred to as B-boxl (C1-X2-C2-X7-rc-C3-X2-C4-X4-¡-C5-

Xz-C6lH1-X3-6-H2-X2-¡-H3) and B-box2 (C1-X2-4-H 1lC2-X4.e-C3-X2-C41H2-Xr-

C5lH3-Xz-C6lH4) (Torok and Etkin, 2001). RBCC proteins can possess one or both B-

boxes that are adjacent to each other. The fìnal motif, the leucine-rich coiled-coil

domain, is comprised of spaced hydrophobic residues and is predicted to form an

extended a-helical region (Reymond et a1.,2001). The relative spacing between the

RING, B-box and coiled-coil motifs is conserved, suggesting that the interaction

between them is important for protein function.

Despite some distinct roles and varied subcellular localizations, all RBCC proteins are

thought to act as scaffolds for the assembly of larger multiprotein complexes (Reymond

et a|.,2001). Each of these domains has been implicated (either directly or indirectly) in

mediating protein-protein interactions. Recent studies on Rfp demonstrate that although

the B-box motif is not providing a protein-protein interaction interface, it is important

for the correct orientation of the RING and Coiled-Coil domains (Torok and Etkin,

2001). However, in MIDI, the B-box does provide the interface for protein-protein

interaction (Short et ø1., 2002). More consistently, the RlNG-finger motif has been

found to function in protein-protein interactions and in many instances, such as PML

18



Figure 1.4 Schematic representation of the MID1 gene and protein product with the relative positions of mutations found to

date in OS patients.

The MID1 domains-RlNG-Finger, B-Boxl, B-Box2, Coiled-Coil, FNIII and B30.2, are presented with the colored columns from

left to right. The regions encoded by each exon of the MIDI gene are as indicated. Most of the mutations are nonsense mutations and

frameshift mutations clustered in the C-terminal region of MID1 and result in truncated protein products. Mutations found in the non-

coding sequences in MIDI, such as splice variants and a duplication of exonl that results in premature stop codon, are shown on the

gene structure image; whereas missense and nonsense changes are indicated only at the protein level.
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and Efp, affects subsequent protein stability, which is further discussed in 1.6.5

(Jackson et al., 2000). The Coiled-Coil motif constitutes the interface for

oligomerization, which has been found with almost all RBCC proteins (Reymond et al.,

2001). For example, the proteins of the TIF family-KAP-l, TIFIa and TIFlr, exist in a

homo-oligomeric state (Peng et al., 2002). MID1 also forms homodimers and the

Coiled-Coil domain has been found both necessary and sufficient for this dimerization

(Cainarca et al., 1999).In most of the cases, oligomerization is a prerequisite for the

subsequent formation of high order protein complexes. To highlight this,

oligomerization of PML is important for the interaction with p53 and pRB and the

oilgomerization of KAP-I is necessary for KAP-1/KRAB/DNA complex formation

(Jensen et al., 20011' P eng et al., 2002).

1.5.2 The 830.2 domøin

The 830.2 domains are found at the C-terminus of over half of the RBCC proteins. The

830.2 domain was named because of its homology to the coding potential of an

identified exon (830.2) from the MHC class I region on chromosome 6p21 .3 (Yemet et

al., 1993). This domain is globular in nature and consists of about 170 amino acids. It

comprises the C-terminal part of three different types of proteins: RBCC proteins, IgV

and IgCl containing proteins and two unclassified lethal proteins, stonustoxin o and p

(Henry et al., 1998). In fact, the 830.2 domain is the only known domain found in

transmembrane proteins, intracellular proteins and secreted proteins, although its exact

function remains unclear (Henry et a1.,1998).

Proteins possessing 830.2 domains have been reported to be involved in autoimmune

diseases and developmental disorders, such as systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE)

(Itoh e/ al.,l99l) and OS. The SPRY domain which has been identif,red as a subdomain
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within the 830.2-like domain, has been classified as an immunoglobulin-like fold (Seto

et ø1.,1999).

1.5.3 The cellulør locølization of MIDL

Both endogenous MID1, detected by indirect immunofluorescence, and overexpressed

GFP-MIDI fusion protein (or other tagged forms) co-localize with microtubules

throughout cell cycle in all cell types tested (Cox et a1.,2000 Schweiger et al., 1999).

This microtubule-association of MID1 has also been confirmed by cell fractionation

(Schweiger et al., 1999). The physiological function of the microtubule-associated

MID1 is unclear. Results from Schweiger et a1.,1999 suggested that overexpression of

MID1 protects microtubules from colcemid-induced depol¡rmerization (Schweiger e/

al., 1999). However, similar protection was not seen by Cainarca et al., 1999 in

vinblastine-induced depolymerizalion (Cainarca et al., 1999). The contradictory results

might be due to differences in the mechanisms of action of the depolymerizing drugs.

However, at physiological levels, MID1 is unlikely to significantly affect microtubule

dynamics based on the following observations: no difference in microtubule stability

was seen between OS embryonic fibroblast cells and control cells following treatment

with colcemid/nocodazole; and overexpression of mutant MID1 did not affect the

microtubule distribution in COST cells (Cainarca et a|.,7999; Schweiger et al.,1999).

As mentioned previously and consistent with a number of other investigated RBCC

proteins, MIDl likely functions in an oligomeric form and that the coiled-coil domain is

necessary for both microtubule-association and oligomerization. However, intriguingly,

altered cellular localisation has been seen upon overexpression of nearly all domain-

specific deletions of MID1 (Short et al., 2002). Unlike tagged MID1ARF that only

minimally affects microtubule coverage, MIDIABB, MID1AFNIII and MID1ACTD
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formed cytoplasmic clumps/aggtegates with variable cellular distributions. In contrast,

the Coiled-coil mutant, MIDIACC, was distributed diffusively in the cytoplasm,

consistent with the observation that this same mutant had lost its ability to dimerize in

the yeast two-hybrid system, while the other mentioned domain-specific deletions still

did. As expected, two OS-associated MIDl missense mutations, C266R and 1536T,

which didn't affect the Coiled-Coil domain, also maintained their ability to homo-

interact (Schweiger et a1.,1999).

Of note, the aggregates of overexpressed GFP-MIDIABB and GFP-MIDIAFNIII still

appear to associate with microtubules, consistent with the altered microtubule-

association observed for the overexpressed OS-associated mutation, MIDlAM438

(deletion of a single Met codon in the FNIII domain) (Schweiger et al., 1999). So far,

overexpression of all the tested OS causative MIDI mutants, including MIDlC266R,

MIDlEl15X, MlDldelExon2, MID1R368X and MID1L626P, displayed altered

cellular distribution (Cainarca et al., 1999; Cox et a1.,2000), suggesting that complete

microtubule coverage by MID1 is important for its proper cellular function. Since

microtubules are involved in many cellular processes including the regulation of cell

proliferation, cell migration, signal transduction and organelle trafficking (which will be

further discussed in section 1.7), a role for MID1 in any of these processes could be

envisaged.

1.5.4 Protein interøctors of MIDl

As mentioned above, RBCC proteins are thought to act as scaffolds to facilitate

formation of large protein complexes, a conclusion consistent with data obtained for

MID1 (Schweiger et al., 1999). In order to shed light on the subcellular function of
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MIDl, a number of groups, including our own, set out to identify the protein interactors

in these MID1 complexes.

A mammalian homologue of yeast Tap42, called Alpha4, was identified independently

by a few groups as a strong interactor of MID1 (Liu et al., 20Ol; Trockenb acher et al.,

2001; Short e/ al., 2002). Alpha 4 is recognized as a unique regulatory subunit of PPZ-

type phosphatases (e.g. PP2A) ancl in yeast, is a key component of the rapamycin-

sensitive (TOR) signaling pathway. Mammalian TOR, like its yeast counterpart, is a

protein kinase whose activity is increased in response to mitogenic and nutritional

signals. In yeast, activation of TOR leads to enhanced phosphorylation of Tap 42, which

in turn increases its affinity for the catalytic subunit of PP2A (PP2Ao)/SIT4. The

association of Tap42-PP2AclSIT4 lowers the catalytic activity of PP2A;ISIT4 and in

tum, affects many and diverse cellular functions, such as gene transcription, cell cycle

progression and cellular morphology (Inui et a|.,1998; Hanis et a1.,1999).

As one of the most abundant cellular serine/threonine phosphatases in mammalian cells,

the activity of PP2Ao is also regulated by a regulatory A subunit (PR65). The

interaction between the A subunit and a variety of regulatory B subunits directs the

catalytic activity of PP2Ao towards different downstream targets, such as Cdc2lCdc25

that govems the G2lM cell cycle transition, p-catenin in Wnt signalling, and a number

of kinases, including MEK1 and ERK-family kinases (Janssens and Goris, 2001). The

interaction between Alpha4 and PP2Ao interferes with PP2Ac binding to the A

subunit/PR65, thus preventing its involvement in signalling pathways other than those

regulated by the TOR pathway as mentioned above (Janssens and Goris, 2001). Recent

studies also suggested that PP2Ao is involved in membrane trafficking by regulating the

phosphorylation of a number of trafficking and cytoskeletal proteins (Friant et a1.,2000;

Varlamov et a1.,2001; Guatimosim et ct|.,2002; Smith, 2002).
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Like PP2Ao, both endogenous and overexpressed Alpha4 is found throughout the

cytoplasm, although in some cells overexpressing Alpha4, faint microtubule-association

can be seen (Short and Cox. unpublished data). However, when the levels of MID1 are

not limiting (i.e. when MID1 is overexpressed), Alpha4 is readily recruited onto

microtubules (Liu et a1.,2001; Short et a1.,2002). It is therefore likely that MID1 at

physiological levels tethers a proportion of Alpha4 to the microtubules. In doing so,

MIDl could affect the local (microtubule-directed) activity of PP2-type phosphatases.

Alternatively or additionally, the Alpha4-MID1 interaction may direct PPZA

phosphatase activity to specific targets on microtubules. Evidence, however, supports

the former (Trockenbacher et al.,20Ol). An important bona fide role for the MIDI-

Alpha4 interaction is further supported by the finding of a putative mutation in the

promoter region of Alpha4 identihed in a patient with a novel s¡mdrome, with

dysmorphic features not unlike those seen in OS patients (Graham et a1.,2003).

Recently, a second MIDI interactor, MIG12, was reported (Berti et a1.,2004). MIG12

represents a novel transcript with unknown function. MIGl2 is similarly recruited onto

microtubules by MID1, leading to increased resistance to the microtubule

depolymerizing agent, nocodazole. However, the functional significance of their

interaction is still unclear.

1.5.5 A potential ubíquitín E3-ligøse activity for MIDL

The hypothesis of a ubiquitin E3-ligase activity for MID1 was suggested, due to the

commonly found E3-ligase activity with RING-Finger domains from different proteins

(Schweiger et al., 1999, Cox et al., 2000). Recently, indirect evidence for a potential

ubiquitin E3-ligase activity of MID1 came from the hnding that ubiquitylation of

PP2Ac was dramatically reduced in OS derived cells while the amount of ubiquitylated
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proteins from a cellular microtubule fraction was found to be elevated in cells

overexpressing MIDl (Schweiger et a|.,2003)

1.5.5.1 E3 ubiquitin-ligases and protein ubiquitylation

The protein ubiquitylation mediated by E3 ubiquitin-ligases can promote either protein

degradation or changes to protein traffrcking. These processes will be addressed

separately in the following section.

Ubiquitylation is a process whereby free ubiquitin (Ub), a highly conserved 76-amino

acid polypeptide, is attached to target proteins by an isopeptide bond between the

COOH-terminal glycine of ubiquitin and the e-amino group of a lysine residue in the

substrate. This process is mediated by a multienzyme cascade that involves a ubiquitin-

activating enzyme (E1), a ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme (F,2) and a ubiquitin-protein

ligase (E3). A ubiquitin chain assembly factor (E4) that co-operates with El, E2 andE3

has also been identified (Hatakeyama and Nakayama, 2003). El activates ubiquitin by

catalysing the formation of a thioester bond between the El cysteine and the COOH-

terminus of Ub, which is subsequently transferred to a cysteine residue within the

ubiquitin-conjugating (UBC) domain of the E2 enzyme. An E3 enz;vrr'e then catalyzes

the ubiquitylation of the target protein by bringing the E2 and the target protein

together. Consequently, the E3 enzyme may itself not necessarily be modified with

ubiquitin. To date, three protein families-the HECT, the RlNG-finger and the U-box

families, have been shown to possess E3 enzyme activity. From our lab's unpublished

data, the interaction of MIDI and an E2,IJbcH7, has been observed using both a yeast

two-hybrid system and indirect immunofluorescence (Hopwood et al., unpublished).
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1.5.5.2 Ubiquitylation in the regulation of protein degradation

Additional ubiquitin monomers can be added to substrate-bound ubiquitin in a

sequential manner through the linkage between lysine-48 of the last ubiquitin and the

COOH-terminus of the new ubiquitin molecule. Poly-ubiquitylated proteins are then

degraded by the ubiquitin-proteasome system, which consists of a 2000-kDa ATP-

dependent proteolytic complex. Along with lysosomes, proteasomes are considered to

be the major protein degradation systems, ensuring protein quality control in eukaryotic

cells.

Of interest with respect to a possible role for MIDl, misfolded/unassembledldamaged

proteins frequently aggregate and are delivered in a microtubule-dependent manner to

aggresomes, which are morphologically detectable intracellular foci known as inclusion

bodies that also contain proteasomes and ubiquitin, that localize to the juxtanuclear

region in the vicinity of the centrosomes (Hatakeyama and Nakayama, 2003). The

impairment of the ubiquitin-proteasome system has been indicated in many diseases,

including protein metabolic diseases such as systemic amyloidosis, and

neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease and

Huntington disease (Bence et a|.,2001).

1.5.5.3 Ubiquitin and membrane traffÏcking

The same ubiquitylation system is also used in controlling endoclosis and other

membrane trafficking events (Dupre et a1.,2}}L;Katzmann et a1.,2001). Different from

the protein degradation pathway, the endocytic proteins are only modified with one (at

most two) ubiquitin molecules (monoubiquitination). Proteins that are

monoubiquitinated include receptor proteins that are to be sorted into lysosomes and

endocytic proteins, such as Epsl5, Eps15R, Epsins and Hrs, that are involved in vesicle
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intemalisation as well as other steps in membrane trafficking (Gent et ø1.,2002; Klapisz

et al., 2002; Longva et al., 2002; Oldharn et al., 2002; Raiborg and Stenmark, 2002;

Shih e/ al., 2002). Most of these proteins contain a UIM (ubiquitin interacting motif)

signature, that provides the signal for monoubiquitylation, and at the same time,

permitting interaction with other monoubiquitylated membrane trafficking proteins. In

this way, traffìcking proteins could build up on membranes to regulate membrane

transport (Clague, 2002; Riezman, 2002).

1. 5.5.4 Potential tar get I tar gets for ubiquityl a tion

Although the tumover of PP2AI is thought to be directed by MIDI through the

interaction with Alpha4, the MID1 directed ubiquitin transferring activity has not been

definitively proven. Since microtubules are involved in both the protein degradation

pathway and membrane trafficking, whether the potential targetltargets for MIDI are

signalling proteins to be degradated or trafficking proteins to be modified with ubiquitin

or both remains unclear.

1.6 MID2, a homologue of MIDI, has correlated functions

1.6.1 MIDI and MID2 ure líkely to have originatedfrom a common ancestrøl gene

Subsequent to the cloning of the MID1 gene, sequence similarity searches identified

numerus highly related sequences represented in the EST databases (Buchner et al.,

1999; Perry et al., 1999). Retrieval and assembly of full length oDNA revealed an ORF

of 2055 bp, encoding a 685-amino-acid protein with 83% amino acid similarity (76%

identity) with MID1. This protein was subsequently called MID2.

Consistent with the high degree of sequence similarity at both the nucleotide and the

,l amino acid level, the MID\ and MID2 genes are also similarly structured, co-pri.ing o'i
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nine coding exons (MIDI has an additional five non-coding exons at the 5' end of the

first coding exon) with conserved exon sizes and splice junctions (Figure 1.5). Further

support for these genes having evolved from a common ancestor comes from their

chromosomal locations: MIDI at Xp22.3 and MID2 at Xq22. These regions share a

number of other gene homologues, for e.g., PRPS2 and PPEFL (Xp22), PRPSI and

PPP6C (Xq22) (Figure 1.5), suggesting an ancient intrachromosomal duplication of the

X chromosome (Perry et a1.,1999).

1.6.2 Functional similørities of MIDI emd MID2

As expected, MID2 is also an RBCC protein with an essentially identical domain

affangement as that of MID1 (Figure 1.6). Like MIDl, MID2 can form homo-dimers on

microtubules and, consistent with the high level of primary sequence identity, can also

interact with Alpha4 with a comparable strength as judged by the reporter systems in

the yeast two-hybrid assay (Short et a1.,2002). However, in contrast to MIDI, MID2

interacts a little more strongly with a different ubiquitin E2-conjugating enzyme,

UbcH5b, which not only supports the notion of E3-ligase activity but also that the two

may have at least evolved some separate functions (Hopwood et al., unptblished).

However, it is also possible that other than a simple representation of sequence

similarity, the MID1 and MID2 dimerization represents a mechanism, by which their

interaction with different substrates can be regulated or their functions co-ordinated

during early development.

1.6.3 A role for MID2 ín the pøthogenesis of OS?

Besides the structural and functional similarity as mentioned above, the possibility of a

redundant or compensatory role for MID2, is also supported by the expression pattems
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of MID2 in early development. Compared with Midl, Mid2 is expressed at relatively

lower levels in most tissues during the early mouse development, although it shows

noticeably higher expression in the developing heart (Buchner et al., 1999; Perry et al.,

1999). It is therefore worth considering whether MID2 might be a modifier of the OS

phenotype, particularly in the penetrance of cardiac anomalies, although other tissues

should also not be exclu<lecl. In this regarcl, we have recently shown (in collaboration

with Prof. Ray Runyan, Arizona) that treatment of endocardial cushion explants with

antisense oligos to either cMID2 or cMIDl, appear to increase endothelial cell

activation and mesench¡rmal invasion, a process critical for early cardiac septation.

Interestingly, the effects of these oligo treatments was found to be additive, supporting

the notion of a potential role for MID2 in the pathogenesis of OS. A similar epithelial

cell activation and conversion to mesenchyme is also required to enable fusion of the

facial prominences and the urethral folds of the male external genitalia. Defects in this

process are thought to give rise to cleft lip/palate and hypospadias, respectively, which

are also two of the most prominent OS features.

1.6.4 The CI subfamily: shøring ü common cellular function?

Determining the physiological roles of MID1/MID2 is essential to understand the

etiology of OS. To this end, our group has recently used a Hidden-Markov-Model-based

algorithm, HMMER (Truong and Ikura, 2002), as a sensitive means to detect distant

evolutionary relationships, to delineate the complete human RBCC complement and

subclassify these on the basis of their C-tenninal domain composition (Short and Cox,

unpublished). With this approach we have found that MIDI is part of a subfamily (CI

subfamily) of six RBCC proteins that includes the highly related MID2 (76%o identity,

83% similaity), SPRING (TRIM9), TNL, TRIFIC and HAPRIN (TRIM36) (Figure
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Figure 1.5 (A) Genomic structure of MIDL and MID2.

Both MIDL and MID2 consist of 9 coding exons (indicated by blue boxes and Roman numerals), with the position of splice junctions and exon

sizes similar in both genes.

@) Mappingof MIDl(Xpzz) andlMID2 (){.q22) in humans suggests an intrachromosomal duplication.

A potential duplication between Xp22 andXq22 is indicated by a thick black line and the duplication of genes within these regions are linked by
thin black lines (Picture edited from Perry et al,1999). The gene homologues are: MIDI and, MID2; PRPS2 and, PKPSI; DMD and, DRp2; BMX
and BTK; PHKA2 and PHKAI ; PPEF I and PPP6C; PRPS I and pkpS2.
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Figure 1.6 Domain organization of the MIDI and MID2 RBCC proteins.

The primary structure (amino acid sequence) and the domain organizatíon of MID2 are highly conserved with those of MIDI,

with differences largely restricted to a C-terminal l9-amino-acid extension and an potential N-terminal 2O-amino-acid

extension (not experimentally proven).

For both MIDI and MID2, the N-terminal RBCC tripartite motif (RING-Finger: residuel0-60; B-boxl: residue 114-164;B-

Box2: residue 170-212; and Coiled-Coil: residue 219-345) is followed by a Fibronectin type III domain (residue 382-475) and

a C-terminalB30.2 domain (residue 538-658).
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1.7). This group is characterised byboth a single Fibronectin type III (FNIII) motif and

a C-terminalB3}.2 domain (Cox et a1.,2000; Short and Cox, unpublished).

Interestingly, all 6 members of the subfamily have been found to associate with

microtubules (Short and Cox, unpublished), raising the possibility of a common basic

cellular function. Both Spring and Haprin, the only two members that have been partly

characterised to date, have an emerging role in the regulation of membrane trafficking

events: Haprin implicated in regulating the acrosome reaction (exocytosis of the sperm

vesicle) (Kitamura et al., 2003); Spring involved in regulating SNARE complex

formation and exocytosis of synaptic vesicles (Li et aI.,2001). Results presented in this

thesis suggest that this function may extend to the other CI subfamily members.

Consequently, a concise review of the relevant trafhcking literature is presented in the

following sections.

1.7 MID1 lNIlD2 and microtubule-dependent cellular processes

The physical characteristics of microtubules and their interaction with other

microfìlaments, intracellular organelles and chromosomes through cross-linking

proteins inextricably link this cytoskeletal network to a vast array of cellular processes

including: the maintenance of cell shape, the control of cell growth/division and the

directed delivery of intracellular cargo, such as signalling complexes, membrane

vesicles and intracellular organelles.

1. 7. 1 Microtubule dynømics

Microtubules are microfilaments that are highly dynamic in nature, undergoing

continuous polymerization and depolymerization. They are composed of both u- and p-

tubulin in a head-to-tail orientation, and therefore represent a polaized structure with
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distinct ends-described as plus ends (fast growing ends) and minus ends (slowing

growing ends). A GTP cap on p-tubulin at the growing ends stabilizes microtubules

while its hydrolysis results in depolymerization. The minus ends of microtubules are

anchored at two centrioles via a third form of tubulin, y-tubulin, which with centriolar

matrix, are known as the microtubule organizing center (MTOC). Nucleation of

microtubules starts with the fomation of the y-tubulin ring complex primarily at the

MTOC (Heald and Nogales,2002).

Microtubule stability is promoted to a large degree by microtubule-associated proteins

(MAPs). Classical MAPs either bind to the surface of microtubules (MAP2 and Tau) to

neuftalize the negative surface charge, or bind to the ends of microtubules (CLP-170

and EBI) to anchor them on kinetochores/cellular membranes through interaction with

other proteins. In contrast, microtubule-destabilizing factors, such as Opl8/Stathmin

and XKCMl, distort the microtubule lattice or promote GTP hydrolysis at microtubule

ends (Anderson and Jacobson, 2002; Heald and Nogales,2002). Not surprisingly, the

actual regulation of microtubule dynamics in vivo is much more complicated since most

of the stabilizingldestabilizing factors themselves are temporally and spatially regulated

and are modified by phosphorylation/dephosphorylation.

1.7.2 Microtubules and other cytoskeletøl networks

Microtubules, actin microhlaments and intermediate fìlaments are the three components

of the cellular cfoskeleton. Their crosstalk underlies many of the cellular processes that

require dynamic cellular asymmetries to be established or maintained, including cell

morphology and motility, cell division, wound healing and intracellular trafficking

(Mayer and Jurgens, 2002).
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RING BBI BB.2 Coiled-Coil FNIII 830.2

MID1 667aa

MID2 686aa

TRIM9 7l0aa

TNL 721aa

TRIM36 728aa

TRIFIC 760aa

Figure 1.7 The CI subfamily of RBCC proteins.

Six RBCC proteins comprise the CI subfamily that has been subclassified on the basis of their C-terminal domain composition: a single

Fibronectin type Itr (FNItr) motif and a C-terminal 830.2-like (or RFP-like) domain. In addition to MIDI, CI subfamily includes the

highly related MID2, TRIM9 (Spring), TNL, TRIFIC and TRIM36 (Haprin) proteins. The large RlNG-finger domains observed in both

TRIM9 and TNL reflect insertion of additional residues between the conserved co-ordinating zinc-binding residues (indicated by vertical

dashed lines).
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The dynamics of microtubules and actin are co-regulated by small GTPases from the

Rho family (Lee and Gotlieb, 2002). For example, RhoA mediates the formation of

contractile actin structures and at the same time promotes microtubule stabilization. The

activity of Rho proteins is also regulated by microtubules and actin. Microtubule growth

and shortening are thought to activate Racl and RhoA signaling, respectively, which in

turn regulates actin structure and function (Lee and Gotlieb,2002).

The three components of the cytoskeleton are also physically linked by numerous

cytolinkers containing both actin- and microtubule-binding activity, such as plectin and

MACF (microtubule actin crosslinking factor), or linked by the interaction between

microtubul e-lactin-based motors and microtubule-/actin-associated proteins, such as the

interaction between MAP2o, Myo5a and kinesin, and the interaction between dynein

and dynectin (Rodriguez et a1.,2003).

1.7.3 Connection between microtubules ønd membrøne

In addition to coordinating their growth and retraction with actin and other

microfilaments, microtubules are also connected to both the plasma membrane and

intracellular membranes. The dynamics of membrane vesicles and the integrity of

endomembrane compartments, such as the Golgi complex, the endoplasmic reticulum

and mitochondria, all rely on intact cytoskeletal filaments and the membrane-

cytoskeleton interaction.

1.7 .3.1 Microtubule-membrane cross-linkin g proteins

Cross-talk between membranes and the microtubule closkeleton is critical for signal

transduction, intracellular trafficking and organelle positioning (Mayer and Jurgens,

2002). The establishment of membrane-cytoskeleton linkages relies on both protein-
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protein and protein-lipid interactions. Crosslinking proteins, which establish the

connection between microtubules and subcellular membranes, can serve as multiple

docking sites for both organelle localization and vesicle trafficking (Schroer, 2000).

Among the best charactenzed crosslinking proteins are members of the CLIP family

that are noted by the presence of a central coiled-coil domain flanked by one or more

CLIP-I7O-like microtubule-binding motifs (Schroer, 2000). For example, CLP-170,

which binds to the growing ends of microtubules, was originally reported to associate

with early endosomes (Le Bot et a\.,1998), while CLIP-115, cLIpR and p1SOstu"d bind

different membrane vesicles (dendritic lamellar bodies, peroxisomes and endosomes,

respectively) and been implicated in regulating membrane dynamics (Burkhardt et al.,

1997 ; D e Zeeuw et al., 1997 ; Thiemann et al., 2000).

However, a large number of proteins aside from the CLIP family have also been

implicated in membrane-microtubule cross-linking, although through less understood

mechanisms. Among these are metabolic enzymes, dynamin and other MAPs (Orzech et

a|.,2007; Walenta et a|.,2001).

1.7 .3.2 Microtubule motors

Microtubules are the tracks on which various intracellular cargo is delivered to its fìnal

destination. Correct delivery relies on motor-cargo interaction and the coordination with

opposite-polarity motors. The plus-end directed and minus-end directed motors, kinesin

and dynein, respectively, which are responsible for dynamic transport of membrane

organelles, have also been found to possess anchoring activity. In addition to the well

charactenzed kinesin and dynein membrane binding partners, kinectin and dynectin,

respectively, kinesin and dynein can also bind their membrane cargo through many

newly identified interactors (Karcher et al., 2002). For example, KIFl3A from the
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kinesin superfamily interacts with the AP-l complex associated with clathrin-coated

pits on the trans-Golgi network while KIF3 has been suggested to use the non-erythroid

spectrin, fodrin, to link itself to Fodrin-associated vesicles in neuron cells (Nakagawa et

a\.,2000 Takeda et a|.,2000).

1.7 .3.3 Phosphoinositides and the microtubule-membrane connection

Apart from binding to their membrane receptors or membrane partners, it is common

that cross-linking proteins also utilize protein-lipid interactions to help them anchor to

membranes. For example, the microtubule motor, dynein, also interacts with membrane

lipids to assist its membrane docking (Schroer, 2000).

Phosphatidylinositols (Ptdlns) are intrinsic components of lipids on the cytoplasmic

surface of membranes. The different combination of phosphorylation on the inositol

rings gives rise to different phosphoinositides, with their synthesis temporally and

spatially controlled by various kinases and phosphatases (Figure 1.8). For example,

PI(4,5)P2, generated from Ptdlns by sequential activation of Pl(4)-Kinases and P(5)-

Kinases, is abundant on the plasma and Golgi membranes and is recognized as an

important membrane signaling molecule that regulates vesicle trafficking/cytoskeleton

assembly. In addition, it is a precursor to generate the most important intracellular

c, {-

secondary messenger, inositol(l ,4,5)P3, through hydrolysis by phospholipase P eLD)

(Simonsen et al., 2001). Interestingly, a novel pathway for PI(4,5)P2 synthesis from

P(5)P has also been recognized and occurs via the activity of Pl(5)P-4-kinase, a type II

Pl(4)P-5-kinase, indicating regulation of the synthesis of this lipid is more complicated

than previously assumed (Rameh et a1.,1997;Tronchere et a1.,2004).

Compared to PI(4,5)Pz,PI3P, which is a product of Pl3-Kinase, is primarily found in

membranes of early endosomes and internal vesicles, and has been implicated in
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regulating the early endocytic pathway (Gillooly et al., 200I).In contrast, PI(3,4,5)P3

and PI(3,4)P2 are lipid second messengers whose cellular levels increase dramatically in

response to stimulus-induced actin polymenzation (Insall and Weiner, 2001; Lernmon,

2003). The functions of each phosphoinositide are described in more detail in the

relevant sections below.

1.7.3.4 The PH-domain and Pl-binding

Proteins that interact with phosphoinositides often contain specific Pl-binding domains,

such as the PH-domain, FYVE-domain, PX domain and ENTH domain. Different PI-

binding domains or the same domain from different proteins display various affinities

and specificities in Pl-binding, and thus direct their involvement in different aspects of

intracellular processes (Itoh and Takenawa, 2002). For instance, AP-180 and epsin bind

Pl(4,5)P2 via their ENTH domains, while EEAI (early endosome antigen-1) binds PI3P

via its FYVE domain.

The first Pl-binding domain described was the PH doimain in pleckstrin, a major

protein kinase C substrate of platelets (Tyers et a1.,198S). The PH domain is shared by

various proteins, including signaling proteins, trafficking proteins and cytoskeletal

proteins and consists of a conserved region of 100-120 amino acids (Lemmon et al.,

2002). PH domains have been found in proteins that have binding specificity for all

different phosphoinositides and, as such, are involved in many different cellular

processes. For example, the activity of the Bbl family of guanine nucleotide exchange

factors (GEFs), which couple receptor signaling with actin organization> ate regulated

by their interaction with PI(4,5)P2 through their PH domains (Russo et a1.,2001).

Dynamin, which induces the conformation change at the membrane neck of

invaginating vesicles and thus necessary for membrane fission, is also recruited onto the
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Figure 1.8 The biosynthesis of phosphoinositides.

Different combinations of phosphorylation on the inositol rings of Ptdlns gives rise to different phosphoinositides. These phosphoinositides,

which are located on the cytoplasmic surface of membranes, are involved in signaling and protein-lipid interaction. Their synthesis is strictly

controlled by temporally and spatially activated kinases (indicated in blue) and phosphatases (indicated in red).

MTMRs: myotubularin-related proteins

PTEN: phosphatase and tensin homolog deleted on chromosome 10

SHIP: Src homology 2 domain-containing inositol phosphatase
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membrane through the interaction of its PH domain and PI(4,5)P2 [toh and Takenawa,

2002). AklPKB, a kinase involved in regulating actin polymerization, binds

PI(3,4,5)P3lPl(3,4)Pt through its PH domain (Thomas et a1.,2002).

1. 7. 4 Microtubule-dependent cellular processes

1.7 .4.1 Microtubules and cell motility

Cell migration begins with a protrusion of the plasma membrane at the leading edge,

which is driven by directed polymerization of actin and extension of microtubules,

followed by the formation of adhesive complexes at the front and release of adhesion at

the rear of the cell (Horwitz and Parsons, 1999). This turnover of focal adhesive

complexes is microtubule dependent: disruption of the microtubule network leading to

decreased turnover of focal complexes and a non-polarized distribution of focal

adhesions, increased tension and reduced protrusion (Horwitz and Parons, 1999).

1.7.4.2 Microtubules and positioning of intracellular membrane compartment

The importance of microtubules and their crosslinking proteins in keeping the integrity

and positioning of subcellular organelles is most evident by the close relationship

between microtubules and the Golgi apparatus. In eukaryotic cells, the Golgi which is

critical for protein sorting via the secretory pathway, is formed by interconnected stacks

of cisterna, tubules and small vesicles in the perinuclear region in close proximity to the

MTOC (Lippincott-Schwartz and Zaal,2000). In fact, microtubules are required for the

structural integrity of the Golgi, as seen by the dispersal of the Golgi into small

cytoplasmic vesicles upon addition of microtubule depolymenzing agents (reviewed by

Thyberg and Moskalewski, 1999). CLIPs, such as p63 , GMAP-210, CLIPR-59 and

HOOK3 have also been implicated in positioning of the ER and the Golgi, and help
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these organelles to remain tightly associated with microtubules (Schweizer et al.,1993;

Klopfenstein et al., 1998; Walenta et al., 2001; Infante et al., 1999; Perez et al., 2002).

Similarily, the positioning of mitochondria and their delivery during mitosis is

dependent on their interaction with the plus-end directed microtubule motor, kinesin

(Pereira et al., 1997). Other organelles, such as polyribosomes, are also associated with

the cytoskeleton in eukaryotic cells anci are transportecl along microtubules and actin

filaments (Hamill et a1.,1994).

1.7 .4.3 Microtubule-dependent vesicle trafficking

It has been well recognized that the transport of vesicles from early to late

endosomes/lysosomes is dynein-directed, while the invagination of the forming

endocytic vesicles is thought to be propelled by polymerizing actin (Apodaca,200l;

Conner and Schmid,2003; Hamm-Alvarez and Sheetz, 1998). Microtubules have also

been implicated in the secretory pathway since addition of microtubule depolymerizing

agents inhibits exocytosis, and the movement of exocytic vesicles has been visualized

on microtubules using GFP-labeling (Smith et al., 2003). This microtubule-dependent

exocytosis is most apparent in neuronal cells, where the kinesin-directed transport on

microtubules is responsible for the long-range movement of vesicles containing

neuronal transmitters while the short-range movement is directed by the actin based

motor, myosin V (Brown et al., 2004). Interestingly, the evidence for a direct

interaction between kinesin and myosin-V suggests these cytoskeletal networks co-

operate to co-ordinate vesicle trafficking (Brown et aL.,2004).

Other interactions, such as that between the vesicle coat protein, AP-1, and microtubule-

associated proteins (MAPs), suggest that even early stages of vesicle traffrcking,

including vesicle budding, may also be microtubule-facilitated processes (Orzech et al.,
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2001). Finally, studies on transferrin-receptor (TfR)-mediated endocytosis, again using

microtubule depolymeizing drugs, found dramatically reduced TfR on the plasma

membrane, thus indicating that vesicle recycling may also be microtubule-dependent

(Runnegar et al., 1997).

Yet, despite being implicated in many aspects of vesicle trafficking, the precise roles

that microtubules play is far from understood. The picture is further complicated by the

fact that although the actin and microtubule cytoskeletons are essential for endocytosis,

disruption of neither microtubules nor actin filaments in mammalian cells completely

inhibits this cellular process. It may therefore be that alternative mechanisms exist in

higher organisms to maintain this important function (Conner and Schmid, 2003).

1.7.4.4 Coupling of trafficking and signalling during development

Many developmental signals are secreted proteins found in the extracellular matrix that

rccognize cell surface protein receptors. Receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs) and G-

protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) comprise the two major groups of signaling

receptors (reviewed by Sorkin and Zastrow, 2002). RTKs recruit protein effectors

containing enzpe activity and lead to subsequent modification of proteins or

production of lipid secondary messengers. By contrast, GCPRs function as ligand-

regulated guanine-nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs) to activate G protein

heterotrimers (oBy). The signals generated by the activated receptors lead ultimately to

altered gene transcription and altered cellular function.

Most receptors undergo endocytosis after ligand-binding. Evidence suggested that such

ligand-bound receptors cluster in clathrin-coated pits and are subsequently endocytosed,

although clathrin-independent pathways also exist. The phosphoinositide, PI(4,5)P2,

plays a important role in regulating this clathrin-mediated endocytosis. Upon receiving
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external signals, the activated ARF/Rho family of GTPases recruit P(4)P-5-kinase onto

the membrane, resulting in an increased local concentration of PI(4,5)P2 (Hsuan et al.,

1998). The Pl-binding domain-containing proteins, AP-2, AP-180 and epsin, are

subsequently recruited onto the plasma membrane through the binding of PI(4,5)P2.

These recruited factors are critical for the correct formation of clathrin-coated pits at the

heginning of enclocytosis. By recnriting different effectors at different stages, PI(4,5)P2

has also been shown to be involved in vesicle f,rssion, docking and fusion, as well as in

the subsequent trafficking of vesicles by regulating actin/microtubule nucleation and

membrane-cfioskeleton association (Martin,200l; Russo et a1.,2001 Popova et al.,

2002).

Endocytosed ligand-receptor complexes can be dissociated in the acidic environment of

the endosome. Whether they are removed or remain associated depends on the status of

ligand-receptor binding and the local concentration of both (reviewed by Sorkin and

Zastrow, 2002). The preservation of ligand-receptor complexes in endosomes can result

in the persistence of receptor dimers, raising the possibility that the endocytosed

receptors may still maintain signaling activity and therefore activate potential signal

pathways. This has challenged the traditional hypothesis that receptor endocytosis ends

the signaling activated on the cell surface. Identification of signaling proteins in

endosomes, including the growth-factor-receptor-bound protein 2 (Grb2), Ras-GTPase

and PAPK/ERK, has provided further evidence for endocytic signaling (reviewed by

Sorkin and Zastrow, 2002).

A role for such endocytic signaling is perhaps best highlighted by the Trk-family of

receptor tyrosine kinases in neurons. Upon nerve growth factor (NGF)-binding, the

NGF-TrkA complexes are internalized and transported from the axon to the neural cell

body, where the signaling NGF-TrkA complexes activate cyclic AMP-responsive
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element binding protein (CREB), leading to gene transcription in the cell body

(reviewed by Sorkin and Zashrow, 2002). The signaling endosomes are eventually

delivered to late endosomes/lysosomes for degradation and termination of signaling .

However, intemalization of activated receptors does markedly reduce the amount of

receptors on the cell surface and results in reduced signaling on the plasma membrane.

Receptors can be recycled from early endosomes (rapid recycling) or after they been

sorted into multivesicular bodies (slow recycling). In addition to regulating signaling by

controlling the concentration of receptors on cell surface, endocytosis also regulates

ligand accessibility by removing them from extracellular matrix, on which cell

migration and tissue patterning are depended during early development (Vincent et al.,

2003).

1.8 Outlines of this project

The overall aim of this project is to understand the pathogenetic mechanism underlying

OS by charactenzing the cellular function(s) of MID1 and MID2. Both MID1 and

MID2 are of interest as the following observations suggest they may have a partially

redundant or co-ordinated function: (1) their high level of amino acid sequence

similarity; (2) the fact that both dimerize on microtubules; (3) that both MIDl/Midl and

MID2/Mid2 are ubiquitously expressed albeit at variable levels in numerous

embryologic tissues; (4) they both interact with Alpha4; (5) and they both are likely to

have E3 ubiquitin ligase activity.

Under the hypothesis of partially redundant or co-ordinated functions, the project

started from the screening for MID2 mutations in OS patients and characterizing the

cellular behavior of MID2 in the OS cells carrying a MID1 mutation. However, the

main strategy employed to charactenze their function has been to identifli the potential
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protein partners for MID1 and MID2. The work in this thesis largely describes the

results extending from these studies and begin to shed some light on the roles of these

novel RBCC proteins and how their disruption may lead to the presentation of the

malformations seen in Opitz syndrome.
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Chapter Two: Materials and Methods

2.1 Abbreviations.

APS: ammonium persulfate

bisacrylamide : N,N' -methylene-bisacrylamide

bp: base pairs

BSA: bovine serum albumin

CIP: alkaline calf intestinal phosphatase

DMEM: Dulbecco's minimal essential medium

DNA: deoxyribonucleic acid

dNTP : deoxyribonucleoside triphosphate

DTT: dithiothreitol

EDTA: ethylene-diamine-tetra-acetic acid

EtOH: ethanol

FBS: fetal bovine serum

FRAP: Fluorescence recovery after photo-bleaching

GST : glutathione- S -transferase

H EP E S : 4 - (2 -hy dr oxyethyl )pip er azine- 7 - eth ane sul fo ni c aci d

Hours: hrs

HRP : Horseradish peroxidase

IPTG: isopropyl B-D-thiogalactopyranoside

kb: kilobase pairs

Mins: minutes

PBX: phosphate buffered saline with 0.1% Triton X
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PBS: phosphate buffered saline

PBST: phosphate buffered saline with0.Io/o Tween 20

PCR: polymerase chain reaction

PEG: polyethyleneglycol

PGK- 1 : Phosphoglucokinase- 1

PIPES : 1,4-piperazinediethanesulfonic acid

PM: Plasma membrane

PMSF : phenylmethanesulfonyl fluoride

RNase: ribonuclease

rpm: revolutions per min

SDS: sodium dodecyl sulphate

Sec: Seconds

UV: ultraviolet light

V/GA: wheat germ agglutinin

X- gal: 5 Bromo -4- Chloro - 3 -indoyl B -D - gal actopyrano side

2.2 Materials.

2.2.1 Chemicøls and Reagents.

General laboratory chemicals were of analytical research grade and were purchased

from a range of manufacturers. Specialist reagents and their sources are listed below:

DMSO BDH

IPTG Boehringer Mannheim

PEc 4000 Sigma

Spermidine Sigma
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TEMED

LiOAc

Mineral oil

Yeast Extract

DMEM

FBS

Thiourea

Ampholytes (3-10)

CHAPS

Iodoacetamide

Gelatin

8Yo Gh,Íaraldehyde

Wortmannin

Salmon spenn DNA

O-Dianisidine

2.2,2 Staíns and Dyes.

Bromophenol blue

Ethidium bromide

Coomassie blue

Trypan blue

BDH

BDH

Sigma

Oxoid

GibcoBRL

GibcoBRL

Sigma

Biorad

Sigma.

Sigma

Merck

Sigma

Sigma

Sigma

Sigma

Sigma

Sigma.

Sigma

Sigma

2.2.3 Enzymes.

All restriction endonucleases and buffers were purchased from New England Biolabs.

Modiffing enzymes were bought from the following manufacturers:
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Zaq DNA polymerase Geneworks

Calf Intestinal Phosphatase Boehringer Mannheim

RNaseA

T4 DNA ligase

14 (PNK)

Aprotinin

Leupeptin

Benzamidine

PMSF

WGA-Alexa Fluor 350 conjugate

EGF-Texas red

Molecular Probes

Sigma

Geneworks

Geneworks

Sigma

Sigma

Sigma

Sigma

Sigma

Invitrogen

Sodium Orthovanadate

Pfx Polymerase

HRP Sigma

Appropriate reaction buffers (either 5 X or 10 X) and additional supplements were

supplied with all enzymes.

2.2.4 Antíbíotics and Indicøtors.

Ampicillin

X-gal

Kanamycin

IPTG

Sigma

Sigma

Sigma

Sigma

P enicillin/Streptomycin Invitrogen

2.2. 5 Fluorescent Probes.
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DiICl6(3) Molecular Probes

2.2.6 Kits ønd Míscelløneous Mqteríals.

Kits and other materials used in this project were obtained from the following

manufacturers

Glass beads, 150-212 pm

HybondrM -N+nylon membrane

HybondrM -C nylon membrane

Sequencing Kit

Hl,perfilmrM

QiaexrM gel purification kit

Qiagen DNA mini kit

Qiagen DNA midi kit

Superose 6PC 3.2130

ReadyStriprM IPG strip (pH3-10, 7 cm)

Slide-A-Lyzer I 0K Dialysis Cassette

PlusOne Silver Staining Kit, Protein

Sigma

Amersham

Amersham

USB

Amersham

Qiagen

Qiagen

Qiagen

Amersham

Bio-Rad

Pierce

Amersham

2.2.7 Solutions ønd Bufþrs.

Phenol/chloroform

50% (wlv) Phenol

48% (vlv) Chloroform

2% (vlv) Isoamyl alcohol, buffered with an equal volume of

Tris-HCl, pH 8.0

0.2% (v lv) B -mercaptoethanol.
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l XTE

l XTAE

lXGTS

PHEM buffer, 0.4 M

10mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0

lmM EDTA, pH 8.0.

40mM Tris HCI

20mM Sodium actetate

2mM EDTA

adjusted to pH 7.8 with glacial acetic acid.

0.2 M Glycine

25 mM Tris HCI

0.1% SDS

Adjust pH to 8.3 with NaOH

100 ml 240 mM PIPES

100 mM HEPES

8 mM MgCl2

40 mM EGTA
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2 X Glutaraldehyde (GA) fixative

0.2M PHEM buffer

4Yo ghúaraldehYde

Freshly prepared before use

10% Gelatin

10% Gelatin

0.1 M PBS pH 7.4

0.02o/o azide

DMEM

28 mM NaHCO3

19 mM Glucose

20 mM HEPES, p}ì7.3

Yeast lysis buffer

300 mM NaCl

100 mM TrisCl, pH8.0

1 mM EDTA

0.1% SDS

40% PEG 4000

0.1 M Lithium Acetate

PEG/LiAo/TE

10 mM Tris'Cl, pH7.5
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I mM EDTA

Non- denaturing lysi s buffer

I% (vlv) Triton X-100

50mM Tris-HCl, pH7.4

300mM NaCl

5mM EDTA

0.02% (w/v) Sodium Azide

Added just prior to use:

1OmM Iodoacetamide

lmM PMSF

2pg/ml Leupeptin.

'Wash 
buffer

0.1% (wlv) Triton X-l00

50mMTris'Cl, p}J7.4

300mM NaCl

5mM EDTA

0.02% (w/v) sodium azide

5% Blotto

l XPBS
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Non-denaturing lysis buffer (gel filtration)

phosphate buffered saline with 0.1% NP-40

100 X protease inhibitor

200 uglml AProtinin

400 ug/ml Besta tin

500 ug/ml LeuPePtin

100 uglml PePstatin

150 mM EDTA

2-D sample buffer (Lewis et al., 2000)

7M urea

2M thiourea

4% CHAPS

2%DTT

2%IPG buffer (pH 3-10)

lmM benzamidine

2uglml pepstatin-A

2}uglml leupeptin

l0ug/ml aprotinin

1.5mM EDTA

1.5mM EGTA

2-D rehydration buffer

2-D sample buffer with 0.001% bromophenol blue
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SDS-PAGE equilibration buffer I (with DTT)

6M Urea

0.375M Tris pH8.8

2% SDS

20o/o glycerol

2% (wlv)DTT

SDS-PAGE equilibration buffer II (with iodoacetamide)

6M Urea

0.375M Tris pH8.8

2% SDS

20Yo glycerol

2.5% (w I v) iodoacetamide

Coomassie blue staining

0.25% Coomassie blue R-250

40% Methanol

70%o acetic acid

Destain solution

40% Mehtanol

l0%o acetic acid

Glutathione Elution Buffer

50
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10 mM reduced glutathione

2.2.8 Nucleic acid ønd protein molecular weight standørds.

lkb ladder

Hyperladder I

BENCHMARKIM Prestained Protein Ladder

GibcoBRL

Bioline

GibcoBRL

2.2.9 Cloning and expression vectors.

All pCMV and pPGK mammalian expression vector were obtained from Dr. T. Cox

(University of Adelaide, South Australia).

2. 2. 1 0 Bøcterial strains.

2.2. 1 1 Bøcteríal medis.

Lurja broth (L-Broth)

l% (wlv) Tryptone

l% (w/v) Sodium chloride

0.5% (wlv) Yeast extract

Strains genotype

DH5cr supE44 LlctcU 1 69($80 lacZ A};47 5)hs dRll r ec

Al endAl gyrA9 6thi-l relAT

BL2I F- , ompT, hsdS (rs- , ms-), gal (3 8,39)
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Luria Agar (L-Agar)

SOC

2.2.12 Yeøst strøìns.

}l4av203

Mav20l

adjusted to pH 7.2 with sodium hydroxide.

Luria broth with the addition of lYo (w/Ð bacteriological agar

Nor.

2o/oTryptone

0.5% Yeast extract

l0 mM NaCl

2.5 mM KCI

10 mM MgCl2

l0 mM MgSO¿

MATa, leu2-3,112, trpl-901, his3A200, ade2-102, gal4A, gal80A,

SPAL 1 0 : : URA 3, GAL I : : tacZ, HIS 3 uts qt 1 : : HIS 3 @LYS 2, can I 
R, 

cyh2R

MATa, leu2-3,112, trpl-901, his3A200, ade2-102, gal4L, gal8|A,

SPAL I A : : URA 3, GAL I : : lacZ, HIS 3 u6 q¡ 1 : : HIS 3 @LYS 2, can lR, cyh2R
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2.2.13 Yeast media.

2.2.13.1Amino acids and Carbon source.

Tryptophan, Histidine, Leucine and Uracil were obtained from Sigma. Glucose was

obtained from the central services unit (CSU) and Lactic acid (DL) was obtained from

BDH.

2.2.13.2 Liquid media.

The composition of the media is given per litre. The appropriate amino acids and carbon

source, obtained from sterile solutions, \Mere added after autoclaving.

Minimal media: yeast nitrogen base (1.7g), ammonium sulphate (5g) made up to

900mls with water, and autoclaved.

Complete Media (YPD): yeast extract (10g), bactopeptone (20g), KzHPO+ (0.5g) and

KHzPO¿ (0.5g).'Water was added to 900mls and autoclaved.

Yeast Broth: yeast nitrogen base (6.7Ð in 900 ml H2O and autoclaved. The appropriate

carbon source and amino acids were added prior to use.

2.2.13.3 Solid media.

Yeast minimal media plates and complete media plates were made with either yeast

minimal media or yeast complete media (respectively) with 2Yo bactoagar. The

appropriate carbon source and amino acids were added prior to plate pouring.
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2.2.14 Libruries.

The PROQUEST Two-Hybrid Mouse Embryo, 10.5 day oDNA Llbrary was purchased

from GibcoBRL.

2.2,15 Tissue Culture Cell Línes and Media.

2.2.15.1Cell Lines.

Cos-1, Monkey Kidney cells (ATCC CRL-I650)

HEK-293T, Human Embryonal Kidney cells (ATCC CRL-1573)

Primary skin fibroblasts, from OS patient OSP#9 (Cox et al., 2000) and

from an unrelated unaffected individual (gift from Dr. M.Fietz,

Womens and Childrens Hospital, Adelaide)

2.2.15.2 Media.

All cells were gro\ /n in DMEM (Gibco) supplemented with 5-I0% (vlv)

FBS.

2,2.16 Antibodies.

Anti-gtubulin

Anti-GFP

Anti-MYC

Anti-EEA1

Anti-Dynein heavy chain

Anti-Ubiquitin

monoclonal Sigma

monoclonal Rockland

monoclonal gift from Dr. Stephen Dalton

monoclonal BDH

monoclonal Sigma
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Anti-goatlOnm-goldconjugate monoclonal Aurion

2. 2. 1 7 Olígo nu cle otíde s.

2.2.18 MIDI and MID2 domain deletions-

Regions deleted in the MID1 and MID2 domain-specific deletions are indicated as

following:

MIDl MID2 Regions deleted

ARF residue 1-71 residue 1-71 RlNG-finger domain

ABB rcsidue l2-2ll residue 72-2ll Two B-Boxes

ACC residue 212-349 residue 212-349 Coiled-Coiled domarn

AFNIII residue 350-489 residue 350-489 Fibronectin type III domain

ACTD residue 490-667 residue 490-685 830.2 domain

Vector prtruel$
Geneworks.55CGAATT AACCCTCACT AüA-A.GGGT3

55 Geneworks.GTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGC't7
55 Sigma GenosysEGFP-60r GTTTACGTCGCCGTCCAGCTC
55 Sigma GenosysEGFP-660 GATCACATGGTCCTGCTGGAG

Sigma Genosys.55GGGAGGTCTATATAAGCAGAGCPCMV-4OMCS
Sigma Genosys.55TATAACGCGTTTGGAATCACTGal4-AD

55 Sigma Genosys.GAAT AAGTGCGACATCATCATCGal4-DB
55 Sigma Genosys.Gal4-4D45-tetm GT AJAATTTCTGGCAAGGTAGAC

Sigma Genosys.55ACGCGTCGACGT AúAATTTCTGGCAAG
GTAGAC

Gal4-ADH-term-
Sall

Sigma Genosys.55GGGCTGGCAAGCCACGTTTGGTGpGEX 5'

Gene-specific
pnmers

Sigma GenosysGGGGTACCCATGGCGGCGGATCTAA
AC

PEPP2F-KpnI

56
Sigma Genosys.GG GGTACCCTACACACACACATGAA

ATGTGATCC
PEPP2B-KpnI

Sigma Genosys.GCGGTACCCGTGACTTCAGATTATGC
AGTG

PEPP2PHF

Sigma Genosys.
56

GCGGTACCGTTTCTTTAGTTGGTGCA
TTTTC

PEPP2PHF

Sigma Genosys.CGGTCGACCATGTCGGGCTACGCGC
GGC

NYCO3F

60
Sigma GenosysNYCO3B GCGTCGACTCAAGAGTCTTCCTCCTC

GTC

PRIMER SEQUENCE (5' ) 3',) Ann Temp'C SOURCE
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2.3 Methods.

2.3.1 Ethønolprecipítøtion of nucleíc acíds.

Samples were adjusted to 0,3M NaAcplH 5.2 using a 3M stock solution. Three volumes

of redistilled EIOH was then added, mixed thoroughly by vortexing, and chilled at -

20oC for at least 30 min. The precipitated nucleic acid was then pelleted by

centrifugation at 15,000 X g for 15 rnin. The supernatant was carefully removed and the

pellet then washed in 70% (vlv) EtOH. The samples were dried in vacuo then

resuspended in water.

2. 3. 2 Restriction endonucleøse dígestions.

All restriction endonuclease digestions of DNA dissolved in water (or TE) were carried

out in the supplied 10 X restriction buffer with addition of BSA. Analytical digests of

DNA (up to 2¡rg) were carried out using 2 units of enzyme in a reaction volume of 15¡rl

fot l-2 hrs at 37"C. Preparative digests of DNA (> 2ptÐ were carried out using 2-3 units

of enzyme for each pg of DNA, in a reaction volume of 50-100¡rl, and allowed to

proceed for at least 2-3 hrs at37"C.

2.3.3 Agarose gel electrophoresis of DNA.

Electrophoresis of DNA was carried out in agarose gels of appropriate percentage and

size. Molten agarose in 1 X TAE was poured into plastic trays provided with the

electrophoresis tanks with plastic combs to provide the wells. The gels were submerged

in TAE in an electrophoresis tank and the DNA samples containing an appropriate

amount of loading buffer (final concentration 1 X) were loaded into the wells. 60-80V

was applied until the dye had moved to the required distance. The DNA was visualised
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under long or medium wave UV light after staining with ethidium bromide (lOmg/ml)

for approximately 10 min.

2.3.4 Extrøctíon of DNA frøgments from agarose gels.

Following electrophoresis on an appropriate percentage agarose gel, DNA was isolated

by staining the gel with ethidium bromide and excising the band of DNA with a scalpel

under long wave UV light. DNA was then isolated from the gel slice using the Qiaex

IIrM gel extraction kit following the suppliers protocol.

2.3.5 Preparøtíon of electroporation competent bøcterial cells-

Single bacterial cells were inoculated in 10ml of luria broth and grown in a shaking

incubator ovemight at 37oC.5 ml of each culture was used to seed 500m1 of luria broth.

Large cultures were grown with shaking at 3J"C until an OD600 of approximately 0.6-

0.8 was obtained. The cultures were placed on ice for 15 min, then centrifuged in a

JA14 rotor at 7,000rpm. Cell pellets were resuspended in 500 ml of ice cold Milli-Q

water and re-pelleted by centrifugation at 7,000rpm in a JA14 rotor at 4oC for 15 min.

Cell re-suspension and pelleting was repeated a further two times before final

resuspension in 2ml of ice cold 10% glycerol per 50ml of original culture. Cells were

stored in 80¡11 aliquots at -80oC.

2.3.6 Sub-cloning restríctíon frøgments into plasmid DNA vectors.

2.3.6.1 Preparation of vectors and restriction fragments.

Linearised vector DNA and restriction fragments were prepared by digestion with the

appropriate restriction enzymes. The 5'-terminal phosphate group from the linearised
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vector was removed using calf intestinal phosphatase (CIP) essentially as described by

Maniatis et al (1989). The vector DNA and the restriction fragments were purified from

agarose gels (as described above).

2.3.6,2 Ligation of restriction fragments into vector DNA.

DNA fragments to be ligated were placed in excess (approximately 3 volumes) within a

mix containing 0.1 volumes of 10 X ligation buffer and 1 unit of T4 ligase in a total

volume of 10¡rl. The reaction was incubated at room temperature for t hour.

2.3.6.3 Transformation of competent bacterial cell by electroporation.

Ligation reactions were ethanol precipitated and resuspended in 20pl Milli-Q water. To

this, 40pl of electroporation competent cells were added and the mixture stored on ice

for 5 min. The ligation mixture was then transfemed into sterile cuvettes and subjected

to a 2.5kY pulse (25prFD) in the Gene Pulser before 200¡l SOC rnedium was used to

wash the cells out into another 800 pl of the medium. The transformed cells were

incubated at 37"C for approximately 30 min and spun at 350 X g in a centrifuge for 5

min. The pellet was resuspended in 100p1Milli-e water.

2.3.6.4 Plating of transformed cells.

Using a sterile glass spreader, transformed cells were plated onto L-agar containing

100pg/ml ampicillin or 5O¡rg/ml kanamycin and left ovemight at 37'C. For vectors

facilitating blue/white colour selection 4¡rl IPTG (200mglml) and2}¡tlX-gal (2}mg/ml)

were added to cells immediately prior to plating.
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2.3.7 Determínatíon of DNA concentrøtíon.

The concentration of DNA samples was estimated by comparing their intensity to bands

of known concentration on an agarose gel. For more accurate estimation of DNA

concentration, UV absorbance at 260nm was determined using a UV-visible

spectrophotometer (5Oprg/ml of DNA per absorbance unit).

2.3.8 Plusmid DNA prepøration.

2.3.8.1 Small scale preparations.

Plasmid DNA was routinely isolated from 2ml ovemight cultures using the QIAprep

Spin Miniprep Kit protocol (QIAGEN).

2.3.8.2 Large scale preparations.

Large scale plasmid preps ìwere completed with the QIAGEN plasmid midi kit from

50ml overnight cultures of single colonies.

2. 3. 9 E nd-Ji.lling restrictíon en donucleøse díge ste d DNA.

Both 5' and 3' overhangs were end-filled with T4 DNA polymerase. lpg of restricted

DNA was incubated with 0,2mM dNTP's, 1 X T4 DNA polymerase buffer and 2.5 units

of the polymerase at37"C for t hour. The enzyme was heat inactivated at 68'C for 10

min and the end product purified by phenol/chloroform extraction and ethanol

precipitation.
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2.3.10 Automøted sequencing of PCR products.

All automated sequencing runs were cornpleted at the IMVS Molecular Pathology

Sequencing Unit, South Australia. Automated sequencing reactions were carried out

using 7-8pl of terminator ready reaction mix, 5pl of Template (3Orng/prl), 3.2 pmole

primer and approximately 4-5 ¡l of water. The cycles completed on the DNA engine

were: 96"C - 15 secs, 50"C - 5 secs, 60"C - 4 min, and completed 25 times.

2.3.11 Polymerøse Chøìn Reøction (PCR).

PCR's were performed in 50pl volumes containing 0.5mM dNTP's, 1 X PCR reaction

buffer, 5mM MgClz, 0.7-7.0pM each primer, 1.5U of Zaq DNA polymerase and

template DNA. Amplification was performed in a Peltier Thermal Cycler 200

programmed with an initial template denaturation at 94C for 3 min followed by 30-35

cycles of denaturation at 94"C for 1 min, a primer annealing step and extension at 72"C.

Annealing temperature and time varied depending on the primer pairs.

2.3.12 Preparøtion of PCR products for clonìng.

PCR products were ethanol precipitated as cletailed in Section 2.3.1, resuspended in

water and then digested with the appropriate enzyme. The digest was gel purified as

detailed in Section 2.3.4, again resuspended in water and an appropriate amount of the

purified fragrnents used in ligation reaction as detailed in Section 2.3.6.
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2.3.13 Yeøst two-hybrid screeníng of cDNA librøry.

2.3.13.L Preparation of the PROQUESTTM Two-Hybrid Mouse Embryo 10.5 day

cDNA library

Amplification and preparation of plasmid DNA from the oDNA library was following

the instructions provided with the kit.

2.3.13.2 Screening the librarY

The ORF of hMID2 was cloned into the pDBLeu vector. Sequential transformation with

pDBLeu-MID2 and the pPC86-Library was then performed following the instructions

provided by the manufacturer.

2.3.14 Plasmíd transþrmøtíon ínto yeøst

Transformation of plasmids into yeast was performed essentially as described by Elble

R., I9gZ. Briefly, a single fresh yeast colony (-107-108 cells) was suspended in 500u1

pEG/LiAc/TE and mixed by gentle vortexing. 100ug of carrier DNA (in 1Oul) was then

added plus 1ug transforming DNA and again mixed by vortexing. The mixture was then

incubated overnight at room temperature. Fifty ul of settled cells were removed and

spread onto selective plates for incubation.

2.3.15 Yeøst DNA prePøratíon

Three ml cultures of yeast in appropriate selective media were grown overnight at 30"C,

span down the pellet and resuspended by votexing in 300u1 yeast lysis buffer. Glass

beads (-450 microns diameter) were then added and the sample vortexed (bead beat) for

3 min. 0.5m1 phenol/CHCl3/isoamyl alcohol (25.24:l) was then used to extract the
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upper layet, with the DNA subsequently precipitated with 2X volumes of absolute

EtOH at -20" for 30min. The DNA was routinely resuspended in 40u1 1X TE or H2O.

2.3.16 Maintaining cultured cell lines.

All cultured cell lines were routinely grown in75-l50cm3 flaks (Falcon) at 37"C in an

atmosphere of 5o/o COz. Cell lines wcrc maintained by subculturing appluxirnately 1 : 10-

l:20 dilutions every 3-4 days. Harvesting and subculturing adherent cells was

completed by first removing the culture media, washing twice with PBS before the

addition of 1-2ml of trypsin/EDTA solution. The cells were left at room temperature

until they began to detach from the surface of the flask, after which time 7ml of culture

media was added and the flask washed to remove any remaining cells. Harvested cells

were washed twice in PBS and pelleted by centrifugation at I,200 X g for 5 min before

being resuspended in the appropriate buffer.

2.3.17 Transfection of cultured cells with Fugene.

Cells were seeded into appropriately sized dishes to approximately 60-80% confluence

in growth media. The cells were allowed to attach to the surface of the flasks or inserted

coverslips for at least 4 hrs and transfected with a mixture of Fugene (Roche) diluted

with DMEM and the appropriate DNA construct (as per manufacturers

recommendations). Following at least 24hrs of expression, cells were utilised for either

protein extraction or immunofluorescence.
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2.3.18 Immunofluorescent analysìs of cultured cells.

24 hrs (unless is otherwise indicated) post transfection cells plated on coverslips were

rinsed twice PBS and fixed with 3.5% PFA in PBS. Following permeabilisation with

0.2% Nonidet-P4O in PBS, mitochondria were stained with the appropriate dilution of

primary antibody for I hr. Excess primary antibodies were washed off with PBS and

attached antibodies were then detected with appropriate dilutions of conjugated

secondary antibodies. The coverslips were inverted and mounted onto glass slides for

visualisation under appropriate wavelength light on an Olympus AX70 microscope and

images captured using a Photometrics CE200A cooled CCD camera.

2. 3. 1 9 Cryo-Immunogold Electron Mícroscopy.

Cultured HEK-293T cells (on 10 cm dishes) that were transformed with the indicated

constructs were harvested and washed once with 1 X PBS. The cells were then fixed in

2X glutaraldehyde fixative for thr, washed in 1 X PBS with 4olo sucrose, and then

resuspended in 100 ú 70o/, gelatin. Cryosectioning of the samples was completed by

Lyn Waterhouse (CEMMSA, Adelaide University, SA). Immunogold labelling of the

cryo-sections was performed according to the procedure in Current Protocols in Cell

Biology (1999). Sections were visualized on a Philips CM100 transmission electron

microscope and images captured using a Soft Imaging System MegaView II digital

camera.

2. 3. 2 0 Vïortmønnín treøtment

Wortmannin was added to cell culture media (DMEM+10%FCS) aT a final

concentration of 100 nM (Simonsen et a1., 1998). Following addition, cells were

cultured for a fuither 30 minutes before immunofluorescence analysis.
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2,3,21 Golgí støíning with WGA-AIexa Fluor 350

WGA was applied together with the secondary antibody at a final concentration of

1Oug/rrtl ontc¡ c;overslips and incubated for 1.5 hours for immunofluorescence analysis.

2.3.22 Estimøtion of Fluíd-phøse endocytosis

Duplicate cultures of HEK-293T cells (transfected with the indicated constructs) were

grown in 6-well 35 mm diameter trays and used for fluid-phase endocytosis analysis as

previously described (Bucci et al., 1992). Briefly, cells were incubated with 5 m/ml

HRP in a sentm free buffer at 37" for 10 min then collected after an intensive wash. The

cells were then lysed with 10 mM HEPES (pH 7.4) plus 0.2o/o Triton X-100. Protein

concentration in the post-nuclear supernatant (supernatant from the collected cell lysate

after spinning at 4000 rpm, 4o for 10 min) was detennined by the Bradford assay

(section 2.3.25). The HRP activity/5Oug total protein in the post-nuclear supematant

was estimated using O-Dianisidine, as described (Marsh et al., 1981). The reaction was

stopped after 3 min and HRP activity was determined by the absorbance at 460 nm.

2. 3. 23 Receptor-mediated endocytosís analysis

Cells transfected with the indicated constructs were grown on coverslips in 6-well 35

mm trays. The culture media were substituted with the labelling media containing

DMEM plus 25 mM HEPES, Iyo BSA and I uglml EGF-Texas red (Itoh et al,200I).

Cells were labelled for 10 min at 37" and then washed twice with 1X PBS. Fixation and

imaging were done as described in 2.3.18
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2.3.24 FRAP ønølysìs for membrane microviscosity.

Cells were gro\¡/n on 90 mm dishes, which were modified with 1.5 cm diameter holes

drilled at the centre of the base and sealed with coverslips. Plasma membrane was

labelled with 8.3 ug/ml DiICre at 4o for 15 min and medium replaced with serum-free

DMEM plus 25 mM HEPES before labelling (Ghosh et a\,2002). Photobleaching of

approximately a micron diameter region on the plasma membrane were made with short

pulses from a 543nm HeNe laser beam aI I00Yo power and the fluorescence recovery

was monitored by scanning the bleached arca with an attenuated beam of 20o/o po\¡/er

using a BioRad Radiance 2100 confocal microscope.

2. 3. 2 5 N on-de n aturing protein extractíon from culture d cells.

lOcm plates containing either transfected or untransfected cells that were 80-90%o

confluent were rinsed twice with ice-cold PBS. Cells were collected by physical

removal with a cell scraper in lml of ice-cold non-denaturing lysis buffer and

transferred to a microcentrifuge tube. Following a brief vortex for 10 sec the cells were

incubated on ice for 30 min and stored at -20"C.

2. 3. 2 6 Pr otein concentrøtíon : Bradford assøy.

Bradford reagent (Biorad) was diluted 1:5 with Milli-Q water. Between 1-5prl of protein

was made up to 200prl with dilute Bradford reagent and mixed by pipetting. The assay

solution was placed into a 96 well plate and the absorbance at 590nm was measured on

a UV spectrophorometer. BSA protein standard assays were obtained between the range

0-40mg/m1. Approximate concentration of the test sample was determined against a
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linear plot produced by the BSA standard. All assays were completed in duplicate and

the mean result determined.

2. 3. 2 7 C o-Immun opr e cipitcttio n.

Standard co-immunoprecipitation has been done according to the Current Protocols in

Cell Biologv (1999).

2.3.28 Proteín gel electrophoresìs and western blotting.

All SDS-PAGE of protein samples and subsequent western transfer to nitrocellulose or

nylon membranes, Coomassie blue staining of gels were performed as described in

Current Protocols in Cell Biology (1999). Nitrocellulose and Nylon blots were washed

thoroughly with PBST and then blocked for t hr in PBST 5% Blotto. Primary and

Secondary antibody incubations were carried out overnight at 4"C or for 45 min at rooln

temperature with the appropriate dilutions of antibody in the aforementioned blocking

solution. All secondary antibodies were conjugated to horseradish peroxidase

(Amersham) and detected by Enhanced chemiluminescence (Amersham).

2.3.29 Protein sømple prepøration from cultured cells for gel Jiltrøtion

HEK-293T cells were grown to confluence on 90mm diameter dishes and were

transfected with GFP-MIDI fusion protein expressing construct or other constructs as

described in Chapter six. The cells were then lysed (lysis buffer plus 1 X protease

inhibitors), sonicated and centrifuged at 10 0009 at 4" for 10 min (Cainarca et al,1999).

The supematant was ultracentrifuged at 150 0009 at 4 for 30 min before being loaded
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onto a lysis buffer-equilibrated Superose 6 gel filtration column on a Pharmacia FPLC

system.

2.3.30 Gelfiltration

Protein samples were eluted at 0.4 ml/min with the lysis buffer and were monitored by a

UV spectrophotometer at OD2se 0.5 ml fractions were collected and 10 ul aliquots of

each was separated by l0% SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and then subjected

to western blotting with appropriate antibodies.

2. 3. 3 1 Proteín sample concentration.

Fractions containing the peak elution of GFP-MIDI fusion protein and the

corresponding fractions of controls were each pooled. Samples were then dried down

under vacuum to -1 ml and then dialysed twice against ILHzO at 4" overnight by using

Slide-A-Lyzer 10K Dialysis Cassettes. The dialysed sample (-3 ml) was again dried

under vacuum and then resuspended in 300 ul2-D sample buffer.

2. 3. 3 2 Two-dìmensíonal protein electrophoresis

2.3.32.1 Sample rehydration

7 cm (pH3-10) IPG strips were passively rehydrated in a hray with 125 ul rehydration

sample buffer containing the indicated amount of protein sample. The sample was then

overlain with2 ml mineral oil to prevent evaporation. The strips were finally rehydrated

ovemight (-16 hrs) at room temperature.
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2.3.32.2 Is oelectric focusin g (fTrst dimension)

Protein samples were focused in the PROTEAN IEF cell (Bio-Rad) under the following

standard program, The actual focusing conditions were slightly modified according to

the loaded sample with the total voltage X hours no less than 20 000V-hr and the

current not exceeding 50 uA/Strip

Start Voltage End Voltage Time Temp

OV 250V 2hrs

250V 4000 v 2 hrs

4000 v 4000 v 5 hrs

2.3.32.3 Protein separation on SDS-PAGE (second dimension)

The IPG strips from the first focusing step were equilibrated in 2.5 ml SDS-PAGE

equilibration buffer I and II for 10 min each. The strips were then mounted onto l\o/o

SDS polyacrylamide gels and overlaid with 0.5% agarose solution. Gels were then run

under standard conditions.

2.3.33 Coomassìe blue støíníng and sìlver staining

SDS polyacrilamide gels were stained in coomassie blue for l-2 hours and then in

destain solution on a platform shaker until the background colour was clear.

Silver staining was performed following the instructions provided with the PlusOne

silver staining kit (Amersham).

200

20"

20"
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2. 3. 3 4 Protein recognìtion

The in-gel trypsin digestion, reverse phase HPLC of the resultant peptides and mass

spectrometry were done by Dr. Chris Bagley at the Hanson Institute's Protein Core

Facility, Division of Human Immunology, L M. V. S.

2.3.35 GST fusion protein expression and purificøtíon

An overnight culture of BL21 cells carrying the GST fusion protein expressing

construct was diluted 100 fold into fresh L-broth +ampicillin and incubated at 37'with

vigorous shaking until the Aooo reached 1.0. Cells were then induced with 0.2mM IPTG

at 37" for additional 3 hours, after which they were pelleted by centrifugation at I ,700 X

g for l0 min and resuspended in 1/100 volume of STE plus 5mM DTT and 1.5%

Sarkosyl. Collected cells were subsequently lysed on ice by sonication in short bursts.

The insoluble fraction was separated by centrifugation at 12,000 X g for 5 min. 1/50

volume 50% slurry of Glutathione Sepharose 4B was then added to the remaining

supernatant and incubated with gentle agitation at room temperature for 30 min. The

Glutathione Sepharose 4B matrix was then washed three times with 1 X PBS. The

bounded GST or GST fusion protein was finally eluted with an equal volume of

Glutathione Elution Buffer.
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Chapter Three: Functional redundancy between MID1 and

MID2?

3.1 Introduction

The MIDl-related MID2 gene was initially identified after sequence similarity searches

of the EST databases using the LMIDI cDNA sequence. Llke MIDI, MID2 maps to the

X chromosome but to the long arm at band Xq22 (Xp22 for MIDI). Analysis of gene

composition and order on the X-chromosome indicated thatXp22 andXq22, the loci for

MID1 and MID2, respectively, may have resulted from an ancient intrachromosomal

duplication (Perry et al., 1999; Buchner et al., 1999). Consistent with this notion, the

genomic structures of MID1 and MID2 are highly conserved, consisting of 9 coding

exons that encode proteins sharing l6Yo identity (see Figure 1'5).

Although mutations in MID| had originally been found in a significant proportion

(nearly 50%) of OS cases (Cox et a1.,2000), more recent mutation screening programs

that have included many mildly presenting patients (i.e. showing only some of the

characteristic features of OS) have revealed MIDL mutations in only 77o/o of patients

(De Falco et al., 2003; So et a1.,2004). The low proportion of cases with MID1 coding

region mutations may reflect a genetically heterogeneous patient cohort (i.e. related but

genetically distinct syndromes). However, the variability in clinical phenotype may also

suggest the existence of mutations with less severe consequences in non-coding regions

of the MIDI gene, for example the promoter elements or, altematively, the existence of

other modifying genes.
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It has been hypothesised that MID2 is one of the modi$ring factors given its similar

cellular distribution and primary structural similarity. The results presented and

discussed in this chapter provide some of the first evidence in support of the hypothesis.

3.2 Results

3.2.1 MIDI ønd MID2 heterodimerize

MID1 and MID2 encode highly related RBCC proteins that associate with the

microtubule network following homodimeization. The high level of sequence identity,

including the Coiled-Coil motif that is responsible for dimenzation, raised the

possibility of the two proteins also binding as heterodimers to microtubules.

To detennine whether this was indeed the case, a directed yeast-based two-hybrid assay

was employed. In this system, the protein of interest is expressed as a GAL4-DNA-

Binding domain (DB) fusion protein and the bait expressed as a GAl4-Activation

domain (AD) fusion protein. A positive protein-protein interaction drives the expression

of three reporter genes (HIS3, URA3 and lacQ, which confers to the host strains a

selective phenotype (i.e. seletion media or X-gal assay'. Importantly, the yeast

expressing vectors of DB-(pDBlue-X) and AD-(pPC86-Y) fusion proteins are low-

copy-number vectors, such that the expression levels remain close to physiological

conditions albeit in a heterologous system.

MID1 and MID2 were cloned into both pDBleu and pPC86 vectors and expressed as

GAL4-DB or GAL4-AD fusion proteins in different combinations (Dr. Blair Hopwood,

Cox lab, The University of Adelaide). Besides the homodimerization as expected for

MID1 and MID2, heterodimeization was also observed. Comparable growth of the

transformed yeast on selective media suggested that the heterodimenzation was of

similar strength to that of their homo-interaction (Figure 3.lA).
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Due to the well characterized role of the Coiled-Coil domain in mediating the

dimerization of RBCC proteins, the Coiled-Coil domain deletion constructs of MID1

and MID2 in the pDBleu and pPC86 vectors were subsequently generated and their

interactions with wild type MID1 and MID2 tested. As expected, both MID1ACC and

MID2ACC lost their ability to mediate homo- and hetero-dimerization with wild type

MIDI and MID2 while deletion of the adjacent B-boxes (MIDIABB and MID2ABB)

did not significantly affect their dimerizatton capacity. These results are consistent with

the complete co-localization of both wild type GFP and MYC tagged proteins on the

microtubule network in COSl cells (Figure 3.1B) that was also Coiled-Coil dependent

(Kieran Short, data not shown).

3.2.2 The normøl microtubulør dístríbution of MID2 is disrupted ín an OS derived

cell line

As the majority of OS-related MIDI mutations are C-terminal truncating mutations that

form aggregates, it was expected that these mutants would retain the ability to dimerize

since their Coiled-Coil domain was unaffected. Consequently, it was hypothesized that

wild type MID2, or indeed wild type MID1, may also be present in these aggregates-

with their removal from the microtubules contributing to the phenotypic severity.

Therefore, the localization of wild type MID1 and MID2 was monitored in an OS

primary skin fibroblast cell line carrying a typical C-terminal truncation mutation of

MID1, MID1R495X.

Using anti-MlDl antisera, it was first shown that, as expected, endogenous wild type

MIDl was associated with the microtubule cytoskeleton in skin fibroblasts derived from

an unaffected control while the endogenous MID1R495X displayed cytoplasmic

clumping in the patient cells (Figure 3.2A and B). This cellular distribution was similar
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to that observed with GFP-MIDlACTD in COSl cells. The disrupted distribution was

unlikely due to sttuctural change of the microtubules since the microtubule network

appeared normal in the OS fibroblast cells (figure 3.2C). Of interest was the observation

of some fluorescence on the leading edge membranes for endogenous wild type MID1

(see Figure 3.2A), alocalization not seen for overexpressed wild type MIDl.

To determine whether the patient's MID1R495X C-terminal truncation mutation still

retained the ability to interact with wild type MID2, a construct,to exgress GFP-MID2
í;1 | . ! ,'|: ¡'

was transfected into the OS patient cells and the localization of'the.'âssessed. In some

cells, the normal microtubule-associated distribution of MID2 was observed (Figure

3.34). However, in other cells, instead of the normal microtubule-associated

distribution, wild type MID2 was tethered into the MID1R495X cytoplasmic clumps

inferring dimerization of the MID2 and MID1R495X protein (Figure 3.38). A similar

experiment using GFP-tagged MIDl gave essentially identical results (Figure 3.3C and

D). These observations suggested that the function of wild type MID2 could be

perlurbed in these OS cells.

3.2.3 MID2A358D - a polymorphìsm or ø OS-causative mutation

Given the possibility of MID2 being a contributory factor in the pathogenesis of OS,

seven OS patients were screened for sequence changes in the 9 coding exons of MID2

(Lillian R. Allen, MSc thesis, University of Adelaide). Notably, a missen{e change
L

(resulting in an amino acid change 4358D) was found in one patient (Figure 3.4).

Screening of a fuither nine patients for this change showed it to be present in two

additional patients, but surprisingly not in 100 unaffected individuals, indicating a

possible role for this rare polymorphism in OS.
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MYC-MID2 GFP-MIDI Merged

Figure 3.1 The heterodimerization of MIDI and MID2.

A. MIDl and MID2 homo-/hetero-dimerize through their Coiled-Coil domains

in yeast two-hybrid.

a,b, c and d: represent the control yeast strains provided by the manufacturer,

indicating increasing protein-protein interaction strength.

l: pDBleu-MIDI + pPC86-MID1; 5: pDBlue-MIDI + pPC86-MIDIABB;

2: pDBleu-MIDI + pPC86-MID2; 6: pDBlue-MIDl + pPC86-MID1ACC;

3: pDBlue-MID2 + pPC86-MID1; 7: pDBlue-MID2 + pPC86-MIDIABB;

4: pDBlue-MID2 + pPC86-MID2; 8: pDBlue-MID2 + pPC86-MlDlACC.

B. MIDI and MID2 colocalize on microtubules.

COSl cells were cotransfected with the constructs expressing fusion proteins of

GFP-MIDI and MYC-MID2. Colocalization of GFP-MIDI and MYC-MID2 on

microtubules was shown by indirect immuno-fluorescence using monoclonal anti-

MYC and a Texas-red conjugated secondary antibody.
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Figure 3.2 The cellular distribution

of the endogenous MID1 C-terminal

truncation mutant MID1R495X,

using indirect immunofl uorescence.

The endogenous MID1 was detected using rabbit anti-human MID1 antisera and a

Texas-red conjugated secondary antibody: (A). The endogenous wild type MID1 is

microtubule-associated (indicated by blue arrow) in primary skin fibroblasts derived

from a unaffected control, although some fluorescence is apparent on the membrane

ruffles at the leading edge (indicated by white arrows). (B). Endogenous

MID1R495X was found in cytoplasmic clumps in primary skin fibroblast cells

derived from an OS patient. (C). The microtubule network in OS fibroblast cells is

unaffected as evidenced using a monoclonal anti-tubulin antibody and a Texas-red

conjugated secondary antibody. Nuclei shown by blue DAPI staining.

B
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Figure 3.3 The endogenous MIDlR495X C-terminal truncation acts

dominantly to disrupt the microtubular distribution of wild type MID2 and

MID1.

wild type MID2 (A and B) or MID1 (C and D) were expressed as GFP fusion

proteins in OS primary skin fibroblasts. Both microtubule-association (A and C) and

cytoplasmic clumping (B and D) were observed with GFP-MID2 and GFP-MID1

in OS cells, indicative of homodimerizatiorVheterodimerization between endogenous

MID 1R495X and GFP-MID l/GFP-MID2'

E. The heterodimenzationbetween MID2 and MID1 C-terminal truncation mutation

was also demonstrated by colocalization (yellow) of a GFP-MIDIACTD fusion

protein and MYC-tagged MID2 in COS1 cells. Nuclei were shown by DAPI

staining (blue).
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4358D MID2 variatron

Coiled-Coil

+--------
hMID2
m¡4ID2
CN4TD2
h[4rD1
rN4ID1
m¡4rDl-
CMIDl
fN4rD1

Figure 3.4 The MID2A358D variation identified in OS patients.

A missense mutation (1073C>A), resulted in an Alanine35S to

domain, was identified in three unrelated OS patients.

Asvarticflacid change at a position C-terminal to the MID2 Coiled-Coil

I FNIII
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However, overexpression of the MID2A358D in both COSl cells and OS cells revealed

a similar pattern of fluorescence as seen with wild type MID2 (Figure 3.58), inferring

this amino acid change does not dramatically alter the ability to dimerize or to bind

microtubules. This conclusion was also supported by showing that MIDlA358D could

still form homo-/hetero-dimers (Figure 3.54) in a yeast two-hybrid assay (Dr. Blair

Hopwood, Cox lab, The University of Adelaide).

3.3 Discussion

An ability to homodimerize is a common but not obligatory property of RBCC proteins

(reviewed by Reynond et al., 2001). However, through dimerization, RBCC proteins

can be further organized into higher oligomeric states, which is necessary for their

interaction with other protein factors in even larger protein complexes. However, cross-

talk is rarely found between family members, indicating a high specificity for the

dimerization interface. The rare examples where heterodimerizations nu[.U""n observed t

are between PML and Rfp; and between TIFcI and TIFp, the two closely related TIF

family members (Cao et al., 1998; P eng et al., 2002).

Early investigations, using immunoprecipitation, failed to demonstrate

heterodimenzation between MID1 and MID2 (Cainarca et al., 1999). This however,

may have reflected a limitation in the sensitivity of the pull-down assay employed since

the same investigations subsequently confîrmed the results described in this chapter and

the immunoprecipitation of the heterodimers by Dr. Blair Hopwood in our lab (Short et

a1.,2002). The data in this chapter suggest that MID1 and MID2 heterodimerize wilh a

strength comparable to the strong self activation of the full-length GAL4 in the control

strain (Figure 3.14). M ônsistent with previous data on RBCC proteins, the Coiled- 
|/
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Coil domain of MID1 and MID2 was necessary for both homo- and hetero-

dimerization.

Perhaps indicative of this strong interaction is the high level of sequence identity over

the RBCC domains of MID1 and MID2 (RING-finger 85o/o, B-boxes 79.5% and Coiled-

Coll T)Yo), much higher than that between TIFcr and TIFB ßING-finger 360lo, B-boxes

59Yo and Coiled-Coi|32%).Intcrcstingly, given the high sirnilarity share<l by members

of the CI subfamily, heterodimerization only occurs between MID1 and MID2 but not

between other gene pairs: Spring-MIDIIMID2 (over 30%o similarity over the entire

RBCC clomains) and TRIFIC-Haprin (over 50% similarity over the entire RBCC

domains), fuither supporting that the heterodimenzationof MID1/MID2 is specific.

The functional significance of MIDII}y'rID2 dimerization is not clear, although

dimerization is a prerequisite for their microtubule-binding (Short et al., 2002). In a

similar situation, the trimerization of the RBCC protein, KAP-1, is a prerequisite for its

binding to the Krtippel associated box (KRAB) domain of zinc-finger proteins and the

oligomerization of PML is was also required for its binding to other factors in the pML

nuclear body (Jensen et al.,2001;Peng et at.,2002). The dimerization of MID1/MID2

may also result in an increased affinity for their protein interactors and/or direct their

interactions to different protein targets, with homo- to hetero-dimers having different

'activities'. The heterodirnerization may also simply be a reflection of the relativ{4recent
t

duplication that has given rise to these genes-a fact also supporting the notion of

shared or partially redundant functions.

Previous investigations revealed the lost or decreased microtubule-association of all

tested OS-related MID1 mutations when overexpressed in COS cells. However,

information on the cellular distribution of endogenous MID1 was limited due to: l. the

low level of expression; and 2. the sensitivity of MID1 antisera to detect MID1 along
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Figure 3.5 MID2A358D showed apparently normal microtubule-association

and dimeruatton c ap ability.

A. The homo-/hetero dimerization of MID2A358D was unaffected.

a, b, c and d: The control yeast strains provided by the manufacturer, indicating

increasing protein-protein interaction strength.

1: pDBleu + pPC86-MID2A358D; 2: pDBleu-MIDt + ppc86-MID2A358D;

3: pDBleu-MID2 + pPC86-MID2A358D; 4: pDBleu-MID1 + ppC86-MID2;

5: pDBlue-MID2 + pPC86-MID2

B. The cellular distribution of MID2A358D in control and oS cells.

MID2A358D, the MID2 variant identified in OS patients, was expressed as a GFp

fusion protein in fibroblast cells derived from either an unaffected individual (I) or

an OS patient bearing the MID1R495X truncating mutation (II and III). The

overexpressed GFP-MID2A358D was viewed by direct fluorescence and the

microtubules were shown by indirect immuno-fluorescence using a monoclonal anti-

tubulin antibody.

Panel I: GFP-MID2A358D was microtubule-associated in normal fibroblast cells.

Panel II and III: Both microtubule-association (II) and cytoplasmic clumping (II!
were observed with the overexpressed GFP-MID2A358D in OS fibroblast cells,

indicating hetero-dim eizatíon b etween GFp -MID2A3 5 g D and MID I R 49 5x.



B.

Anti-tubulin GFP-MID2A358D DAPI Merged
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the length of microtubule network. However, in this chapter, a distinct cellular

distribution of endogenous MID1 has been demonstrated in normal versus OS derived

primary fibroblast cells by indirect immunofluorescence using MID1 antisera generated

in our lab. The OS derived fibroblast cells rynd carry a 1483C>T nonsense mutation,

which results in a truncated protein product missing most of the C-terminal 830'2

region (from residue 495 to 667).The strong signal of the cytoplasmic clumps seen with

the MID1R4}5X mutant were due to enhanced fluorescence as a result of the

abnormally aggregated MID1R495X, similar to the distribution of the overexpressed

MID1ACTD in COS1 cells. Notably, in addition to the filamentous distribution of

endogenous wild type MIDl, some fluorescent signal was also observed on the plasma

membrane at the leading edge of cells, which had not been found for overexpressed

tagged MIDI. The dominant microtubule-association of overexpressed MID1 may

make it diffrcult to pick up the lesser amount of membrane-associated MIDl-a

problem inherent to many camera detection systems. However, the localization of MIDl

in these two distinct cellular compartments may reflect its role in connecting the

membrane and microtubule cytoskeleton, a conclusion further supported by the results

in the following chapters. Low level fluorescence observed throughout the cytoplasm

in both control and OS derived fibroblast cells was assumed to be due to background

resulting from the crude nature of the MIDl anti-sera.

Of particular note was the observation that the overexpressed MID1 and MID2 (as GFP

fusion proteins) was also recruited to the cloplasmi " ueefr"Zut"" formed by ll

endogenous mutant MID| in some OS cells. This finding suggested that a disruption of

the cellular function of endogenous MID2 could be expected in OS cells, and therefore

may also contribute to the pathogenesis of OS.

ll
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In those OS cells where an apparently normal microtubule distribution of overexpressed

GFP-MID1/GFP-MID2 was observed, this may indicate that the event is stochastically

determined, such that the composition of MID1, MID2 and mutant MID1 in the

oligomers varies according to their cellular level; i.e. the ratio of

MID2(MID1):MID1R495X in their oligomer may be critical for the cellular localization

of these protein complexcs. Excess unbound wilcl type MID1/MID2 would remain

distributed along the microtubules and the MID1R4}1X protein complexes that have

excess MID1/MID2 could also be reloaded onto microtubules. Consistent with this is

the demonstration that wild type MID1 and MID2 were only present in the cloplasrnic

clumps formed by overexpression of the MID1ACTD mutant in COS1 cells (Figure

3.3E)' Given its overlapping but variable level of expression during early

embryogenesis, variation of the composition in the oligomer under physiological

conditions may therefore explain the variable severity of the clinical features of

different, or even related, OS patients. This also raises the question of whether

mutations in MID2 would also result in a similar phenotype to that of OS or whether

only tissues expressing high levels of MID2 and low of MID1 would be affected.

Finally, the role of a single amino acid change, A358D, previously found in three

un¡elated OS patients was briefly investigated. Interestingly, Alanine35S is conserved in

human, mouse and chick MID2, although an Aspartic acid residue is at this position in

one of the non-interacting CI subfamily members of the RBCC family. Although only a

relatively small number of unaffected individuals (100) were screened, the increased

incidence of this variant in OS patients suggested that it may have a functional role.

Curiously, the OS fibroblast cell line is from the only patient that harbors both a MIDI

truncating mutation and the 4358D MID2 variant. The change from Alanine35S to

Asparlic acid is at a position C-terminal to the MID2 Coiled-Coil region, the domain
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critical for dimerization and microtubule-binding. However, this single amino acid

change did not appear to affect the microtubule-binding of MID2 in control f,rbroblast

cells, although quantitative assessments have not been done. That cytoplasmic clumping

of GFp-MID2A358D still occurred in some of the OS frbroblast cells supported the

reasonably strong heterodimerization capability. The result is also consistent with the

ri

dimerization of MID2A358D and MIDl/MID2 inþeast two-hybrid system. Compared ii

with MIDI, the lack of mutations in MID2 gene and the lack of phenotype of the

identified MID2 variant at the cellular level may indicate a more conserved role for

MID2. However, further investigations into the role of this variant are nevertheless still

warranted and should be re-addressed as appropriate quantitative assays become

available.
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Chapter Four: PEPP2 was identifÏed as a MID2 interactor

4.1 Introduction

Protein-protein interactions are required for essentially all cellular processes and their

regulation. Upon interaction, a protein's binding affinity for other factors or its enzyme

activity may be modif,red, or the protein may be translocated to its destination.

Identifying interactors of a given protein is critical in understanding its cellular function.

This is particularly relevant for RBCC proteins since they provide an interface for

numerous protein-protein interactions.

As addressed in the last chapter, the demonstrated ability of MID1 and MID2 to

heterodimerize raised the possibility that the two proteins may perform at least partially

redundant functions (i.e. based on their high level of sequence identity) or even

coordinated functions during development. To investigate these possibilities, the

ProQuestrM yeast two-hybrid system (Gibco) was used to identify potential interactors

of MID2. This system was chosen because of its successful use in the previous

MIDI/MID2 dimerization studies (chapter 3). A screen for MIDl interactors was earlier

conducted by Kieran Short in the lab (Molecular Biosciences, The University of

Adelaide, SA), and is referred to, where relevant, to the results presented in this chapter.

In this approach, MID1/MID2 were expressed as GAL4-DB fusion proteins and used as

baits to screen a mouse 10.5 dpc whole embryo oDNA library. This library was chosen

as Midl and Mid2 are ubiquitously expressed in the 10.5dpc mouse embryo, albeit at

various levels in different tissues (Dal Zotto et a1.,1998; Buchner et al., 1999).

Given the presence of incomplete ORFs in any cDNA library and the false positives that

are commonly found in yeast two-hybrid systems due to self-activation (details in the

next section), all potential interactors identified were further investigated by testing the
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interaction between the fulI length interactors and MID1/MID2 in both directions (i.e.

the ORFs of MID2 and the potential interactors were swapped into the constructs

expressing GAL4-AD or GAL4-DB fusion proteins). Candidate interactors were then

subjected to immunofluorescence and immunoprecipitation in mammalian cells to

determine whether the interactions were likely to be physiologically relevant. Due to the

sequence similarity of MIDI and MII)2, putative MID2 interactors were also analyzed,

for their ability to interact with MID1 and vice versa.

4.2 Results

4.2.1 Yeast two-hybrid screen for MID2 interøctors

Given the high level of amino acid identity (99%) between human MID2 and mouse

Mid2, it was reasoned that human MID2 would function in an identical manner to the

mouse protein with respect to interactions with other murine protein partners (i.e.

conserved function). For this reason, as well as the immediate availability of only the

full-length human MID2 cDNA, a construct (pDBLeu-hMID2) containing the hMID2

fused in frame and downstream of the yeast GAL4-DB was generated and used to

screen the PToQUEST Two-Hybrid 10.5dpc mouse whole embryo cDNA library

constructed in the pPC86 vector (Gibco). Inserts in this vector are placed downstream

and potentially in frame with the yeast GAL4 activationdomain.

Positive interactions between MID2 and potential protein interactors encoded by the

,' â'ï cDNA library were screenedþy the expression of F11S-3 gene. About 106 yeast colonies

co-transfected with pDBleu-hMID2 and pPC86-Y (Y is any mouse oDNA from the

library) were screened on 25 x 15cm plates containing synthetic complete medium

lacking histidine ( SC-Leu-Trp-His+50mM3AT). HIS3 encodes imidazole glycerol

phosphate dehydratase, an enzyme involved in histidine biosynthesis. This enzyme can
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be specihcally inhibited in a dose-dependent manner by 3-aminotriazole (3AT)' Since a

basal level of HIS3 is expressed by MaV203 due to self-activation (transcription of

HIS3 activated by DB-X only in the presence of AD), additional 3AT had to be

included in the -His medium to inhibit this background expression and hence maximize

the sensitivity of the HIS3 reporter gene for detecting weak protein-protein interactions.

Inclusion of 50mM 3AT in the -His medium was shown to be sufficient to also inhibit

the background 11153 expression induced by pDBleu-MID2 (results not shown).

Twenty-two yeast colonies that grew strongly under these conditions were selected and

restreaked onto a master plate (SC-Leu-Trp) along with the five control yeast stains

provided by the manufacturer that represent varying interaction strengths that allow

t rl
comparisor/1o be drawn with the test proteins (Figure 4.14). To monitor the expression 

fi

of three reporter genes, these yeast colonies were replica plated onto each of the

following media:

1. SC-Leu-TrP-His+50mM3AT

2. SC-Leu-TrP-Ura

3. YPAD * nylon membrane

As the number of cells transferred onto the selection plates can affect the quantitation of

this assay (i.e. background growth), replica cleaning was done to ensure that only a

minimal number of yeast cells were plated onto the selection plates. After the replica

cleaning, the yeast cells were incubated up to 48 hours on the selection media whereas

they were incubated for only 18 hours on YPAD media before initiation of the X-gal

assay (for details see section 2.3.13). Following this procedure, 18 of the 22 first round

positives displayed consistent growth on -His+5OmM3AT medium and -Ura medium,

and were positive in the X-gal assay (Figure 4.IB' C and D).
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4.2.2 ldentifying the potentiøl interactors

The plasmids from these 18 yeast colonies (y2Hp1-1g (Figure 4.2A)) were

subsequently recovered using the standard protocol (see section 2,3,15). Wìth the

exception of Y2HP2 andY2HP4 that did not yield plasmids of expected size (ppC86-y,

7kb plus), the remaining 16 yeast plasmids were used as templates for PCR with ppC86

specific 5' (GAL4AD) and 3' (ADH-temr) plinrers (Figure 4.28).Inserts of different

sizes were successfully amplified and the plasmids from these 16 yeast clones were

subsequently sequenced using the primer designed to the GAL4-AD. These sequences

were then used to search against the NCBI non-redundant nucleotide data base. Thirteen

of the 16 (Y2HP1 ,Y2HP3,Y2HP5-9, y2Hp1l-14,ìf2lHp16 and ìf2lHpri.) were shown

to encode mouse Alpha4. Y2HP10 contains 3' UTR sequence of mouse plasma

glutathione peroxidase (GPX), which when in pPC86, resulted in synthesis of a fusion

protein of the GAL4 activation domain and an additional 50 amino acids (NH2-

EGGSTHASAHASAKETQVLGPMVLLKPEHH SWGQHLPHAHTTHHQPP S SF-

COOH) encoded by the 3'UTR (Figure 4.3). Blast searches with this peptide against

known protein sequences and motiß failed to reveal any significant match. y2Hp15

represents an in-frame fusion with the C-terminal end of the mouse homologue of the

human NY-CO-3 antigen. Y2HP18 contains an in-frame partial oDNA sequence

encoding the C-terminal end of the mouse homologue of the human phosphoinositol

thrse-phosphate-bindin g protein-2 (PEpp2).
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Figure 4.1 Yeast two-hybrid screen for potential MrD2 interactors.

The 22 positive yeast colonies containing putative interactors of MID2 were plated on a

SC-Trp-Leu master plate, along with five control strains (a-e) containing known

interactors of increasing strengths of interaction (A). These yeast colonies were replica

plated onto three selective plates for monitoring the induction of the three reporter

genes: SC-Trp-Leu-His+50mM3AT for monitoring HIS3 expression (B), SC-Trp-Leu-

Ura for monitoring URA3 expression (C) and X-gal assay for monitonng LacZ

expression (D). 1 8 (Y2H 1 -Y2H 1 S) out of 22 yeast strains were subsequently considered

as bona fide positives, althoughY2H5, Y2H8, Y2H73 and Y2H15 showed minimal

growth on -URA medium, the most stringent selection, while displaying consistent

growth on -His+5OmM3AT and blue color in the X-gal assay. The four false positives

(labeled with F) failed to grow on either SC-Trp-Leu-His+50mM3AT or SC-Trp-Leu-

ura, and displayed white or only pale blue color in the X-gal assay.
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Figure 4.2 The isolation and assessment of the putative MID2 interactors.

The pPC86-Y plasmids were extracted from the 18 positive yeast colonies from the

Y2H screen and were electrophoresed on a lo/o agarose-TAE gel (A). The y2Hp 2 and,

Y2HP4 did not yield the expected pPC86-Y fusion constructs. Repeated attempts gave

the same results and the:ésitive-pnene+We-of-th/yeast colonies were assumed to be

false positives.

Insert sizes from 16 cured pPC86-Y plasmids were verified by pCR with ppCg6

specific 5' and 3' primers (for sequences see section 2.2.18), and viewed following 1%

agarose-TAE gel electrophoresis (B). These 16 plasmid clones were subsequently

sequenced and BLAST searches performed with each.
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Figure 4,3Y2g;P¡[ contains an insert of mouse glutathione peroxidase 3' UTR.

(A). Chromatogram showing the fusion of the sequence of mouse glutathione peroxidase
j'UtR with GAL4-AD. Thtstart position of the glutathione peroxidase 3'UTR is indicated

by the rightward arrow.

é1, ffrã complete mRNA sequence of mGPX, The sequence contained in Y2HP10 is

ùightiglrt.O in yellow and the ORF of mGPX is highlighted in blue. The insertion of this

3'UTR resulted in the expression of a fusion protein containing the GAl4-activation domain

and an additional 50 amino acids encoded by the underlined 3' UTR sequence.



Chapter Four

4.2.3 Valídation of the interaction between MID2 ønd the "posìtives" identified in the

Y2H.

Verification of the interaction of MID2 with the fu1l length Alpha4, NY-CO-3 and

PEPP2, was necessary to determine whether they represented bona fide or

physiologically relevant interactions. Since Alpha4 was also identified in the parallel

yeast two-hybrid screen for putative MID1 interactors, indicating a common interactor

for both MID1 and MID2, verificatiorVcharactenzation of the interaction between

Alpba4 and MID2 was performed together with MID1 by Kieran Short (Short et al.,

2002). The interaction between MID2 and the other two putative interactors, NY-CO-3

and PEPP2, were investigated in this study. Their potential interactions with MID1 and

with the domain-specific deletions of MIDl/MID2 were also tested if their interaction

with MID2 was confirmed.

4.2.3.1NY-CO-3 is unlikely to be an interactor of MID2

The full-length mouse NY-CO-3 oDNA was obtained from a purchased mouse EST

(Genbank accession # AW320712). The ORF of the mNY-CO-3 sequence encodes a

protein of 382 amino acids with a Coiled-Coil domain from aa2}9 to aa32l, as

predicted by the Coils2 program (Figure 4.4). The pafüal mNY-CO-3 selected from the

Y2H screen includes the C-terminal 197 amino acids (from aal87 to aa382), as

highlighted in the sequence (Figure 4.48).

The complete ORF of mNY-CO-3 was cloned in-frame into both pDBleu and pPC86 to

produce GAL4-DB and GAL4-AD fusion proteins, respectively. The ORFs of hMIDI

and hMID2 had been previously cloned into both pDBLeu and pPC86. The putative

interactions between mNY-CO-3 and hMIDI/ hMID2 were monitored from two
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Chapter Four

directions in the yeast two-hybrid system (AD-mNY-CO-3 + DB-hMID1/ DB-hMID2;

DB-mNY-CO-3 + AD-hMID 1/ AD-hMID2).

Unfortunately, full-length mNY-CO-3 induced the three repofier genes through self-

activation when expressed as a DNA-binding domain fusion protein, while the AD-

mNY-CO-3 fusion which displayed no detectable selÊactivation, failed to interact with

either GAL4DB-hMID1 or GAL4DB-hMID2 (Fìgure 4..5). The C-terminal partial

mNY-CO-3 sequence obtained in the initial yeast two-hybrid screen served as the

'positive' controls.

Consistent with the Y2H results with fuIl length mNY-CO-3, the overexpressed mNY-

CO-3 (as a MYC-tagged fusion protein) did not colocalize with microtubule-associated

MID2 (GFP fusion) in COSI cells, but displayed a cytoplasmic distribution (Figure

4.6).

4.2.3.2 PEPP2 was identified as a potential interactor of MID2

The full-length human PEPP2 oDNA was a gift from Dario R.Alessi (University of

Dundee, UK). The hPEPP2 shares >85o/o amino acid identity with mPEPP2 (Figure

4.7A) and consists of 1116 amino acids, with two WW domains (WWl: residues aa11

to aa43; WW2: residue aa55 to aa89) at the N-terminal end followed by a PH domain

(residues aa772 to aa27I) (Figure 4.78). The partial mPEPP2 selected from the yeast

two-hybrid screen includes the C-terminal 861 amino acids (underlined sequence).

The ORF of hPEPP2 was cloned in-frame into pDBleu and pPC86. Significantly, a

strong interaction between full-length hPEPP2 (DB-PEPP2) and hMID2 (AD-MID2)

was observed, although in the swapped fusions (AD-PEPP2 and DB-MID2), an

interaction could not be demonstrated (Figure 4.8). Such interactions in one 'direction'

only are not uncommon and thought to reflect the possible interference of the fused
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A: Nucleotide sequence of mouse antigen NY-CO-3 ORF

1 atgtcgggct acgcgcggcg gcagggcgcg ccccctctaL

61 gttcccgacA gttttggcta tggaaagggg aaatgtacta

121 cctgagacgc actttggagg tgacaaactt gaagaccttg

181 ttcaaagagt ttttgaaaac caagaacctc agcctgtcaa

24a cgaaLttacc caaaggaagc ctcaaggcac ccactgggac

301 tcccagctca tgggatatgg cctggaatct cagcagccat

361 gccagcaacc tagaggagga tgaagatgat ggatggtata

421- gLggatcaga ctcattcctc tagagacaca caggactcac

4Bl- tcctÈtttct ccaactcgtc agagctggca tgtcccaagt

541 agtgacaccg actccaggat ctccccagcg tctccagctg

601 gcagctcatg aagaatccct aggggacaga cacctgcgga

661 gcactgaaag atgaaaactc taagctcaga agaaagcÈaa

'T2L gaaactcaaa cagaaaLggt gaggacacÈc gaacggaagt

781 gaggagagtg acttccatga cctcgagtca gtagtccagc

841 ctgatgacca aacgggctgt aaaagcagaa aatcatgtcÈ

901 aatttgcttc aggcccagct ctcaaacÈtg aggcgagaaa

96a cagggtgcca gcctttctgt agtgaagcag aacaccgacg

1021 cttgtcatga acagtgcaca cgcatccata aagcagctgg

1081 aaccttgttg ctgaaatcct caagtctatc gacagaatEa

1141 gactcEtga

B: Protein sequence of mouse antigen NY-CO-3 (382aa)

1 MSGYARRQGA PPLSRTRS],V VPDGFGYGKG KCTNQGPSGA

61 FKEF],KTKNL S],SKEDTTTS RIYPKEASRH PLGLEHSSPA

121 ASNI,EEDEDD GWY]TYLPSA VDQTHSSRDT QDSPPCDTYL

181 SDTDSRISPA SPAGSPNADF AÄHEES],GDR H],RTLQISYE

241 ETQTEMVRTIJ ERKI'EAKMIK EESDFHDI,ES WQQVEQNLE

3 O 1 NIJI,QAQIJSNIJ RRENEAI,RSG QGASLSWKQ NTDVAI,QNLH

361 NI,VAEILKS] DRISEVKDEV DS*

cgcggacacg

accaaggtcc

aagaa9ccaa

aagaagacac

tagagcacag

tttttgaaga
Laacctactt
cgccctgtga
ctttgccccc
ggagtcctaa

cactgcagat
atgaggttca
tggaggcgaa

aagEcgaaca

tgaagctgaa
aÈgaagccct

tggccttgca
tgtctggggc
gtgaagttaa

gagccttgtg
ttcgggagcc
tccattctcc
gaccaccagc

ctcccctgcc
cccaacaaga

gccatctgcc

cacctacctt
atggacgctg
Ègcagacttt
aagttafgaa
gagcttctct
gatgatcaag

gaacctEgaa

acaggaaata

gcggtcaggc

gaaccÈccac

agacacactg

agatgaggtg

PETRFGGDKL

SQLMGYGLES

SFFSNSSELA

AIJKDENSK],R

I,MTKRAVKAE

I,VMNSAHASI

ED],EEANPFS

QQPFFEDPTR

CPESI!PPWTL

RKLNEVQSFS

NHVLK],KQEI

KQI,VSGADTL

Figure 4.4 The nucleotide (A) and protein sequences (B) of mouse NY-CO-3.

mNy-CO-3 consists of 382 amino acids and contains a Coiled-Coil motif from aa209 to

aa3¡L The C-terminal mNY-CO-3 sequence encoded by the fusion construct, which has

been shown to interact with hMID2 in YZH, is highlighted in both sequences. This C-

terminal mNY-co-3 fragment included the entire coiled-coil motif.



(B). Although the C-terminal mNYCO3 interacts with MID2, full-length mNYCO3

I' does not interact with MID2 *tr"rrl\, expressed as a GAl4-activation domain fusion
ir'

protein,

Figure 4.5 Monitoring the interaction between full length ml[Y-CO-3 and

MID2/MIDl in Y2H.

a-e: Five control yeast strains provided by the manufacturer, indicating increasing

protein-protein interaction strength.

(A). mNYCO3 displays strong self-activation when expressed as a GAL4-DNA-binding

domain fusion protein:

C1: pDBleu + pPC86-MID2

C2: pDBleu + pPCSó-MID1

C3: pDBleu-NYCO3 + pPC86

1: pPC86-NYCO3 + pDBleu; 1': pPC86-NYCO3 (C-terminal) + pDBleu

2: pPC86-NYCO3 + pDBleu-MIDl; 2': pPC86-Nyco3 (c-terminal) + pDBleu-MIDl

3: pPC86-NYCO3 + pDBleu-MrD2; 3': pPC86-NYCO3 (c-terminal) + pDBleu-MID2

Cl: pPC86 + pDBleu-MIDI

C2: pPC86 + pDBleu-MID2
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GFP-MID2 niIYC-NY-CO.3 Nuclei Merged

Figure 4.6 Co-transfection of GFP-MID2 and MYC-NIY-CO-3 in COSI cells.

The cellular distribution of mouse NY-CO-3 and human MID2 was viewed in COSl cells expressing both fusion

proteins. The overexpressed MYC-tagged wild-type mouse NY-CO-3 was detected by an anti-MYC monoclonal

antibody and Texas-red conjugated secondary antibody (red). Poor co-localization was observed with the cytoplasmic

NY-CO-3 and microtubular GFP-MID2 (green). Nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue).



A: Alignment of hPEPP2 and mPEPp2 protein
hPEPP2 ( 1) MAADI,NLEWT - SIJPRSWTYG]TRGGRVFFINEEAKSTTWLHPWGEAV\TTGHRRQSTDLP
MPEPP2 (1) DIJNLEWICSLPRSWTYGITRGGRVFFINEEAKSTTWLHPWGEAV\ruGHRRQSTDLP

hPEPP2
mPEPP2

hPEPP2
mPEPP2

hPEPP2
mPEPP2

( 6 O ) TGWEEAYTFEGARYY T NHNERKVTCKHPVTGQPSQDNC I FWNEQTVATMTSEEKKERP T
( 6 1 ) TGWEEAYTF EGARYY I NHNERKVTCKH PVTGQ PSQDNC I FVYNDQTVATMTS ED KKERP I

( 1 2 O ) SMINEASNYNVTSDYAVHPMS PVGRTSRÀS KKVHNFGKRSNS I KRNPNÀPWRRGWIJYKQ
( I 2 7 ) SM I NEASNYNMAS DYAVHPMS PVGRTS RAS KKVHNFGKRSNS T KRNPNAPWRRGWLYKQ

( 1 B O ),IJS TGMKLI^IKKRWFVLSDLCLFYYRDEKEEG I LGs I LL Ps FQ TALT,TS FIDH I NR.KYAF'K¿.A
(181) DSTGMKLWKKRWFVLSDI,,CT,FYYRDEKEEGILGSILLPSFQIAMLTAEDHINRKYAFKAÀ

( 2 4 O ) HPNMRTYYF CTDTGKEMELWMKAMLDAALVQTE PVKRVDKI TS ENAPTKETNNI PNHRVIJ
(24T ) HPXMRTYYFCTDTGKEMELWMKAMLDAÄLVQTEPVKRVDKITTDNASTKETNNT PNHRVL

( 3 O O ) T KPE] QNNQKNKEMS K] EEKKq,LEAEKYGFQKDGQDRPLTKTNSVKLNSLPSEYESGSAC
( 3 O 1 ) I RPEVQNHQKNKE I S KI EEKRAIJEAERYGFQKDGQDRPLTKI NSVKLNSLPsEYEsGPDc

( 3 6 O ) PAQTVHYRPINIJSSSENKIVNVSLADLRGGNRPNTGPLYTEADRVIQRTNSMQQIJEQuIIK
(361) PPQNVHYRPTNVN.SSDGKAVNVSLADVRGGSHP PLATEADRVIQRTNsMQQLEQw]K

( 42 O ) TQKGRGHEEETRGVI SYQTLPRNMPSHRAQf MARYPEGYRTIJPRNSKTRPES I CSVTPST
( 42 I ) VQKGRGLEEEPRGVI SYQTLPRNMPSHRAQI LARCPEGYRTI,PRNSKTRPES ] CSVT'PSG

( 4 B O ) HDKTLGPGAEEKRRSMRDDTMWQIJYEWQQRQFYNKQSTL PRHSTIJS S PKTMVN T SDOTMH
( 4 B 1 ) HEKT - GPGAEEKRRSMRDDTMWQLYEWQQRQFYHKQSTLPRHGCLSSPKAMVQVSDQTMH

S I PTS PSHGS ]AAYQGYS PQRTYRSEVS S P IQRGDVTIÐRRHRAHHPKHVYVPDRRSVPA
STPTSPSHGS YQGFSPQRTYRSEVTSPIQRGDVTIDRRHRPHHPKHVYVADRRSMPA

hPEPP2
mPEPP2

hPEPP2
mPEPP2

hPEPP2
mPEPP2

hPEPP2
mPEPP2

hPEPP2
mPEPP2

hPEPP2
mPEPP2

hPEPP2 (600)
mPEPP2 (600)

hPEPP2 (660)
mPEPP2 (660)

hPEPP2 (120)
mPEPP2 (720)

hPEPP2 (7BO)
mPEPP2 (780)

hPEPP2 (839)
mPEPP2 (840)

hPEPP2 (899)
mPEPP2 (899)

hPEPP2 (9s7)
nPEPP2 (953)

hPEPP2 ( 1017)
mPEPP2 (1013)

hPEPP2 (7071)
mPEPP2 (1071)

(540)
(540)

GLTIJQ SVS PQS LQGKTT,S QDEGRGTLYKYRPEEVD T DAKLS RIJCEQDKWHAIE EKLQQIJ
GLTLQAVS PQS LQGRTLSQDE CRGTLYKYRPE EAG T DAKLS RLCEQDKWRALEEKTJQQL

HKEKYTIJEQALLSAS QE I EMHADNPAAI QTWÍJQRDDÍJQNGLLS TCRELS R-ATÀELERAW
HKEKYTLEQALIJSASQE I EMNADNPAA,I QTWLQRDDLQNGLIJSTCREIJS RATAEIJERÀhI

REYDKLEYDWVTRNQMQEQLDHI,GEVQT ESAGT QRAQ I QKEIJWR I QDVMEGIJS KHKQQR
REYDKLEYD\¡IWRDQMQGQLDRLGEVQS E SAG I QRAQ I QKEIJWR I QDVMEGLS KI{KQQR

GTTE - Ì GMT GS KPFSTVKYKNEG PDYRLYKSEPELTTVAEVDESNGEEKS EPVS E I ETSV
GS SETVGLAGS KPFS SVKYKS EGPDYRLYKSE PELTTVAEVDESNGEEKSEPVS ETEAPV

VKGSHF PVGWPPRAKS PTPE S ST IAS WTLRKTKKMMDLRTERPRSAVEQLCIJAES TRP
VKGSHFPVG - VPLRTKS PTPES ST IASWTIJRKTKKMVEIJRTERPRSAVEQIJCLAESARP

RMTVEEQMER I RRHQQACIJREKKKGLNVIGASDQS PLQS PSNLRDNPFRTTQTRRRDD - _

RMTVEEQLERTRRHQQACIJREKKKGLSVLGASD_ PSDVRDSPLRLTQTLRRDDNV

KELDTAI RENDVKPDHETPATE ]VQLKETEPQNVDFSKELKKTENT SYEMLFE PEPNGVN
KEI,DTVHRENDVKPDYETPAAQYAHLEDAEPQ IGRKLKRSESIFYEMLYTPEPNGMA
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Figure 4.7 The sequency' a[gnments (Ð of human/mouse PEPP2 protein and the

schematic representation (B) of hPEPP2 primary structure.

hPEPP2 and mPEPP2 display about 85olo overall amino acid identity, with much higher

identity cross the N-terminal region which includes the two WW domains and the PH

domain (A). The sequence encoded by the fusion construct, which has been shown to

interact with hMID2 in the yeast two-hybrid screen covered the - 75Yo of the C-terminal

end of tNp(mPEPP2. The equivalent position to this C-terminal mPEPP2 is indicated by 
,lj/

the arrow on the hPEPP2 structural diagram (B)'
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domain with the presentation of the interaction surface (i.e. conformational changes).

Subsequent co-expression of PEPP2 (DB-PEPP2) with the different MID2 domain-

specific deletions (fused to the GAL4-AD) in the yeast two-hybrid system identified a

requirement for both the RlNG-finger domain and the Coiled-Coil domain for the

interaction between PEPP2 and MID2 (frgure 4'8)'

Of note, pppp2 did not interact with either full length MIDI or any of its domain-

specific deletions in the Y2H (figure 4.9).It is therefore, suggested that the interaction

with PEPP2 is MID2 sPecific.

4.2.4 The interøction between PEPP2 and MID2 wøs verìJìed in mammalian cells

The detected interaction between PEPP2 and MID2 using the heterologous yeast two-

hybrid system was further tested by co-transfection of differently tagged forms of each

protein in mammalian cells.

4.2.4.1Colocalization of MID2 and PEPP2

Using indirect immunofluorescence, overexpressed MYC-PEPP2 and GFP-MID2 were

found to co-localize onmicrotubules in cultured COS1 cells (Figure 4.104). PEPP2 was

also tethered into the cytoplasmic clumps formed by MID2 domain-specific deletions

(MID2ABB, MID2AFNIII and MID2ACTD) (Figure 4.108, C and D), consistent with

the interactions of these domain-specific deletions in the yeast two-hybrid system.

As expected, MIDI, which failed to interact with PEPP2 intheY2[, did not co-localize

with pgpp2 when they were co-overexpressed in COSl cells (Figure 4.11). In fact,

overexpressed PEPP2 displayed cytoplasmic diffused distribution with some

membrane-association in cells overexpressing MID1 (discussed further in the next

chapter).
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4.2.4.2 Regulation of MrD2 and pEpp2 interaction by MIDI/MID2

heterodimerization

Association of PEPP2 and MID2 was also observed using co-immunoprec,ipitation.

HEK-293T cells were co-transfected with constructs expressing fusion proteins of GFp-

or MYC-tagged PEPP2 and MID2/MID1. The anti-GFP monoclonal antibody was used

to immunoprecipitatc the GFP-tagged proteirr from the cell lysate. 'Western blot analysis

of the immunoprecipitated proteins using the monoclonal anti-MyC antibody revealed

the association between PEPP2 and MID2, but again not with MID1 (Figure 4.12A).

The requirement of the MID2 Coiled-Coil domain (in addition to the RlNG-finger

domain) for PEPP2 interaction suggested that dimeri zation of MID2 may be a

prerequisite for PEPP2 binding. Given MID2 and MID1 can form heterodimers, the

possibility that such heterodimers could also interact with PEPP2 was investigated by

co-immunoprecipitation using extract from 293T cells transiently overexpressing GFp-

PEPP2, MYC-MID2 and untagged MID1. The results show that in the presence of the

excess cellular MIDl, the interaction between MID2 and PEPP2 was reduced (Figure

4.128). The presence of the overexpressed GFP-PEPP2, MYC-MID 2 and MID1 in the

cell lysates was verified by western bloting using the appropriate antibodies. These data

indicate that heterodimerization of MID1 /MID2 precludes or prevents the interaction

between MID2 and PEPP2.
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Figure 4.8 Fult length PEPP2 interacts with MIDZ in a RlNG-finger and the

Coiled-Coil domain-dependent fashion.

Colonies on four selective plates (including 5-fluoro-orotic acid in SC-Leu-Trp is a

complementary way to monitor the expression offURA3 reporter, induction of which ll

results in conversion of the 5FOA to 5-fluorouracil, which is toxic and inhibits the

growth of yeast cells containing the positive interactions)

a-e: Five control strains provided by the manufacturer'

Mav203 yeast cells were co-transfected with pDBleu-PEPP2

+ pPC86-MID2 (1); + pPC86-MID2ARF (2): + pPC86-MID2ABB (3); + pPC86-

MID2ACC (4); + pPC86-MID2AFNIII (s); + pPC86-MID2ACTD (6)'

Two external controls for monitoring self-activation:

7:pDBleu + pPC86-MID2

8: pDBleu-PEPP2 + pPC86

+ X-Gal
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Figure 4.9 PEPP2 does not interact with either wild type MIDL or any MIDI

domain-specifÏc deletions in yeast two-hybrid.

A-E: Five control strains provided by the manufacturer.

Mav203 yeast cells were co-transfected with pDBleu-PEPP2

+ pPC86-MID1 (1); + pPC86-MID1ARF (2); + pPC86-MID1ABB (3); + pPC86-

MID1ACC (4); + pPC86-MIDIAFNIII (5); + pPC86-MID1ACTD (6); + pPC86-MID2

(7, positive control).

Three external controls for monitoring self-activation.

8: pDBleu + pPC86-MIDI

9: pDBleu + pPC86-MID2

10: pDBleu-PEPP2 + pPC86



Figure 4.10 The colocalizatüon of PEPP2 with MID2 and MID2 domain-specifÌc deletions.

cosl cells were co-transfected with pGMV-MYC-PEPP2 and either pEGFP-MID2 (A),pEGFp-MID2^BB (B), pEGFp-MID2AFNIII (C)
or pEGFP-MID2ACTD (D)' MYC-PEPP2 was detected with an anti-MYC monoclonal antibody and Texas-red conjugated secondary
antibody (red)' PEPP2 co-localization (yellow) was observed with GFP-MID2 on microtubules, as well as with GFp-MID2ABB, GFp-
MID2^FNIII and GFP-MID2ACTD cloplasmic clumps. Nuclei were stained with DApI (blue).
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Figure 4.11 The cellular distribution of co-expressed PEPP2 and MIDI in COSI cells.

COSl cells were co-transfected with constructs expressing the fusion protein of GFP tagged PEPP2 and MYC-tagged

MIDI, which was detected with anti-MYC monoclonal antibody and Texas-red conjugated secondary antibody using

indirect immunofluorescence. No co-localization was observed for PEPP2 and microtubule-associated MIDl.



Figure 4.12 Co-immunoprecipitation of cell extracts overexpressing PEPP2 and,MIDliMID2.

a: Cell lysates were collected from HEK-293T cells transiently overexpressing GFP- or MYC-tagged PEPP2 and MIDI/MID2 as indicated.

Anti-GFP monoclonal antibody was used to immunoprecipitate over-expressed GFP fusion protein, and precipitates separated on a 10yo

SDS-poly-acrylamide gel. Westem blot analysis was subsequently done with anti-GFP or anti-MYC antibody. MyC-pEpp2 co-

precipitated with GFP-MID2 (lane 1), but not with GFP-MID1 (lane 3). conversely, Myc-MID2 (lane 2),but not Myc-MIDl (lane 4),

co-precipitated with GFP-pEpp2.

b: Cell lysates were collected from HEK-293T cells transiently overexpressing GFP-PEPP2 and, MYC-MIDI/MyC-MID2 or over-

expressing GFP-PEPP2 and MYC-MID2 and untagged MIDl as indicated. The cell lysates were separated on a 70o/o poly-acrylamide gel

and westem blot analysis performed with an anti-MYC antibody revealed that the expression of MYC-MIDI and MyC-MID2 were at

similar levels- Anti-GFP monoclonal antibody was used to immunoprecipitate over-expressed GFP fusion protein, with the resultant

precipitant separated on a I0%o SDS-ploy-acrylamide gel. Western blot analysis with anti-GFP or anti-MYC antibody revealed that MyC-
MID2 (lane 2), but not MYC-MIDI (lane 1), associated with PEPP2. Notably, excess cellular MID1 prevented the association of MyC-
MID2 and GFP-PEPP2 (lane3).
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4.3 Discussion

In this chapter, the results of a yeast two-hybrid screen for MID2 interactors are

presented. 22 positiveyeast colonies carrying potential interactors from about 106 yeast

transfbrmants were isolated. The expression of three reporter genes in these 22 positive

strains was analyzed. The extent of growth of the same yeast strain on these three

selective media may vary because of the properties of interactors (i.e. their ability to

induce expression of the reporters based on the different genomic contexts of the

regulatory sequences upstream of these genes), or because of the varied amount of yeast

cells applied due to an uneven replica clean procedure. URA3 is the least sensitive

among these three reporter genes, and therefore lack of, or poor growth under -URA

selection can not excludeþeak interaction. From these initial 22 yeast colonies, 18

showed consistant growth under both -HIS and -URA selection and were positive in

the X-gal assay. The other four "negative" colonies that ffir""o*ized as "positives" i

in the initial screen 
^uþUu" 

to the shortened time of incubation (48 hours uft", \i
i

transfection), compared with up to 72 hours after transfection in the initial screen.

To identify the potential interactors, 16 pPC86-Y plasmids were successfully extracted

from the 1g yeast strains, revealing inserts of different sizes. Since the selÊactivation of

pDBleu-MID2 inthe presence of pPC86 was inhibited by including 50mM 3AT in the -

HIS meditm, the growth of the other two false positive colonies on the two selective 
,

L
ù

medil#r (-HIS and -URA) may have been due to incomplete replica cleaning' However,
L.

mutations of these yeast strains or mutations in pDBleu-MID2 sequence may also have

occurred thus resulting in the positive phenotype.

Sequencing of the remaining 16 pPC86 constructs followed by BLAST searches against

the NCBI non-redundant nucleotide database revealed three putative interactors: Alpha4

(complete ORF gDNA sequence), mouse NY-CO-3 and mouse PEPP2 (incomplete
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cDNA sequence). One pPCSó construct (Y2HP10) revealed a translation from the

GAL4 activation domain through the 3'UTR of mGPX and resulted in expression of a

fusion protein of activation domain and an additional 50 amino acids. Since BLAST

searches of this 50 amino acid-peptide didn't reveal any sequence homology from the

existing database, the positive phenotype of the yeast cells expressing this fusion protein

may have been due to its sclÊactivation activity or a biologioally irrelevant interaction

between this peptide and MID2 in yeast two-hybrid.

The presence of Alpha4 in 13 different positive yeast colonies reflects the high level of

expression of this gene in the 10.5 dpc mouse embryo, consistent with the expression of

MID2 and MID1 (Short et al., 2002). The identification of Alpha4 as a common

interactor for both MID1 and MID2 supports the hypothesis that the two proteins share

at least some overlapping function. As a regulatory subunit of the pp2-type

phosphatases (i.e. PP2AI), recruitment of cytoplasmic Alpha4 onto microtubules by

MID1 and MID2 (proven by indirect immunofluorescence, (Short et a1.,2002)) may

affect the function of the microtubular portion of cellular PP2Ac (see section 1.5.4).

Chatacterization of the cellular function of the Alpha4 and MID1/MID2 interaction is of

particular interest to the lab, but not a component of this project.

Human NY-CO-3 is an auto-antigen that was originally found in a screen of a gDNA

expression library derived from a human colon cancer (Scanlan et al., 1998). No

specific function has been assigned to hNY-CO-3 or its mouse homologue (sharc 76%o

identity). Although the interaction between the C-terminal 196 amino acids of mNy-

CO-3 and MID2 has been confirmed in the yeast two-hybrid, results from both,,in'yeast I

two-hybrid and indirect immunofluorescence using full-length mNy-CO-3 and MID2

do not support a bona fide interaction, and, suggesÑ that in the absence of the N-

terminal residues the peptide takes on a unique conformation or provides an interaction
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surface that is normally not available. However, a recsnt BLAST search using the

mNY-CO-3 ORF sequence identified another two splice variants, AK027213 and

4K014885, which were derived from Mus musculus male testis oDNA libraries (Figure

4.13). Both of these splice variants encode proteins with different N-termini. Thus, it is

possible that MID2 interacts with only one or both variants but not NY-CO-3. These

variants have not been tested.

Figure 4.13 The schematic representation of mNY-CO-3 and its splice variants.

Blast search revealed two splice variants of mNY-CO-3. 4K014885 possesses the

identical C-terminal 358 amino acids, which covers the C-terminal mNY-CO-3 that has

h
been shownf;nt"ru"tf{dwith MID2. Given that there is no polyA signal in the oDNA iiL" f í !
sequence it is predicted that AK021273 is a partial oDNA.

Y2H C-terminal mNY-CO-3

mNY-CO-3 ,..

1.K021273

AKOl488s Coiled-coilI

9l
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However, since the C-terminal 196 amino acids of mNY-CO-3 contains the intact

Coiled-Coil motif, it is possible that the interaction with MID2 is due to non-specific

interactions between their "sticky" Coiled-Coil domains.

In contrast to the other positives, the full-length hPEPP2, when expressed as a GAL4-

DNA-binding domain fusion protein, interacted with AD-hMID2. Furthermore, their

interaction was RlNG-finger and Coiled-Coil domain-dependent. This interaction was

verified using both imrnunoUuoresence and co-immunoprecipitation. Unlike Alpha4,

the interaction between PEPP2 and MID2 seems to be MlD2-specific, since MID1

failed to interact with PEPP2 in any assay system. This finding suggests that MID1 and

MID2 may also have their unique cellular functions and that hetero-dimerization may

act as a regulatory mechanism in some instances. This hypothesis was supported with

the fìnding that the interaction between MID2 and PEPP2 was attenuated if excess

cellular MID1 was present. Given that the Coiled-Coil domain of MID2 is required for

both the PEPP2-MID2 interaction and MID1-MID2 dimeization, PEPP2 and MID1

may interact with MID2 in a competitive manner. However, given the requirement for

the RlNG-finger and the Coiled-Coil domains for PEPP2 interaction, it is possible that

the RING domain provides the interaction specificity following the homodimenzation

of MID2 through the Coiled-Coil domain. Such increased affinity towards protein

partners upon dimenzation is a mechanism commonly employed in regulating protein-

protein interactions, best exampled with the dramatically increased affinity to ligands

upon the dirnerization of receptors (Schlessinger, 2002). Instead of competing for the

same binding site as PEPP2, excess MID1 might abolish MID2-PEPP2 interaction by

preventing the formation of MID2 homodimers. Variation in the relative expression

levels of MIDl and MID2 could therefore determine the formation of homo- or hetero-

dimers which in turn may direct their interaction with different proteins.
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Consistent with this are dala from overexpression studies. As expected, overexpressed

pEpp2 co-localized with MID2, but not with MIDl, on microtubules in COS1 cells. In

contrast, PEPP2 redistributed into cytoplasm/plasma membrane when MID1 was also

overexpressed (MID1/MID2 heterodimerization was overwhelming the

homodimeri zationof endogenous MID2), indicating that the microtubule-association of

PEPP2 was MlD2-dependent. These obsgrv$ops suggest that.by regulating the PEPP2-

MID2 interaction, the cellular localization of P which may be critical for its

functiony It can therefore be envisaged that in OS cells, in which the regulation of

MIDI/MID2homo-lhetero-dimenzation is intemrpted due to deficiency of MID1, the

cellular function of PEPP2 may also be affected. Thgqg data also support a modifying

,./
role fo_r potñ.¡l MID2 in the presentation of os. Further investigation of the potential

/'
cellular function of PEPP2 and the possible cellular processes that PEPP2 and MID2

may be involved in are discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter Five: The cellular function of MID2 and PEPP2.

5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, initial attempts to elucidate the cellular function of MID1 and

MID2 using a yeast two-hybrid system were described. Using this approach with the

MID2 protein as bait, a newly identified PH-domain-containing protein, PEPP2, was

found whose interaction with MID2 appeared to be regulated by MIDl/MID2 hetero-

dimerization. Apart from its ability to bind phosphoinositides, little is known about

PEPP2. It was first necessary to carry out some preliminary studies on this protein in the

hope of shedding light on both its role and the functions of MIDl and MID2.

The PH-domain was first identified in pleckstrin and subsequently in a wide range of

signalling proteins as well as many constituents of the closkeleton (Lemmon et al.,

2002). The PH domain possesses multiple functions, foremost being the binding of

phosphoinositides. Only a few PH domains bind phosphoinositides with high affinity

and specificity, with most being PI(3,4,5)P3lPI(3,4)P2 binding partners, such as protein

kinase B (PKB/Akt). This high affinity and specificity of binding results in transient

membrane recruitment of these proteins in line with the increase of these

phosphoinositides upon agonist-stimulated cell surface receptor activation (Lemmon er

a|.,2002).

Most PH-domain-containing proteins with low lipid-binding affinity and specifìcity

remain uncharacterized. The PH domain of PEPP2 has been shown to bind PI(4,5)P2

with medium specif,rcity in an in vitro profein-lipid overlay assay (Alessi, personal

communications). Pl(4,5)P2 is the most abundant phosphatidylinositol on the

cytoplasmic surface of the plasma and Golgi membranes. The sequential synthesis from

membrane phosphatidylinositol to PI(4)P and then PI(4,5)P2 relies on the temporally
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and spatially controlled recruitment and activation of Pl-4-kinase and Pl(4)P-5-kinase to

the appropriate location on the membrane (Hsuan et a\.,1998).

In addition to being the precursor of the most important intracellular secondary

messenger-inositol(1,4,5)P3, PI(4,5)P2 is now recognized as an irnportant membrane

signalling molecule that regulates vesicle trafficking, membrane movement and

cvtoskeleton assembly (Hsuan et al., 1998; Martin, 2001). It ftinctions by recruiting

cytoplasmic effector proteins that contain PI-binding domains. As mentioned

previously, by recruiting different effectors at different stages, PI(4,5)P2 is involved in

vesicle fission, docking and fusion, as well as being involved in regulating

actin/microtubule nucleation (Russo et a\.,2001; Martin, 2001; popova et a\.,2002).

This chapter outlines the elucidation of PEPP2 function and the physiological

significance of the PEPP2IMID2 interaction. The following functional studies,

particularly in the phosphoinositide regulated cellular processes, such as cytoskeletal

reaffangement and endocytosis, suggest a potential role for PEPP2/MID2 inregulating

membrane traffìcking.

5.2 Results

5.2-1 The non-uniform distribution of membrane-øssociøted pEpp2

5.2.1.1The membrane-associated PEPP2 is enriched sites of at cell-cell contact

Overexpressed tagged forms of PEPP2 and MID2 co-localise on microtubules (see

chapter 4). In cells overexpressing PEPP2 and MID1, PEPP2 was not microtubular in

localization but redistributed into the cloplasm and associated with the plasma

membrane. In cells overexpressing PEPP2 alone, as a GFP fusion protein, two distinct

subcellular localisations were noted - microtubule-associated and plasma membrane-

associated (Figure 5. 1).
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GFP-PEPP2 anti-tubulin DAPI Merged

Figure 5.1 The mÍcrotubule- and plasma membrane-associated PEPP2'

cellular localisation of overexpressed GFP-PEPP2 fusion protein in cosl cells'

Microtubule-association (top panel) and dual microtubule-/plasma membrane-

association (bottom panel) of GFP-PEPP2 was observed. Microtubules were stained

with monoclonal anti-alpha tubulin and a Texas-red-conjugated secondary antibody'

Nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue).

Enriched GFp-pEpp2 intheperinuclear region, in the proximity of the microtubule

organisation center, was observed with both microtubule and membrane-associated

distributions.
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In some instances, both microtubule- and membrane-associated GFP-PEPP2 was found

in the same cell, although PEPP2 was usually either microtubular or membrane-

associated in most cells (Figure 5.2). A signifìcantly increased amount of fluorescence

of membrane associated GFP-PEPP2 was observed at cell-cell contacts in both

mesenchymal COS1 cells and polanzed MDCK cells (Figure 5.2A and B). Using a

monoclonal anti-GFP primary antibody in conjunction with a gold-conjugated

secondary antibody, GFP-PEPP2 could also clearly be observed at the plasma

membrane by transmission electron microscopy (Figure 5.2C).

5.2.1.2 The membrane-association of PEPP2 is directed by phosphoinositide-

binding

GFP-tagged PH domains have been used to localize the phosphoinositides that they

recognize. For example, the cellular localization of PI(3,4,5)P3 and PI(4'5)P2 were

visualized by the GFP-tagged PH domain of Akt and PLCôI, respectively (Martin,

2001). The membrane-association of PEPP2 was consistent with the cellular distribution

of PI(4,5)P2 and some other phosphoinositides, the former having been suggested to be

the lipid-binding partner of the PH-domain of PEPP2 based on in vitro studies (Alessi,

personal communications). To verify that the PEPP2 PH domain is indeed responsible

for localizing the protein in vivo, the coding sequence of the PH domain, amplified with

PH-specific 5' and 3' primers (Figure 5.3), was cloned into pEGFP vector and

expressed as a GFP-fusion protein in COSl cells. As expected, the GFP-tagged PH-

domain was also plasma membrane-associated (consistent with the cellular distribution

of full-length PEPP2 and phosphoinositides such as PI(4,5)P2), with diffuse

fluorescence in the cytoplasm and nucleus (Figure 5.4C and D). These obserwations
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suggest that the protein-lipid binding also occurs in vivo and is likely to direct, or

contribute to, the membrane-association of PEPp2.

Of note, this membrane association remained following treatment with wortmannin,

which induces a dramatic reduction in the amount of PI3K products. In contrast, early

endosome antigen I (EEA1), which normally associates with the membranes of early

endosomes through binding to PI(3)P, redistributed to the cytoplasm under the same

treatment (Figure 5.44 and B). This result suggests that Pl3-K products, such as PI(3)p,

PI(3,4)P2 and PI(3,4,5)P3, are not likely to be the lipid partners for PEPP2 in vivo,

consistent with the earlier in vitro binding studies.

5.2.1.3 Membrane-associated PEPP2 is enriched at the actin polymerisation site

PI(4,5)P2 has been suggested to be clustered in raft-like domains that are implicated in

endo-/exo-cytosis and actin assembly. To further address whether PEPP2 is distributed

in any of these discrete membrane domains, cell migration was induced in cultured

HEK-293T cells by 'scratching' confluent HEK-293T cells that were transiently

overexpressing GFP-PEPP2. When the cell migration was consequently promoted (i.e.

for 'wound' healing), a non-uniform distribution of membrane-associated GFP-PEPP2

was found, with enrichment at the actin-p olymenzation site at the leading edge of the

migrating cells (Figure 5.5). This fìnding is consistent with the conserved role of

PI(4,5)P2 in actin polymerization.
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Figure 5.2 Membrane-associated PEPP2 in different cell types.

GFP-PEPP2 was overexpressed in the epithelial MDCK cells (A), and mesenchymal/

fibroblastoid COS1 cells (B) and HEK-293T cells (C). Both membrane- and microtubule-

association of PEPP2 was detected in some cells, although the majority of cells only

displayed one type of distribution, A non-uniform distribution of GFP-PEPP2 on the

plasma membrane was observed at cell-cell contacts of MDCK cells and cosl cells'

A: Microtubule-associated PEPP2 andmembrane-associated PEPP2 enriched at site of

cell-cell contact (indicated by arrowhead) were observed in MDCK cells' Microtubules

were stained with anti-crtubulin and Texas-red-conjugated secondary antibody'

B: GFp-pEpp2 in COSl cells, enriched at site of cell-cell contact, indicated by arrowhead

C: Transmission Electron microscope image showing the plasma membrane-associated

GFp-pEpp 2 inHEK-293T cells, detected by anti-GFP antibody and gold-conjugated

secondary antibody (1Onm gold particles, indicated by arrowhead)' The scale bar is

500 nm.



5' primer for PEPP2-PH

KPnI
5' -CICCCTACC C GTGACTTC AGATTATGCAGTG-3,

atJ-
KpnI

3' primer for PEPP2-PH

Figure 5.3 primers for amplification of the PH d.omain of PEPP2 for cloning into pEGFP'C2'

primer sequ€nces and the þnr linker on both primers are as indicated. These primers were used to ampliff the PH domain of

pEpp2 from pEGFp-pEpp2 using the polymer,ase chain reaction. The PCR product was digested with KpnI and cloned into the KpnI

site of pEGFP-C2 vector.
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Figure 5.4 The cellular distribution of PEPP}-PIil suggests no association with

PI3K products.

The pH domain of PEPP2, expressed as a GFP fusion protein in COSI cells (C and

D), was observed on the plasma membrane as well as diffusely in both the cytoplasm

and in the nucleus.

The plasma membrane-association of GFP-PEPP2PH remains unaffected after

treatment with wortmannin (D), which inhibits Pl3-kinase activity and reduces PI3K

products, such as PI(3)P and PI(3,4,5)Pr. Early endosome antigen 1 (EEAI)' which

associates with early endosomes (A) through interaction with PI(3)P on the early

endosomal membrane, was redistributed into the cytoplasm (B) post wortmannin

treatment.

BA
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GFP-PEPP2 Phalloidin DAPI Merged

Figure 5.5 The non-uniform distribution of GFP-PEPP2 on the plasma

membrane colocalizes with the actin polymerization site.

ln confluent HEK-293T cells transiently expressing GFP-PEPP2, scratches

were introduced to promote cell migration in wound healing' The actin flrlaments

were stained with phalloidin (red). A non-unifbrm distribution of GFP-PEPP2 on

the plasma membrane at the leading edge of migrating cells was observed using

direct immuno-fluorescence. The membrane-associated GFP-PEPP2 colocalized

with the actin polymerization site (yellow), indicated by arowhead on merged

images. Nuclei in these cells were stained with DAPI (blue).
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5.2.2 PEPP2 mediøtes redistribution of MID2ABB to the Golgi

As shown in the last chapter, when co-expressed, PEPP2 also co-localized with the

various cytoplasmic clumps associated with some of the MID2 domain-specific

deletions. Interestingly, the aggregates associated with MID2ABB, which are normally

found distributed throughout the cytoplasm when expressed alone as a GFP fusion

protein (Figure 5.6), were found clustered in a juxtanuclear region when PEPP2 was

also expressed in COSl cells (Figure 5.74). This juxtanuclear region co-stained with

Alexa350-conjugated wheat germ agglutinin (wGA), indicated that it was likely

localizing to the Golgi apparatus.

fowever¡this Golgi localisation of GFP-MID2ABB (overexpressed alone in 293T cells)
\,.,

was also observed by imrnunogold staining using an anti-GFP monoclonal antibody and

a 10 nm gold-conjugated secondary antibody on cryo-sections 293T cells (Figure 5.78)

using electron microscopy. This indicated that the endogenous PEPP2 or even other

membrane-associated proteins may link this microtubule-associated protein to

intracellular membranes.

5. 2. 3 MID 2/PE PP 2 affe cts membrane miuovisco sity

Given that a significant proportion of PEPP2 is located on the plasma membrane, the

effect of pEpP2 on a general plasma membrane property, membrane microviscosity,

was investigated. Membrane viscosity is dependent on multiple conditions, such as the

constitution of phospholipids and the cytoskeleton. Many cellular processes are in tum

affected by membrane viscosity, such as endo-/exo-cytosis, cell mobility, cell shape and

proliferation.

Fluorescence recovery after photo-bleaching (FRAP) has been shown to be easy and

effective for measuring the lareral diffusion of membranes, which is inversely
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proportional to rnembrane viscosity (Ghosh et a1.,2002; Vereb et a\.,2003). The plasma

membrane of live COSl cells was initially fluorescently labeled using DiICr6(3). A

small defined area (um range) was then photo-bleached and the recovery of

fluorescence in this spot subsequently monitored and imaged by scanning with a

confocal microscope (Figure 5.8). The same analy"is ffi performed on COSl cells

overexpressing cithcr GFP-PtrPP2 or GFP-MID2ACTD, which was expected to recruit

endogenous PEPP2 into its cytoplasmic clumps (i.e. acting as a dominant negative

fasion). The fluorescence recovery was monitored in several cells expressing each

fusion protein every second for l0 seconds post photo-bleaching (Table 5.1). The

fluorescence lecovery was enhanced in COSl cells expressing PEpp2, compared with

control COSl cells, whereas COSl cells expressing MID2LCTD displayed a decrease

ln recovery rate (Figure 5.9).

FRAP was also determined in a number of individual skin fibroblast cells derived fiom

the OS patient bearing the truncating mutation, MIDlR4g5X, and in fibroblast cells

derived from an unaffected control (Table 5.2). No discernable change of membrane

microvisicosity was observed in the OS fibroblast cells when compared to controls

(Figure 5.10).

5.2.4 The potential role of PEP?2 and MrD2 in regulating enrlocytosis

PI(4'5)P2 and various other phosphoinositides have been implicated in vesicular

function at several subcellular locations, including the plasma membrane, endoplasmic

reticulum, Golgi, and nuclear membrane (Hsuan et al., 199s). Endocytosis on the

plasma membrane can be classified into two major groups: clathrin-dependent

(receptor-mediated endocfiosis) and clathrin-inclepenclent endocytosis, which includes

the non-specific fluid-phase uptake of extracellular material through caveolae,
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Figure 5.6 Cytoplasmic aggregates formed by MID2ABB'

Overexpressed MID2ABB (as a GFP fusion) protein displayed cytoplasrnic

clurnping in COSI cells (A), that did not display obvious co-localization with

the Golgi apparatus (D), shown by Texas-red-conjugated wGA staining (B).

Nuclei Wffshown by DAPI staining (C).
tl
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Figure 5.7 Overexpressed PEPP2 and MID2ABB colocalize in the Golgi'

A: The GFP-MID2ABB and MYC-PEPP2 were overexpressed in coSl cells.

The Golgi localization of GFP-MID2ABB and MYC-PEPP2 is clearly seen using

indirect immuno-fluorescence. The Golgi apparatus was stained with wheat germ

agglutinin-Alexa 350 (blue) and MYC-PEPP2 was detected with anti-MYC and

Texas-red conjugated secondary antibody (red). co-localization in the Golgi is

shown in white on the merged image'

B:Overexpression of GFP-MID2^BB localizes in the Golgi apparatus in293T

cells, shown by anti-GFP and gold-conjugated secondary antibodies' The Golgi

was shown as parallel stacks of membrane-enclosed flattened cisternae and GFP-

MID2ABB was represented by 1Onm gold particles on the cryo-section of 2937

cells using transmission electron microscopy' The scale bar represents 500nm'

(ilrl,-Mlt)2Alllì
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before photo-bleaching post photo-bleaching recovery

Figure 5.g Lateral diffusion of the plasma membrane as measured by FRAP (fluorescence recovery after photo-bleaching)'

The plasma membrane of live COS1 cells was labelled with fluorescent DiIC,u (3) (red), which is an analogue of membrane lipids'

A well defined region on the plasma membrane was bleached, as indicated by arrowheads on the consecutive images above.

The intensity of fluorescence recovery in the bleached area, which represented the lateral diffusion of membrane' was monitored

and imaged over the first 10 seconds post bleaching-



Time (sec)
post photo-
bleaching

Fluorescence (%)
Control COSl

(n:6)
GFP-PEPP2

overexpressing (n:4)
GFP.MID2ACTD

overexpressing (n:7)
1 0.0s 0.t2 0.03
2 0.08 0.05 0.05
J 0.r2 0.15 0.07
4 0.12 0.25 0.07
5 0.11 0.20 0.09
6 0.15 0.27 0.1 1
n 0.18 0.22 0.11
8 0.18 0.22 0.11
9 0.t7 0.23 0.1 1

10 0.1s 0.30 0.11

Table 5.1 The influence of overexpressed PEPP2 or MID2ÂCTD on the profiles of
fluorescence recovery post photo-bleaching of the plasma membrane in COSI

cells.

rl A small area range) on the DiI-C16 labelled plasma membrane from

untransfected COS1 cells and COSI cells overexpressing GFP-PEPP2 or GFP-

MID2ACTD was photo-bleached with the laser beam. The fluorescence recovery (%) in

the bleached arca was monitored with an attenuated laser beam over 10 seconds post

bleaching. The profiles of recovery were collected from several individual cells of each

group and the mean values of each group presented in the table above.
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Figure 5,9 Plasma membrane microviscosity of cosl cells is affected by PEPP2



FluorescenceTime (sec)
post photo- Control fÏbroblast cells

n:1
OS derived fibroblast cells

1 0.09 0.05
2 0.12 0.08
J 0.t4 0.14
4 0.15 0.18
5 0.16 0.16
6 0.1s 0.20
7 0.19 0.23
8 0.20 0.26
9 0.2r 0.21
10 0.20 0.20

Table 5.2 The profiles of fluorescence recovery post photo-bleaching of the plasma
membrane in the fibroblast cells of the OS patient and the unaffected control.

A small area (- um range) on the DiI-C16 labelled plasma membrane of OS fibroblasts
and control fibroblasts was photo-bleached with the laser beam. The fluorescence

recovery (%) in the bleached area was monitored with an attenuated laser beam over 10

seconds post bleaching. The profiles of recovery were collected from several individual
cells of each group and the mean values of each group presented in the table above.
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macropinoclosis and other uncharacterized pathways involving lipid raft domains

(Conner and Schmid, 2003).

Given firstly that PI(4,5)P2 is involved in the endocytotic pathway and secondly that it

may mediate the plasma membrane association of PEPP2, the translocation of PEPP2

between membrane and microtubules and the interfrion of PEPP2 with MID2, it was 'lÌ

L

considered that this interaction could have a role in regulating endocytosis or other

trafficking events. To investigate the potential influence PEPP2 and MID2 may have on

these cellular processes, two well charcctenzed molecular markers, horseradish

peroxidase (HRp) and epidermal growth factor (EGF), were used to monitor the fluid-

phase and receptor-mediated endocytosis, respectively'

5.2.4.1The influence of MID2 and PEPP2 on fluid-phase endocytosis

Extra-cellular HRp is internalized through fluid-phase endocytosis and intracellular

HRp activity can be tested with the O-dianisidine assay after intensive washing (Marsh

et al.,1987; Cecilia Bucci et al.,1gg2).In three independent experiments, HRP uptake

increased up to 2.8 fold in 293T cells overexpressing both PEPP2 and MID2, compared

with control 2g3T cells (Table 5.3). To further verify if the enhanced HRP uptake was

due to the increased cellular level of PEPP2 and MID2, HRP internalizarion at different

time points post transfection was monitored. It was found that the increasing expression

of GFp-MID2 and MYC-PEPP2 facllitated HRP uptake after 8 hours following co-

transfection. HRP uptake increased up to 3 fold in these GFP-MID2/MYC-PEPP2 co-

expressing cells after 24 hours post-transfection (Figure 5.118). The presence of

overexpressed GFp-M lD2 andMYC-PEP P2 inthe post-nuclear cell lysate b{l*" ':

verified by westem blot with anti-GFP and anti-MYC (Figure 5.114). The poor
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detection using anti-MYC on the western blots likely reflects the lack of effectiveness

of this antibody in this procedure.

5.2.4-2 Receptor-mediated endocytosis is affected by an overexpressed MID2

truncating mutation

EGF endoclosis is a wcll charactenzecl exarnple of the receptor-mediated endoclic

pathway. Upon binding to the EGF-receptor (EGFR) on the plasma membrane, EGF-

EGFR is clustered in clathrin-coated pits, a process regulated at various stages by

PI(4,5)P2. Fluorescent core (Texas-red) conjugated EGF was therefore used to evaluate

the possible effects that PEPP2 and MID2 might have on this process. EGF-Texas-red

was incubated with COS1 cells and internalized EGF-Texas-red was observed by direct

fluorescence. No discernable difference was seen in cells overexpressing wild type

MID2 or PEPP2 when compared with the control COS1 cells. However, a significant

reduction in internalized EGF-Texas-red signal was observed in COSl cells

overexpressing the GFP fused MID2ACTD (Figure 5.12). Interestingly, a similar

reduction was observed in cells overexpressing GFP-fused MID1ACTD (Figure 5.I2).

r02
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Tmnsfection efFrciency

(% of GFP+ cells)

80%

80%

HRP activity/lO0ug total protein

(OD at 460nm)

0.25

0.70

2.8

2

Tr¿nsfection efficiency
(% of GFP+ cells)

s0%

70%

HRP activity/1 00ug total protern

(OD at 460nm)

0.81

r.22

1 5

1

Transfection efüciency
(% of GFP+ cells)

80%

80%

HRP activity/100ug total protein

(OD at 460nm)

0.44

0.89

2

Control

GFP-MID2i
MYC-PEPP2
co-transfected

Folds increased

/'-f ' 'li Table 5.3 Fluid-phase endocytosis ífúô'iincreased in 293T cells co-expressing MID2 and PEPP2.

The transfection efficiency was determined by the p¡"{f9"t?e" of GFP positive cells. The expression of each construct was confiflned by western

blot analysis using anti-GFp and anti-MyC antiboði"ò. fn" rate of fluid-phase endocytosis was determined by horse radish peroxidase uptake

following incubation of cells with 5mg/ml HRP for 10min and monitoring intemalised HRP amounts by the O-dianisidine assay, which gives

maximum absorbance at 460nM after been oxidized. Duplicates were set up for each sample in all three experiments to minimize effor. The HRP

activity was increased in cells expressing MYC-PEPP2 and GFP-MID2 in all three independent experiments, compared with the HRP activity in

control cells expressing GFP and IvIYC tag only.



A.

B.

Figure 5.11 The effect of MID2/PEPP2 on fluid-phase endocytosis.

Fluid-phase endocytosis in HEK-293T cells was monitored using the HRP uptake assay.

Increased HRp uptake was observed in cells co-expressingI/JI21PEPP2 at each time

point from 8 hours following transfection (pink line in B) and this effect is consistent

with the increasing level of MID2/PEPP2 expression after transfection (shown by

Western blot in A). Control cells were co-transfected with pEGFP/pCMV-MYC and

expressed GFP- and MYC- tag onlY.
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GFP EGF-Texas-red

GFP-MID2

GFP-PEPP2

GFP-MID1ACTD
+

EGF-Texas-red

GFP-MID2ACTD

+

EGF-Texas-red

Figure 5.12 Receptor-mediated endocytosis was inhibited by overexpression of mutant

MID2 and MID1.

EGF-Texas-red was used as a marker of receptor-mediated endocytosis in COS I cells

overexplessing GFP-PEPP2, GFP-MID2, GFP-MID2ACTD or GFP-MID 1 ACTD, as

indicated. The expression of these fusion proteins and EGF internalisation were monitored

using direct fluorescence. EGF uptake appeared normal in cells overexpressing wild-type

MID2 or pEPP2 (indicated by white arrowheads), whereas uptake was noticeably impaired

in cells overexpressing MID1ACTD or MID2ACTD (as indicated by blue arrowheads)' The

EGF uptake in the untransfected cells on the same images served as controls'
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5.3 Discussion

Microtubules and actin are the two major components of the cytoskeleton. Microtubules

are polanzed but dynamically unstable microfilaments assembled from cr- and p-tubulin

in a head-to-tail orientation. Microtubules continuously undergo polymerization and

clepolymeri zation mainly at their extremities (i.e. plus ends or fast growing ends),

although their minus ends o, úoffigrowing ends also show dynamic change' With lr,t, l"
the third form of tubulin, y-tubulin, the minus ends of microtubules are anchored at two

centrioles which, along with centriolar matrix, is known as the microtubule organizing

centre (MTOC) (Andersen and Wittmann,2002)'

Actin filaments (F-actin), which yé "o prise,2(two chains of global monomers (G- ii

actin), are also under continuous cycles of polymerization and depolyrnerization. Its

rearïangement underneath particular subdomains of plasma membrane is believed to be

critical for cell shape maintenance, membrane invagination and cell adhesion (Lee and

Gotlieb, 2002; Schafer, 2003).

Despite the distinct cellular roles, the interaction between microtubules and actin

underlies most of the cellular processes that require dynamic cellular asymmetries to be

established or maintained. They also link to the plasma membrane and intracellular

membranes with the assistance of a large number of cross-linking proteins, including

proteins of the CLIP family, metabolic enzymes and MAPs etc. (see section 1.7). These

proteins play a central role in regulating dynamics of membrane vesicles and the

integrity and positioning of endomembrane compartments such as the Golgi complex,

ER and mitochondria.

As highlighted in chapter 4, PEPP2, a new PH-domain-containing protein, was

identified as an interactor of MID2 in a yeast two-hybrid screen' Subsequent

characteization of pEpp2 revealed that it could be detected on either microtubules or
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on the plasma metnbrane, or both, in different cell types. The plasma membrane-

association of PEPP2 was likely to be directed by the protein-lipid interaction between

the PH domain and phosphoinositides since the overexpressed GFp fusion protein of the

PH domain in CoSl cells also displayed association with the plasma membrane which

is enriched with PI(4,5)P2. Although interactions have been noted between the pEpp2

PH domain and phosphoinositidcs other than PI(4,5)P2 il the in vitro lipid interaction

assay' the binding of PI-3-phosphate derivatives in vivo is unlikely since the membrane

associated PH domain of PEPP2 remained unaffected following wortamannin (a pI3K

inhibitor) treatment.

Under physiological conditions, however, the local concentration of each

phosphoinositide and the interaction of PEPP2 with other proteins may be as, or more,

important than the lipid-binding affinity in directing the protein-lipid interaction. For

example, it is possible that the interaction between other proteins and the WW-domain

or other uncharacterized regions of PEPP2 also helps to specify the membrane targeting

and hence the cellular function of PEPP2. Such a mechanism is generally used by pH-

domain-containing proteins with no clear ligand specificity and low binding affinity.

For example, the PH domain of B-ARK (B-adrenergic receptor kinase) binds pl(4,5)p2

and the C-terminal extension binds Gpr. However, only the simultaneous interaction

with both ligands is sufficient to drive efficient membrane targeting (Lemmon et al.,

2002).In the case of MID2, homodimerization of MID2 and the interaction with pEpp2

could direct dimerization of PEPP2, with a resultant increased affinity for

phosphoinositides. A precedent for such an effect has been reported for dynamin, where

its monomeric fonn binds PI(4,5)P2 with low affinity whereas oligomerization increases

the affinity (Lemmon et a1.,2002).Gi""ìÏï. interaction between pEpp2 and MID2

appears to be regulated by heterodimerization of MID1 and MID2, lipid binding by
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pEPP2 and the plasma membrane-microtubule connection could be subsequently

affected, representing a functional regulatory mechanism instead of a simple structural

similaritybetween MID1 and MID2.

Another intracellular membrane structure that is enriched with PI(4,5)P2 is the Golgi

apparatus, which is close to the microtubule organizing centre. A potential

PEPP2/MID2 directed microtubule-Golgi connection may also exist given that a

coverage of the entire length of microtubules has been observed with overexpressed

pEPP2 and MID2. Further support for this hypothesis comes with the observation of a

Golgi-localized aggregation of overexpressed PEPP2 and MID2ÀBB in COSl cells.

This Golgi-localized GFP-MID2ABB was also found with the overexpressed GFP-

Y

tMID2ABB alone using transmission electron microscop although the majority formed l\

small aggregates that scattered throughout the cytoplasm. This observation suggests that

this Golgi-microtubule connection also happens with endogenous levels of PEPP2,

girr"rr\$u".expressed PEPP2 enhances the Golgi localization of MID2ABB. l1

t^

The Golgi membrane is abundant in the precursors of PI(4,5)P2, phosphatidylinositol

and PI(4)P (Martin, 2001). The sequential activation of Pl-4-kinases and Pl-5-kinases

and the subsequent local increase in synthesis of PI(4,5)Pz is necessary for the

maintenance of the Golgi architecture and the Golgi exocytic vesicle coat formation

through recruiting the ARF class of small G proteins and coat proteins (Cockcroft and

De Matteis ,2001).It is not clear whether PEPP2 and MID2 are involved in any of these

processes, although they are unlikely to be necessary for maintaining the Golgi

positioning since the Golgi morphology appeared normal in COS1 cells overexpressing

the MID2ACTD, which was assumed to recruit wild type PEPP2 into its cytoplasmic

clumps (data not shown).
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In migrating cells, a non-unifonn distribution of PEPP2 was observed on plasma

membrane ruffles, where actin polymerization occurs. Actin pol¡,rnerization and

rnierotubule protrusion at the leading edge of motile cells is required for directed cell

rnigration (Nabi, 1999). Different phosphoinositides, including pI(3,4,5)p3 , pr(3,4)p2

and PI(4,5)P2, have been indicated in regulating actin dynamics (Insall and Weiner,

2001). The synthesis of PI(3,4,5)P3 is consistent with the temporally and spatially

restricted actin polymerization. The role PI(3,4,5)P3 plays in serving as an instructive

signal for stimulus-induced actin polymerization is thought to be mediated by activation

of the guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs) of the Rho family (Insall and

Weiner,2001).

The role of PI(4,5)P2 in the control of actin polymerization is less clear. Clustering of

PI(4,5)P2 at the actin nucleation site on the plasma membrane has also been shown.

(Tall et al., 2000), with recent studies suggesting PI(4,5)P2 may affect actin nucleation

through activation of the WASP (Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome protein) protein family,

since the actin polyrnenzation induced by the increased PI(4,5)P2 could be inhibited by

the overexpression of a dominant negative WASP (Millard et al., 2004).Instead of

acting as an instructive signal to promote actin polymerization, PI(4,5)P2 is more likely

to direct the growing actin filaments to the plasma membrane due to its interaction with

a number of different actin binding proteins, such as gelsolin and profilin (Hsuan et al.,

1 ee8).

The observation that PEPP2 concentrated at the actin nucleation site raises the

possibility of its influence on actin polymerization. BALB/o 3T3 fibroblasts injected

with monoclonal antibodies against PI(4,5)P2 to prevent the interaction between

PI(4,5)P2 and cytoskeletal proteins failed to form stress fibres or focal adhesions on

serum stimulation (Gilmore and Burrid ge, 1996). Given the likely interaction of pEpp2
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and pl(4,5)p2 in vivo, PEPP2 may therefore be involved in regulating actin

polymerization through controlling the availability of PI(4,5)P2 for actin binding

proteins.

The polym erization of actin and microtubules are coordinated by Rho family GTPases

(see section 1.7.2). The ruffled leading lamellipodium of migrating cells reflects the

underlying polarized organization of the cytoskeleton, which is characterized by actin

polymerization at the leading edge and the balanced microtubule-dependent retrograde

flow of lamellum actin meshwork, the dendritic actin network at the lamellipodia

(Rodriguez et a1.,2003). The structural linkage between microtubules and actin also

orients the plus end of microtubules towards the leading edge along moving actin

bundles (Gundersen and Bretscher, 2003). Therefore, PEPP2 may be involved in

coupling the reorganization of microtubules with actin polymenzaiion in directing cell

migration due to its interaction with microtubule-bound MID2.

In the future, clarification of the detailed function of PEPP2 could be helped by

determining the effects on actin polymerization in PEPP2 knocked-dorù/n or PEPP2 null

cell lines. The potential role PEPP2 plays in the coupling of microtubules and actin

dynamics could be analyzed by dual-wavelength fluorescent speckle microscopy (FSM)

using spectrally distinct fluorophore labeling of rnicrotubules and actin'

Both phospholipids and the cytoskeleton (as well as cholesterol and integral membrane

proteins) affect the viscosity of membranes (viscosity being the reciprocal of membrane

fluidity) (Vereb et al., 2003). A change in membrane viscosity can in turn affect

essential cellular processes, such as the efficiency of ligand-binding, intercellular

interactions and cell migration. In this regard, recent studies have revealed a linkage

between membrane microviscosity and actin dynamics in migrating endothelial cells

(Vasanji et al., 2004). Given the membrane-association of PEPP2 and its possible role
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in regulating actin polymerization, the potential influence of pEpp2 on membrane

microviscosity was investigated using FRAP. The rate of fluorescence recovery within a

small bleached area on the plasma membrane is representative of the rate of lateral

membrane diffusion and is inversely proportional to membrane microviscosity (Ghosh

et al., 2002)' Furthermore, the diffusion rate in a lipid bilayer is expected to be

inrlependent of the size of the bleached area (Vereb et a\.,2003).Ilowever", monitorilg

of fluorescence recovery was undermined due to the motility of the live cells, which

made restriction of the laser scanning in the bleached spot on the plasma membrane

difficult. This caused the considerable variation between each scanning of the

fluorescence intensity on the same spots (see the data table of Appendices 1-5). This

may be minimized by increasing sample sizes in further analyses. Nevertheless, a

notable increase in the lateral movement of the plasma membrane was obseled in cells

overexpressing GFP-PEPP2 (i.e. the membrane microviscosity decreased), whereas the

opposite situation was found for cells overexpressing the C-terminally truncated MID2

that would be expected to recruit wild-type PEPP2 into its cloplasmic aggregates.

Unexpectedly, the membrane viscosity of the OS derived hbroblast cells remained

apparently normal when compared with that of fibroblast cells derived from an

unaffected individual. Unfortunately, it is not known whether the control fibroblasts

were derived from a similarly aged and sex matched person, and thus conclusions must

be drawn with caution at this time. Membrane lateral diffusion kinetics can also vary

dramatically among different cell types, such that comparison between the transfected

cells and the f,rbroblasts are strictly not comparable. Furthermore, the heterogeneity of

the cellular localization of endogenous wild type MID2 in the OS fibroblasts, reflected

by both normal microtubule-association and cloplasmic co-clumping with endogenous
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MIDlR495X seen with overexpressed wild type MID2 (see section3.2.2), may also

minimize the influence of MID2 on membrane viscosity in these cells.

The relationship between membrane microviscosity and cell motility is biphasic.

Increased cell motility has been seen with increased microviscosity to a threshold,

beyond which resulted in significantly decreased motility (Ghosh et al., 2002). The

potential influence the PEPP2IMID2 complex may have on the membrane viscosity was

also consistent with the finding that an increased endothelial cell activation and

mesenchymal invasion (increased cell motility) was observed with treatment of

endocardial cushion explants with antisense oligos to cMID2 (Runyan, unpublished).

How pEPP2 and MID2 affect plasma membrane dynamics still remains unclear. An

increased plasma membrane viscosity and more productive actin filament formation has

been observed at the cell front of migrating endothelial cells (Vasanji et a1.,2004) and a

reduction in cell motility and increase in membrane tension has been associated with

depolymeri zation of microtubules (due to the possible intemrption in focal complex

turnover) (Horwitz and Parsons, 1999). Given this, the possibility of the involvement of

pEpP2/MID2 in regulating actin dynamics and microtubule-dependent traffi cking (such

as focal complex tumover) seems a plausible explanation.

Given that endocytosis can be subsequently affected by the changes in membrane

viscosity (due to affected receptor clustering and membrane invagination), the potential

influence that the PEPP2 and MID2 interaction may have on this actin- and

microtubule-dependent process was investigated. Extra-cellular materials are

intemalized through three major endocytic pathways: fluid-phase endocytosis, receptor-

mediated endocytosis (also known as clathrin-mediated endocytosis) and phagocytosis.

Two widely used endocytic markers HRP and EGF-Texas red for fluid-phase

endocytosis and clathrin-mediated endocytosis, respectively, were used to monitor the
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possible influence of PEPP2 and MID1/MID2 on these two endocytic pathways in

cultured cells.

Increased HRP uptake was observed with increasing cellular levels of pEpp2 and

MID2. The facilitated HRP uptake was unlikely to be a direct consequence of the

PEPP2-induced increase in membrane fluidity alone, as an increase of HRp uptake was

not seen in control cclls ovcr-cxpressing PIPP2 only. Ol"hcr'ilrechanisms, such as the

interaction between PEPP2 and phosphoinositides, the possible modification of actin

dynamics by PEPP2 during membrane invagination or the coordinated vesicle

transportation on actin and microtubules could however explain this.

An involvement of PI(4,5)P2 in receptor-mediated endocytosis has in fact been

suggested from the studies addressing the proper formation of clathrin-coated pits

(recruits AP-2 and AP-180 for the proper formation of coated pits), vesicle fission

(recruits dynamin, which triggers the GTP-dependent mechanochemical conformation

change of the membrane) and vesicle fusion (which is required to define the site of

vesicle docking) (Martin, 2001). Similarly, a role of PI(4,5)P2 has also been implicated

in fluid-phase endocytosis and phagocytosis, although evidence for this is less definitive

(Simonsen et al., 2001). Membrane-associated PEPP2 may also be involved in the

transient loading of vesicles onto microtubules through its interaction with MID2. The

possible involvement of PEPP2 in these mentioned processes may account for the

increase of HRP uptake alone or in combination with each other.

Interestingly, overexpression of PEPP2 and MID2 did not appear to affect EGF

internalization, whereas impaired EGF internalization was observed in cells

overexpressing MID2ACTD. In this case, it is possible that inhibited EGF

intemalization is secondary to the increased plasma membrane microviscosity induce<l

by overexpressed MID2ACTD, since an increase oveÍ a certain threshold has previously
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been noted to completely stop endocytosis (Callaghan et al., 1990). However, this

effect on clathrin-mediated endocytosis may also be due to removal of PEPP2 from the

plasma membrane since wild type PEPP2 is recruited into the cytoplasmic aggregates in

cells overexpressing MID2ACTD (see section 4.2.5). The same mechanisms may also

be applied to explain a similar inhibition of EGF intemalization in cells overexpressing

MIDIACTD, i.e. via the clumping of wild type PEPP2 dtrc to the recruitment of wild

type MID2 in higher order complexes by ovefexpressed MID1ACTD.

It has been known for some time that microtubule-dependent trafficking from early to

late endosomes/lysosomes and late vesicle recycling are shared by all different

endocytic pathways. Recent studies have shown that the initial uptake as well as steady-

phase uptake of cell surface transferrin receptors is also microtubule dependent,

indicating the involvement of microtubules in even earlier stages of the endocytotic

pathway (Hamm-Alyarez et a1.,1998). This may not necessarily involve microtubule-

dependent vesicle transport but rather imply a role for microtubules in receptor

clustering or sequestration, such as seen with the clustering of NMDR receptor and

gamma-aminobutyric acid type A receptors (GABA(A)RÐ ( Matsuda and Hirai, 1999;

Coyle and Nikolov, 2003). Therefore, it is feasible that PEPP2/MID2 could also affect

early receptor clustering and membrane invagination on the plasma membrane as well

as the later microtubule-dependent vesicle transport.

The hypothesis that MID1/MID2 and PEPP2 is involved in membrane-trafficking is

indirectly supported by the finding that TRIM9, which is a member of the CI subfamily

of RBCC proteins that includes MID2 and MIDl as its closest homologues (see chapter

1), plays a role in regulating synaptic vesicle exocytosis (Li et a\.,2001)' TRIM9, also

known as Spring, regulates vesicle trafficking through its interaction with both the

cytoskeleton and SNAP-25. SNAP-25 interacts with VAMP on the synaptic vesicles
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and syntaxin on the presynaptic plasma membrane to assemble the SNARE (Soluble N-

ethylmaleimide-sensitive fusion protein association protein receptor) complexes for

vesicle fusion (Bonifacino and Glick, 2004). Overexpression of Spring and SNAp-25

abolished the interaction of SNAP-25 with VAMP and syntaxin and prevented the the

assembly of SNARE complexes, resulting in the reduced exocytosis (Li et a\.,2001).

More recently, another member of thc CI subfamily, Ilaprin (Tlim36), was also shown

to have a role in controlling the 
*acrosomal 

exocytosis-its overexpression inhibiting

the acrosome reaction (Kitamura et al., 2003). Like MIDl and MID2, both TRIMS and

Haprin were found to associate with microtubules (Short et al., unpublished). Further

understanding of its role is likely to come from identifuing specific interactors.

There are an increasing number of RBCC proteins that have been implicated in

regulating vesicle transporl, such as ADP-ribosylation factor domain protein 1 (ARD1)

and brain-expressed RING hnger protein (BERP), suggesting the possibility of a

general molecular basis for these RBCC proteins in regulating the vesicle trafficking

events

Recently, a potential ubiquitin E3-ligase activity has been ascribed to MIDI

(Trockenbacher et al., 2002) and is also expected to be possessed by MID2.

Ubiquitination is a post-translational modification in which the addition of a single

ubiquitin, or polyubiquitin chains, to target proteins, directs their membrane trafficking

or degradation (see section 1.5.5). Alpha4, a regulatory subunit of pp2-type

phosphatases and a key target of the TOR signaling pathway, possibly directs

ubiquitination and degradation of the PP2A catalylic subunit by mediating its

interaction with MIDl (Trockenbacher et at.,2002).

* 
Acrorom" reaction is the sperm exocytotic event that involves the multiple fusion steps between the

plasma membrane and the Golgi-derived acrosome, which contains enzymes to digest ih" tonupellucida
coating around the egg.
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It is well accepted that membrane trafficking and the function of proteins involved in

trafficking are fine-tuned by phosphorylation and ubiquitylation (Riezman,2002).PP2A

has been found to be associated with microtubule motors and modifies their function by

phosphorylatiorVdephosphorylation (Smith, 2002) and inhibition of its activity by

okadaic acid in hepatocytes has been noted to reduce vesicle recycling and microtubule-

dependent endocytosis (Runnegar et al., 1991). Therefore, the recycling of the EGF-

receptor may also be affected as a consequence of the intemrpted PP2A turnover in

cells overexpressing MID2ACTD or MIDIACTD, such that decreased EGFR on the

plasma membrane would result thus terminating further EGF internaltzation- Besides

the direct involvement of PEPP2 in regulating membrane trafftcking through its

interaction with phosphoinositides, as discussed earlier, the interaction between PEPP2

and MID2 also raises the possibility that PEPP2 directs the MlD2-dependent

ubiquitylation of unknown membrane targets. Considering this, MID1/MID2 could

alternatively or in addition be involved in membrane trafflcking at the level of

regulating phosphorylation of trafficking proteins through PP2A or by directly

ubiquitylating trafficking proteins.

In conclusion, MID2 is likely to be involved in microtubule-dependent membrane

traffìcking through its interaction with PEPP2, which associates with membrane lipids

and/or membrane-bound proteins. A potential role in regulating this process can also be

attributed to MID|, considering that the heterodimerization of MID1 and MID2 appears

to regulate the MID2IPEPP2 interaction. During early development, cell migration,

signal transduction and EMT are important for proper embryonic development, with the

latter especially critical for craniofacial and urogenital morphogenesis as well as

atrioventricular septation. Since these developmental events all rely on inter-/intra-

cellular trafficking (see chapter 1), the potential role for MID2 in regulating endothelial
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activation and mesenchymal invasion (in the endocardial cushion explants) may be due

to its role in regulating membrane trafficking. A similar role for MIDI would

adequately explain the spectrum of defects seen in os patients.
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Chapter Six: Dissecting MID1/MID2 protein complexes

6.1 Introduction

RBCC proteins have been implicated in a variety of processes by association of

mutations with different disease states, including oncogenesis, development and a few

human developmental disorders (Reymond et al., 200I). Although MIDI and MID2

localize to microtubules, the majority of RBCC proteins localize to unknown

subcellular compartments.

The order of the RlNG-finger, B-box and Coiled-Coil domains from the N- to the C-

terminal of the protein is conserved throughout evolution, suggesting that the correct

orientation and relative spacing of these domains is functionally significant. Each of the

individual motifs comprising the RBCC domain has been implicated in protein-protein

interactions either directly or indirectly (Borden, 1998). The RING domain of RBCC

and non-RBCC proteins, can act as an interface for a variety of protein interactions,

although commonly for mediating the interaction and the subsequent promotion of E2-

dependent ubiquitin conjugation (reviewed by Jackson et a1.,2000). The B-box motifs

may also be directly involved in mediating protein-protein interaction (i.e. providing the

interface for interaction between Alpha4 and MID1 or MID2) (Short et al., 2002),

although in some instances it also appears to be crucial for the orientation of the leucine

rich Coiled-Coil that mediates oligomerization and other molecular interactions

(Borden, 1998; Burkhard et a1.,2001 Torok and Etkin, 2001)'

A variety of unrelated domains are found associated with the RBCC tripartite motif.

Two of the more commonly found C-terminal domains are the 830.2-like and NHL

domains. These domains are putatively involved in ligand binding (Torok and Etkin,

2001). The B30.2 domain consists of two distinct subdomains which are likely to be
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members of the Ig superfamily (Seto et al., 1999). Although a specific biological

function has not been assigned to the 830.2 domain, it is the only domain that is found

in transmembrane proteins, intracellular proteins and secreted proteins, thus indicating

that it seryes as a generally used interface for protein interaction (Henry et al., 1998).

Due to the multiple interfaces for protein-protein interaction, RBCC proteins normally

exist in higher order protein complexes, which are critical for their cellular functions.

For example, the homo-oligomerization of KAP-I, the corepressor of the TIF family, is

necessary for its interaction with the KRAB domain of various transcription repressors

(Peng et a1.,2000). Similarly, the oligomenzation of PML is required for its subsequent

interaction with p53 and UbcHg (Jensen et a1.,2001). This has also been found for

MID1 and MID2, the homo-dimerization of which is also a prerequisite for their

microtubule binding (Short et a\.,2002).

In addition to the homo-dimerization, MID1 and MID2 also hetero-dimerize, which is

rately found alnong RBCC proteins, even among members of the CI subfamily (see

chapter 3.3). The homo-/hetero-dimerization of MID1 and MID2 may be used as a

regulatory mechanism to direct interactions with common or specific protein partners,

thus giving rise to different cellular functions and different protein compositions for the

putative MID1/MID2 protein complexes. This hypothesis was supported by the

identification of a number of MID1/MID2 interactors (common and specific) both in the

previous studies and in the work presented in this thesis (see sectionI.6.4 and chapter

4).

In this chapter, gel filtration has been used initially to determine the existance of

MID1/MID2 complexes. Proteomic tools were then employed to begin to identify the

components in these complexes. Since most of the OS-associated mutations in MIDl

are C-terminal truncating mutations, the protein components lost in MID1ACTD
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complexes have been extensively investigated. Further chatactenzation of these

components will assist in understanding the cellular function of MID1/MID2 and the

pathogenesis of OS.

6.2 Results

6.2.1 Immuno-precipitøtion of the MIDL protein complexes

6.2.1.11-D electrophoresis of MID1 complexes purifÏed by immunoprecipitation

An anti-GFp monoclonal antibody was used for immunoprecipitation to purifz the

MID1 protein complexes from cell lysates collected from 293T cells transiently

expressing GFp-MID1 or GFP as a control. The GFP-MIDI protein complexes were

separated on a l1,'/o SDS polyacrylamide gel and stained with coomassie blue (Figure

6.1). The protein band representing overexpressed GFP-MIDI was clearly seen. As

expected, several protein bands appeared to associate with GFP-MIDI complexes, when

compared with the proteins non-specifically associated with GFP alone. Among them, a

protein of the matched molecular weight of Alpha4 (38.5kDa) was observed associated

with GFp-MID1, although this was not verified by Western blot analysis. However,

none of these bands were further selected for protein peptide fingerprinting due to their

poor resolution and/or low amounts observed.

6.2,1.2 2-D electrophoresis of MID1 complexes purifÏed by immunoprecipitation

To obtain increased resolution, the MID1 protein complexes purif,red from the cell

lysates by immunoprecipitation were subjected to two-dimensional protein separation'

Cell lysates from 293T cells transiently overexpressing GFP, GFP-MIDI or GFP-

MID1ACTD constructs were precipitated with an anti-GFP antibody. The resultant

immunoprecipitant was solubilized in 2-D sample buffer and separated using isoelectric
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,/
focusing (IEF) and subsequently separated on a lTYo SDS poly-acrf amide gel according

to their different molecular weights. Upon comparison of the protein profiles on the gels

after silver staining, several protein spots specifically associated with GFp-MID1 were

observed (Figure 6.2lH-). Some of these proteins were not seen in the complexes pulled

down with GFP-MIDIACTD (Figure 6.2C). These results indicate that MID1 indeed

forms protein complexcs with specific interactols. Unfortunately, immunoprecipitation

did not yield sufficient sample for protein identification. Therefore, an alternative

approach was sought in order to scale up the sample preparation of these protein

complexes to permit identification of the components specifically associated with the

MID1 complexes.

6.2.2 MrDl ønd MID2 exist in high molecurar weíght complexes

6.2.2.1Determination of protein complexes using FPLC

Gel hltration is commonly used for determining the molecular weight of proteins. Due

to its broad range of size differentiation (1-5000kDa) and high resolution, Superose 6

matrix was chosen for the separation of MID1/MID2 complexes. Four markers of

different molecular weight: blue dextran 2000 (2000kDa); thyroglubulin (660kDa);

ferritin (440kDa); and BSA (68kDa) were used to calibrate the Superose 6 HR 10/30

column. Approximately 40 ug of each standard was mixed in200 ul 1 X pBS plus 0.1%

NP-40 and injected onto the Superose 6 column. The elution profile of these standards

is presented in Figure 6,3. The elution volume for blue dextran 2000 represented the

column void volume (Vo), which was about 30% (7 ml) of the total volume ea m\.

The elution volumes of these protein standards were measured and their conesponding

elution volume parameter (Kav) values were plotted against the logarithm of their
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Figure 6.1 Protein complexes containing GFP-

MIDI purified by immunoprecipitation with

anti-GFP antibody.

HEK-293T cells were transfected with constructs

expressing GFP-MIDI or GFP only- The proteins

associated with GFP-MIDI or GFP w'ere pulled down

b,v immunoprecipitation r,vith an anti-GFP antibody'

Protein marker (lane M), protein complexes containing

GFP-MIDI (lane l) and protein complexes containing

control GFP (lane 2) were separated out on a l0% SDS-

polyacrylamide ge l. The overexpressed GFP-MID I

(about l l0kDa) is indicated by the black arrowhead and

potential protein bands associated with N'{ID I are

indicated r,vith pink arrowheads- A protein o$he similar

molecula¡ weight (-38.5kDa) to Alpha4 was associated

with MIDl.':¡':
n¡aò



Figure 6.2 Analysis of the GFP-MIDI and GFP-MIDI^CTD protein complexes by

2-D electrophoresis.

Cell lysate was prepared from HEK-293T cells (-107) transiently expressing GFp (A),

GFP-MIDI (B) and GFP-MIDIACTD (C). Protein complexes containing the fusion

protein or GFP alone were purified by immunoprecipitation with an anti-GFp

monoclonal antibody. The purified protein complexes were resuspended in 2-D sample

buffer and separated by 2-D electrophoresis. Proteins on 2-D gels were visualized by
silver staining.

By comparing the protein profiles on these 2-D gels, a few proteins appeared to be

associated with the GFP-MIDI complexes (circled in both red and blue), but not with
GFP alone. Some of these MID1 specific proteins (circled in blue) were not present in
GFP-MIDI^CTD complexes. The association of the red circled proteins with MID1

remained with MIDIACTD, indicating N-terminal MIDI mediated protein-protein

interaction.
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Figure 6.3 The elution profile of calibration standards'

calibration of the Superose 6 HR 10/30 FPLC column with standards of different moleculaf weights was perfofmed using a

pharmacia FpLC system and was monitored using a uv spectrophotometer at oDzso. The sample injection volume was 200 ul'

The erution started as indicated on the chart ata flow rate of 0.4 mr/min and chart speed of 0.25 cm/min'

Accordingtotheelutionprofile,ve(BrueDextran2000):7ml;ve(Thyroglubulin):13'5ml;ve(Ferritin):75'4ml;ve

(BSA): 19 ml.
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molecular weight. This calibration curve was subsequently used to determine the

molecular weight of the MID1 and MID2 protein complexes (Figure 6'4)'

6.2.2.2MID1/MID2proteincomplexesdeterminedbyFPLC

MID protein complexes were separated from cell lysates of HEK-293T cells transiently

expressing GFP fusions of MIDI, MID2 or truncated MID1 (>70% transfected,

determined by counting GFp positive cells) using FPLC. Eluted fractions from the gel

filtration with the Superose 6 column were collected and the presence of overexpressed

MIDI, MID2 or MID1ACTD in these fractions detected by Westem blotting using an

anti-GFP antibodY (Figure 6.5).

After calculating the Kav values of the peak elution of the overexpressed MID protein

complexes, the molecular weights of the complexes were determined according to the

calibration curve (Figure 6.6). Although no obvious peak elution was observed for

MID2 it did display an overlapping elution profile with GFP-MIDI, with both existing

in large protein complexes of -1.5MDa (size determined with the peak elution of GFP-

MIDI). The size of the protein complexes formed by MID1ACTD is smaller (-1MDa),

which is likely due to the loss of protein interactions with the MIDl C-terminal domain'
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6.2.3 Decoding the MID protein complexes

The identification of large protein complexes formed by MID1 and MID2 highlighted

the importance of identifying the different protein components in these complexes for

elucidating the cellular function of MID1 and MID2.

6.2.3,1rhe prescncc of Dynein heavy chain i'MIDI complexes

Latge samples were prepared from the peak elution (Figure 6.5, fractio ns 12,13 and 14)

for the MID1 complexes from 293T cells transiently overexpressing GFp-MID1. The

same fractions from 293T cells transiently overexpressing GFP-MIDIACTD were used

as a control' After dialyzing and sample concentration, about lmg of total protein was

run on a I0o/o SDS polyacrylamide gel. However, poor resolution that was likely related

to overloading the gel prevented the observation of protein components specifically

associated with GFP-MID1 (Figure 6.7). Surprisingly, despite the seemingly increased

sample amount of the GFP-MIDIACTD complexes, a protein band of greater molecular

weight was observed associated that was not seen with GFP-MIDI.

This protein band was subsequently subjected to ',in-gel,, tryptic digestion. The

extracted peptides were introduced onto a Q-fOpZ mass spectrometer by reversed

phase HPLC using a I x 30 mm column. The eluted peaks were analysed and the

monoisotopic (no 13c) fo.-s of the component ions and their charge states were

measured. These were converted into a virlual singly charged state corresponding to the

mass of the peptide plus one proton as recorded in Table 6.1. The deduced masses of the

singly charged ions were used to search for matching human proteins in the NCBI non-

redundant protein database (version NCBInr.0l .22.2003) and Genpept (version

11.30.2002 ) using MS-Fit (
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Figure 6.5 MID1 and MID2 exist in macromolecular protein complexes'

F'LC fractions of cell lysate from 293T cells overexpressing GFP-MIDI, GFP-MID2 or GFP-MIDIACTD were collected' The presence of the

N GFp fusion protein in these fractions #P; a"t""ted by western blotting with an anti-GFP antibody. MIDI and MID2 form high order protein

complexes (fractions g-16, peak ve : 9ml). GFp-MIDl^crD was present in smaller protein complexes (fractions 12-18, peak ve : 10'5ml)'
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Figure 6.6 Molecular weight determination for MID1 protein complexes'

The molecular weights of MID1 and MID1ACTD complexes were

determined using the calibration curve (Y: -\.97X+ 6.42). The Kav values

for MID1 and MID1ACTD complexes ate 0.12 and 0.2I respectively, as

indicated by arrows on the chart. Their deduced molecular weights are

-1.5MDa and -lMDa, resPectivelY'
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Figure 6.7 Protein components in MID1 complexes'

Cell lysate was collected from 293T cells transiently overexpressing GFP-

MID1 or GFP-MIDIACTD. Fractions containing the peak elution of GFP-

MIDI (lane 1) and the corresponding fractions containing GFP-MIDlACTD

(lane 2) were separated (about 1mg total protein of each sample) along with

protein markers (lane M) on a l0o/o SDS polyacrylamide gel' The gel was

stained with coommasie blue.

Poor resolution of the sample separation was due to the large amount of

sample loaded. However, despite more sample having been loaded in lane 2,

a protein band of high molecular weight (as indicated with the arrow) was

observed in GFP-MIDIACTD, but not, oI much less, in GFP-MIDI

complexes. This protein was subsequently excised and subjected to in-gel

trypsin digestion and peptide finger printing'



Table 6'1 Masses and charge states of the resultant peptides of unidentified protein
in the MIDI^CTD complexes.

The mass/charge Qn/z) of peptides were measured by mass spectrometry and were
converted into a virtual single charged state (Z:I) corresponding to the mass of the
peptide plus one proton (tM+Hl). The deduced masses of the peptides were then sorted
into an ascending order and used to search for matching human proteins in the NCBI
non-redundant protein database and the Genpept database.
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of moderate quality was obtained against the Genpept database. With a 
*MOWSE 

s"or"

: 5.293e+004, 8 peptides matched HOMO SAPIENS (AP'002323) KIAA0325, which

appears to encode a Dynein heavy chain fragment (Table 6'2)'

6.2.3.2IdentifTcation of eukaryotic translation elongation factor I beta in MID1

complexes

Given the poor resolution of one dimensional SDS-PAGE for the amount of sample

loaded, samples collected from fractions 12, 13 and 14 were pooled and separated on

two dimensional gels. several attempts were undertaken to optimise the resolution of

the two-dimensional gels. Two protein dots, around 11OkDa (could be the

overexpressed GFP-MIDI itself) and 100kD a, that appeared to be associated with GFP-

MID1 were processed (Figure 6.8). Unfortunately, the in-gel digestion and the

subsequent HPLC separation of these proteins did not yield enough peptide for mass

spectrometry

Since the protein samples collected after gel filtration have a relatively simpler protein

composition when compared with crude cell lysates, alatger sample (1'5 mg) was

loaded in another attempt to increase yield. A group of abundant proteins (circled in

red), between 50kDa-11OkDa/PI 5-7 , which separated well in the above mentioned

attempt, gave poor resolution this time (Figure 6.9). However, a few proteins of lower

abundance, which were not seen on the 2-D gel using the initial sample load' were

* 
MOWSE (Molecular V/eight Search)

determined by mass spectrometry and

search against the theoretical molecul

database were initially grouped into

100kDa fell into another group. Each matching mo

value (the number in a protein of any given size

is divided by the t normalized to the largest cell

frequency to give ibution frequency values are

multiplied in a pro hnal MOWSE score'
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observed in the GFP-MIDI complexes. Two slightly more abundant proteins ( -49kDa

and -30kDa) among them were subjected to mass-spectrometry protein fìnger printing

(Table 6'3). After searching the NCBI non-redundant protein database using MS-FIT,

no relevant matches were found with the 49KDa protein (data not shown) while the

-30KDa protein matched with "eukaryotic translation elongation factor I beta,, (Table

6.3 and Table 6.4).

In summary, two recognisable proteins, dynein heavy chain and Eukaryotic Elongation

Factor 1 Beta, were identified as potential components of the MIDl complexes. Further

investigation into the fidelity of the association between these factors under

physiological conditions and the functional significance of their potential interaction is

therefore warranted.

r22



Table 6.2 MS-Fit search results of unidentified protein in GFP-MIDI^CTD complexes'

The MS-Fit search selected 39 entries. Results are displayed for the top 5 matches with the top match highlighted'
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Matched

"/t 
t/"
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Err Tol
ppm ppm
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Index #
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Accession # SPecies Protein Name

I Ltærrffi
z 58.9 4 (g) 4.0 9.8 14.7 17.0 rr103345rr 28428415'2 rr 179106 rr
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Figure 6.8 2-D separation of MIDI complexes.

MIDI protein complexes were purifìed from the cell lysates of HEK-293T cells

transiently overexpressing GFP-MID1 using FPLC (fraction 12-14). The cor-responding

FPLC fractions (12-14) were also collected from cells transiently overexpressing GFp-

MIDIACTD' Proteins in these fractions were pooled and separated on 2-D gels.

Proteins specifically associated with GFP-MIDI (-110 kDa, circled in orange and -100
kDa, circled in black) were excised and subjected to peptide finger printing. The other

protein (circled in pink) with the same molecular weight as the 100 kDa protein but
slightly different PI was likely to be a different charge state of the same protein. The

overexpressed GFP-MID1 (-110kDa, pI 6.3) and GFp-MIDlACTD (-g6kDa, pI 6.0)

,*9r. not definitive on the 2-D gels, although a smear (may be due to the poor focusing

of the overexpressed protein, indicated by the arrow) around 110kDa was observed on

the GFP-MIDI gel. Western blotting has not been done to confirm their profile on the

2-D gel.
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Figure 6.9 2-D separation of MID1 complexes following FPLC purification.

MID1 protein complexes were purified from the cell lysate of HEK-293T cells
transiently overexpressing GFP-MIDI using FPLC (fraction 12-14). The corresponding
FPLC fractions (12-14) were also collected from cells transiently overexpressing GFp-
MIDlACTD.

Proteins in these fractions were pooled and larger amount of samples (1.5 mg) were
separated on 2-D gels. A few less abundant proteins (indicated in the enlarged picture),
which were not detected in the first attempt, were found associated with GFp-MID1.
Two slightly more abundant proteins, about 30kDa and.49kDa(A and B, as circled on
the enlarged picture), were excised and subjected to peptide finger printing. Abundant
proteins (circled in red) which were well separated on the 2-D gels in the first attempt
(see Figure 6'8), were poorly resolved in this attempt due to sample overloading. The
overexpressed GFP-MIDr (-11OkDa, pI 6.3) and GFp-MIDr^crD (-g6kDa, pI 6.0)
are not definitive on the gels due to the poor separation of proteins within this molecular
weight and PI range.
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Table 6.3 Masses and charge states of peptides from the unidentifÏed

-30kDa protein.

The mass/charge (mlz) of peptides were measured by mass spectrometry and

were converted into a virtual single charged state corresponding to the mass of

the peptide plus one proton (tM+Hl). The deduced mass of the peptides were

sorted in ascending order and used to search for matching human proteins in

the NCBI non-redundant protein database'
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6.3 Discussion

Protein-protein interactions can be grouped into different categories that include: homo-

VerSuS hetero-oligomeric complexes, non-obligate versus obligate complexes and

transient versus permanent complexes, depending on the different aspects or properties

of the interaction (Nooren and Thornton, 2003). Non-obligate, transient interactions

between MID1/MID2 and their interactors can make it difficult to puriff such

components. Nevertheless, this chapter outlined a number of different approaches used

to identifiz the protein interactors of MID1 with the successful approaches now possible

to extend to the identification of MID2 complex components.

Ideally, precipitation of endogenous MID1 in complexes could be best, however' the

available antiserum is not of sufficient purity and specificity for this approach'

consequently, immuno-precipitation was initially employed to pull down MID1

complexes from cell lysates from cells overexpressing GFP-MIDI' Several protein

bands specif,rcally associated with GFP-MIDI were observed by SDS-PAGE' however'

it is possible that more protein interactors exist than actually observed following

separation of the immunoprecipitates, as weak interactions might not be retained under

the conditions of immuno-precipitation. Furthermore, native MID1 and MID2' which

would not be pulled down by an anti-GFP antibody unless that they dimerized with the

overexpressed GFP-MIDI, can also compete with the overexpressed GFP-MIDI for

binding the limited endogenous interactors, thus reducing the complexity of the

precipitated GFP-MID1 complexes.

Gel filtration was then used to puriff the MID1 protein complexes due to the milder

conditions for protein solubilization and ease of scale-up for better protein yields' Gel

filtration suggested that MIDl existed in relatively large protein complexes (-1'sMDa)'

This result contradicts the -400kDa MID1 complexes reported previously using a
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similar approach but utilizing MYC-tagged MID1 fusion protein in COST cells

(Cainarca et al., 1999). The much larger GFP-MID1 complexes seen in this study may

be due to the influence of the GFP vs MYC- tag on the oligom erizationof MTDl/MID2

andlor their interaction with other protein factors. In this regard, however, it may be

pertinent to note that the GFP-fusion protein gives a more consistent microtubule

clistribution as seen by immunofluorcscence than ao"$trvc-tagged form which can be
t-

more speckled in some cells. However, it is also possible that MID1/MID2 utjlize

different protein interactors in different tissues and cell types: COST cells are monkey

kidney fibroblasts whereas 293T cells are human fetal kidney epithelia.

In contrast to full-length MIDl, the elution peak of overexpressed GFp-MIDlACTD

complexes was - 0.5 MDa smaller than the GFP-MIDI complexes, possibly due to the

loss of 830.2 domain-specif,tc interactors, or partly due to the loss of the F¡30.2 domain

itself in the MIDl multimer

The peak elute fractions containing GFP-MIDI were collected and concentrated to

reduce the sample volume. As the co-concentration of salt and detergent in these

samples could affect the protein performance in electrophoresis, the protein samples

were dialysed after concentration (see section 2.3.30). The resultant samples were dried

and solubilized in different sample buffer to optimize their separation in l-D and 2-D

protein electrophoresis. A high concentration (2%) of ampholytes in the 2-D sample

buffer was found to increase the sample solubilization without increasing the salt

included in sample buffer and this condition was used in all2-D electrophoreses.

The relatively large protein (which was shown to be dynein heavy chain) associated

with the GFP-MIDIACTD complexes in the 1-D gel, was not observed again in the

separation of the same protein samples on the 2-D gel. The same was also found for

other large proteins present in both the MID1 and MID1ACTD complexes on the l-D
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gels. Good separations on 2-D gels were only observed for proteins of molecular

weights less than -150kDa. This may be due to the diffîculties for larger proteins to

enter into the SDS polyacrylamide gel from the IEF focusing strips. Despite varying

several conditions (sample preparation, protein solubilization and the amount of sample

loaded), the conditions of two-dimensional protein electrophoresis still require further

optimization. Narrow pH range IPG strips may be useful for maintaining the resolution

when larger amounts of sample must be loaded'

Despite the limited protein yields and separation obtained in this study, two protein

factors rù/ere successfully identified in MID1 complexes. Whether these protein factors

are bona fide interactors under physiological conditions and furthermore what their

actual role might be in the overall function of the complexes are yet to be answered'

Given that dynein, a minus-end directed microtubule-based motor, plays a central role

in vesicle trafficking and the proteolysis pathway (i.e. to direct damaged protein to the

proteosome), the association between MID1ACTD and dynein may direct this

overexpressed truncated protein to the proteosome for degradation. Although the

presence of dynein was not observed in MID1 protein complexes separated on the 1-D

gel, a yeast two-hybrid screen for potential MID1 interactors (accomplished by Dr.

Blair Hopwood and Kieran Short in the lab) did uncover an interaction between dynein

and native MID1. It is likely that the dynein may also be involved in the normal cellular

function of MlDl instead of only representing the general pathway for protein

degradation of the mutant MIDI, in line with a predicted role for MID1 in regulating

trafficking. The dynein-dependent traff,rcking from early endosomes to late

endosomes/lysosomes and late recycling would also fit with the influence of PEPP2 and

MID1/MID2 on endocYtosis.
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The second potential component identified in MIDl complexes was a translation factor,

eukaryotic translation elongation factor 1 beta. This association is not surprising given

that polyribosomes are associated with the closkeleton in eukaryotic cells and are

transported along microtubules and actin filaments (Hamill et al., Igg4). mRNAs and

components of the protein synthetic machinery have all been lound also associated with

rnicrotubules whilst the microtubule motor, kinesin, has been found incorporated into

mRNA/protein complexes as well (Hesketh, 1994; Ohashi et a1.,2002).It is believed

that the microtubule-associated polyribosomes are enriched in certain mRNAs,

indicating localizedtranslation of specific proteins. It has also been well known that the

elongation factor-lalpha (although sharing no sequence homology with elongation

factor 1 beta) is also a microtubule-associated protein, which stabilizes microtubules in

a calcium-dependent manner (Moore et al., 1998). These facts reflect a general

mechanism for a coordinated function for microtubules and polyribosomes.

Since PP2Ao can dephosphorylate the eukaryotic initiation factor 4E binding protein 1

(4E-BP1) and lead eventually to the inhibition of mToR-induced mRNA translation,

while Alpha4-PP2Ac complex can not (Janssens and Goris, 2001), the interaction

between MID1/MID2 and Alpha4-PP2Ac rnay reflect their role in microtubule-

dependent regulation of translation. Therefore, a role for MID1 in coordinating the

microtubule-dependent regulation of protein synthesis can be envisaged if its interaction

with the eukaryotic translation elongation factor 1 beta is proven to be physiologically

relevant. Further studies are needed to clariSr this.
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Chapter Seven: Final summary

The work in this thesis was aimed at understanding the cellular function of the Xlinked

Opitz s¡mdrome gene, MIDI, and its homologue, MID2. Opitz syndrome (OS) is an

intriguing genetic disorder characrerized by defects in ventral midline structures (Cox et

a1.,2000). The disorder is genetically heterogeneous with both X-linked and autosomal

loci confirmed by linkage analysis and cytogenetic anomalies. Higher penetration of

craniofacial anomalies, laryngotracheo-oesophageal (LTE) defects, structural heart

defects, genital anomalies and developmental delay has been found in X-linked cases,

compared with that of the major autosomal form (De Falco et a1.,2003).

MID| was independently identified by a few groups as the gene responsible for X-

linked oS using apositional cloning approach (Quaderi et a1.,7997, Perry et al',7998

and van den veyver et al., 1998). Since then different MID| mutations have been

identified in both isolated and familial cases with OS (Gaudenz et a1.,1998; Cox et al',

2000; De Falco et a1.,2003; winter et a1.,2003). The MID| gene is expressed widely

throughout embryogenesis in chick, mouse, and humans albeit at varying levels

depending on the tissue and cell type (Dal zotlo et al., 1998; Richman et al',2002)'

Notably, the highest levels of expression are found in the craniofacial complex and in

the region of the external genitalia. In the face, expression is strongest in the ectoderm

and in rapidly proliferating mesenchyme that underlies epithelia preparing for contact

and fusion (Richman et a1.,2002), failure of which may cause clefting'

MIDl and MID2 display 83% amino acid similarity and are both RBCC (RlNG-finger,

B-box and Coiled-coil) proteins. RBCC proteins are charactenzed by their ability to act

as a scaffold fbr formation of large protein complexes' MID1 and MID2 are grouped

into the cI subfamily of RBCC proteins with four other members: SPRING, TNL,
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TRIFIC and HAPRIN, based on their Fibronectin type III motiß andB30.2 (RFp-like)

domains identified at the C-terminus (Cox lab's unpublished data). All RBCC proteins

exist in an oligomeric state through their Coiled-coil domains (Reymond et a1.,2001),

Hetero-dimerization of MID1/MID2 has been shown both in vivo and, in vitro (Short et

al', 2002), however, cross-talk with other members of the CI subfamily has not been

observed, inclicating the specificity of MIDl lMrD2dimerization.

In order to address the function of each domain, different constructs were generated to

express dornain-specific deletions of both MIDl and MID2 (aRF, ABB, acc, AFNIII

and ACTD). In contrast to wild type MIDI and MID2 which display a similar

microtubule-associated distribution, most domain-specifìc deletions of MIDl and MID2

had distinct subcellular localizations. Cytoplasmic clumps identifiing unknown

compartments or structures were found with aRF, aBB, AFNIII and acTD constructs

of both MID1 and MID2, while a cloplasmic pattem has been found with MID1 /MID2

ACC' A similar altered cellular localization of MIDl was observed when OS causative

MID1 mutations were overexpressed in CoSl cells (Cox et a1.,2000). This suggested

that the microtubul at localization may be critical for the proper cellular function of

MID1 and MID2 and that many domains may be involved (directly or indirectly) in

facilitating this localization.

Since its cloning, the cellular function of MID1 has been intensively investigated.

Significant milestones have included: the identification of several MID1 protein

interactors such as Alpha4 and, Migl2 and the assignment of a E3 ubiquitin ligase

activity to MID1, a function associated with the RlNG-frnger motif. However, the

physiological role(s) played by MIDl stilr remains unknown.

There is emerging evidence to suggest that MID1 and MID2 are fulcf.isnally similar:

their homo- or hetero -dimerization is a prerequisite for their microtubule-association;
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both MIDl and MID2 interact with Alpha4; andboth have potential E3 ubiquitin ligase

activity. Furthermore, investigations in this study support a role for MID2 in the

pathogenesis of os. A MID2 variant resulting in an Alanine358 to Aspartic acid

(A358D) exchange, has been found in three unrelated oS patients with only one of

these carrying a MID1 mutation. A role for both MID1 and MID2 in regulating the

activation of endothelia of the endocardial cushions and their subsequent invasion

following conversion into mesenchymal cells has been found as part of a collaboration

with prof. Runyan (Arizona). Defects in this process result in anomalies of cardiac

septation, consistent with those commonly found in OS patients' Although these

findings strongly support a role for MID2 in the pathogenesis of OS, very little research

has been carried out with regards to the functions of MID2' For this reason, the work

presented in this thesis was aimed primarily at investigating the cellular function of

MID2 and how it might be involved in the presentation of oS.

In chapter three, direct evidence for the involvement of MID2 in OS pathogenesis came

from the hnding that the overexpressed wild type MID2 clumped in some cells with the

endogenous MID1R495X in os fibroblasts, a truncating mutation similar to the

generated MID1ACTD. However, apparently normal microtubule-associated MID2 was

also observed in other fibroblast cells from the same patient. The non-uniform

distribution of wild type MID2 in oS cells may indicate a non-obligate interaction

between MIDl and MID2, with the relative amount of MIDl:MID2 perhaps critical for

their cellular distribution. ln support of this, MID2 v/as recruited only into the

cytoplasmi c aggregates when co-expressed with MIDIACTD' Consequently, it was

reasoned that functional studies on MID2 may also give clues to understanding the

cellular role of MID1
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Using a yeast two-hybrid screen for MID2 interactors and subsequently verified using

immunofluofescence and co-immunoprecipitation, both Alph a4 and pïpp2, a newly

identified PH domain-containing protein, were found to interact with MID2 (chapter 4).

The work in this thesis describes the considerable effort undertaken to characte ize the

MID2/PEPP2 interaction. Given the similarity between MID1 and MID2, it was

surprising that MID1 failed to interact with PIPP2 in any of the systems utilized.

However, in the presence of excess MIDl, the interaction between MID2 and pEpp2

was attenuated. It has been proposed that MID1 might regulate the pEpp2 /MID2

interaction by competing for the same binding site on MID2 since the coiled-coil

domain is necessary for both MID2IPEPP2 interaction and MID2/MIDl hetero-

dimerization. However' this may simply reflect a requirement that MlD2 forms

homodimers (through the coiled-coil) and this increases the affinity of the RlNG-finger

domain for PEPP2. In this scenario, heterodimers with MID1 would not lead to

increased affinity for PEPP2. In either situation, a regulatory mechanism exists.

Therefore, by adjusting the relative levels of MID1 and/or MID2, the MIDI/MID2

oligomers may interact with different protein factors and exert different biological

functions. In this regard, it is envisaged that the interaction between pEpp2 and MID2

and the cellular processes in which they are involved may be affected in tissues/cells

harbouring MlDl mutations. Therefore, disruption of the cellular function of both MID2

and PEPP2 may contribute to the pathogenesis of opitz syndrome where the disorder is

associated with mutations in MIDl.

The specific function of PEPP2 is still unknown. A pleckstrin homology (pH) domain,

which consists of 100-120 amino acids, is present in PEPp2, and suggests that the

protein binds phosphoinositides. Phosphatidylinositols are intrinsic components of

membrane lipids on the cytoplasmic surface of the membrane. The different
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combination of phosphorylation on the inositol rings gives rise to different

phosphoinositides and their synthesis is temporally and spatially controlled by kinases

and phosphatases. Their controlled synthesis helps to limit their protein effectors to

particular locations on the membrane'

pH domains from different proteins have different affinities and specificities for the

different phosphoinositides. The PH domain of PEPP2 reportedly binds PI(4,5)Pz,

which is abundant on the plasma and Golgi membranes' but also bind other

phosphoinositides with medium specificity. Verification of the lipid-binding activity of

pEpp2 was also performed during the final stage of this thesis preparation using the PH

domain of pEpp2 in a commercial in vitro proteinJipid overlay assay. This assay

showed that the pEpp2 pH domain could also bind PI(4)P, a precursor of PI(4,5)P2 that

displays a similar cellular distribution as PI(4,5)P2 (Hsuan et al', 1998)' PI(4'5)P2 is

recognized as an important membrane signaling molecule that regulates vesicle

trafficking, membrane movement and cytoskeleton assembly' which

phosphoinositide(s) is the actual ligand in vivo requires further work.

Of particular interest is the fact that PEPP2 also possesses two WW domains' a domain

mediating interaction with a proline-rich motif that is commonly found in SH3 binding

membrane-associated proteins (Sudol et a\.,1995). It is therefore worth considering that

the interaction between PEPP2 and other protein partners at the plasma membrane may

be as important as the protein-lipid interaction in specifying the physiological function

of pEpp2 on membranes. In this regard, members of this lab have found that the mouse

pDZx, a 324 amino acid-protein with unknown function that contains a single PDZ

domain (a domain commonly found in membrane localized proteins), interacted with

pEpp2 in an initial yeast two-hybrid screen for potential PEPP2 interactors.
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e-
Interytinelv, when it was overexpressed alone in COSI and MDCK cells, pEpp2was

microtubule and/or plasma-membrane associated. The microtubule-bound pEpp2 co-

locahzed with wild-type MID2 but was specifically retained in the Golgi apparatus

(close to the microtubul e organizating center) when it was co-expressed with an

artificially created MID2 (MID2ABB) in which the B-boxes were deleted. These data

imply a potential mcmbrane-microtubulc connection through pïpp2lúlD2 dueto their

membrane and microtubule interactions.

The possible cellular processes in which PEPP2/MID2 may be involved have begun to

be addressed in Chapter 5. of interest, the plasma membrane associated pEpp2

concentrated at the actin polymerisation site in migrating cells, which is consistent with

the conserved role of PI(4,5)P2 in regulating actin reaffangement. It has been known for

some time that PI(4,5)P2 clusters at the actin nucleation site on the plasma membrane

and that this is required for spatially restricted actin polym enzation (Tall et at., 2000).

PI(4,5)P2 regulates a number of different proteins that affect actin dynamics, such as

Gelsolin, Profìlin and the WASP protein family, ,h" k{l*hich regul atef actin

polyrnerization through the Arp2/3 complexes (reviewed by Hsuan et a1.,199g; Isall

and Weiner,2001).

cell migration begins with a protrusion of the plasma membrane at the leading edge,

which is driven by directed polymerization of actin and extension of microtubules,

followed by the formation of adhesive complexes at the front antl release of adhesion at

the rear of the cell. During this process the plasma membrane undergoes dramatic

morphological changes, accompanied by a change of membrane viscosity that is

decreased at the leading edge and is increased at the rear plasma membrane. To test

whether membrane-associated PEPP2 also affects membrane viscosity, FRAp was used

to monitor the lateral diffusion of membrane which is inversely proportional to
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membrane microviscosity (Ghosh et al., 2002). In these assays, membrane

microviscosity was found to be decreased in cells overexpressing GFP-PEPP2, while

microviscosity was increased in cells ovefexpressing MID2ACTD, which acts in a

dominant fashion to pull wild-type PEPP2 from the membrane into cytoplasmic

aggregates. How PEPP 2 and MID2 affect the plasma membrane dynamics is, however'

still unclear. one possibility is that PEPP2 might affect the membrane dynamics

through its involvement in actin polyrnerization. Alternatively, through its interaction

with MID2, pFippz could be involved in microtubule-dependent tumover of focal

complexes, intemrption of which results in reduced cell mobility and increased

membrane tension (Horwitz and Parsons, 1999)' The same mechanism may cause the

increased membrane viscosity that has been observed in cells overexpressing

MID2ACTD.

consistent with the observation of the influence on plasma membrane viscosity, the

process of endocytosis was also affected by PEPP2 and MID2. Extracellular materials

are internalised through receptor-mediated or non-receptor-mediated endocytosis, the

latter including fluid-phase endocytosis, caveolae-mediated endocytosis and

macropinocytosis. By using HRP as a marker, it was found that fluid-phase endocytosis,

was promoted in HEK-2}3T cells co-expressing PEPP2 and MID2. This increased HRP

uptake is not likely to be a direct consequence of just increased plasma membrane

lateral diffusion seen previously with excess cellular PEPP2 since a similar effect on

HRp uptake was not observed in HEK -2g3T cells expressing PEPP 2 only. It is therefore

proposed that microtubule-dependent vesicle transportation (vesicle recycling,

trafficking from early to late endosomes/lysosomes), in which microtubule-associated

MID2/pEpp2 complexes could be involved, may also contribute to the increase in HRP

uptake.
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In other experiments using EGF-Texas-Red as a fluorescent marker, it was found that

receptor-mediated endoclosis remained unaffected in cells overexpressing either

PEPP2 or MID2, while this process was irnpaired in cells overexpressing MID2ACTD.

As previously mentioned, wild type PEPP2 aggregates with MID2ACTD. Thereftrre, the

effect of MID2ACTD on receptor-mediated endocytosis may reflect a depletion of

cndogenous PEPP2 from the plasma membrane. However, the possìble role of pEpp2 in

regulating endocytosis could be complicated since PI(4,5)p2 is involved in almost all

steps of receptor-mediated endocytosis including vesicle formation, membrane fission,

vesicle transportation on the cytoskeleton and vesicle fusion. overexpression of

MID2^CTD might disrupt the normal PEPP2 function, which results in an impaired

endocytosis.

Like some other charactenzed RBCC proteins, both MID1 and MID2 are found in high

order protein complexes of -1.5MDa. The composition of such complexes may

however vary in different cells or in the same cells at different stages, and this may

explain the broad elution profiles of MlD-containing complexes by gel filtration. A full

understanding of the cellular function of MID1 and MID2 therefore depends on the

decoding of these protein components. For this purpose, the MIDI protein complexes

were purified by gel filtration and the components subjected to two-dimensional protein

separation, followed by peptide hnger printing using mass spectrometry. Using database

searches with the ìndividual peptide profiles, dynein heavy chain and elongation factor

1-beta were identified as possible components of the MIDI complexes (chapter 6): the

former involved directly in microtubule-dependent trafficking, and the latter with a

possible role in ribosome trafficking and microtubule-dependent regulation of gene

translation (Hamill et al., 1994; Hatakeyama and Nakayama, 2003). Irurther

characteization of these proteins and the identification of additional components of
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these complexes will provide valuable insight into the cellular function and

developmental role of both MID1 and MID2 and ultimately how these various factors

affect the presentation of malformations characteristic of opitz Syndrome'
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Future Directions

Craniofacial anomalies reflect a global health issue with both genetic and environmental

factors recognized as contributing to the etiology of isolated defects and the variability

within syndromal forms. The MID1 gene (defects in which cause Opifz syndrome)

represents one of only a handful genes directly linked to common craniofacial

anomalies such as cleft lip and palate. Therefore, elucidating the cellular events in

which this factor participates will undoubtedly reveal the molecular pathway(s)

important in these early developmental processes. Much of the effort in this thesis has

therefore centred on understanding the cellular biology of MID1 and its highly related

protein, MID2, with a view to investigating the pathogenesis of Opitz syndrome.

Recent investigations on the cellular function of MIDI have focused on the following

areas: identi$ing protein factors that are functional partners of MIDI; protein family

analysis; and developmental studies. For the former approach, the yeast two-hybrid

system was successfully used by a few different groups, as well as in this study, for

identifuing MID1 interactors. Notably, the initial data in this study showed that

proteomic tools were also useful in identiffing interactors in protein complexes, given

they permitted identification of those protein factors that may not necessarily interact

with MID1 directly but that are important for the integrity of the functional MID1

protein complexes.

So far, a number of different proteins involving protein phosphorylation (Alpha4) ,

ubiquitylation (UbcH7) and traffrcking (dynein) have been identified as interactors of

MID1. The connections between these different pathways have been addressed in detail

in chapter one (section 1.5.5) but raise a number of major questions for future

investigations. For example: 1). How does MIDl coordinate different pathways? and2).
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If MIDI is indeed a ubiquitin E3-ligase, how does this enzyme activity affect trafficking

andlor protein phosphorylation via Alpha4/PP2A pathway. These questions would be

answered by confirming the MID1 regulated turnover of PP2A in an in vitro

ubiquitylation assay and monitoring the phosphorylation status of potential targets for

PP2A on microtubules, such as dynein, in OS derived cells andlor MID1 mutant

overexpressing cells, given that the overall hypophosphorylation of microtubule-

associatecl proteins has previously been observed in OS cells (Trockcnbacher et al.,

2001).

Sequence similarity searches of MIDI identified a closely related homologue, MID2,

and a number of other RBCC proteins with the same overall domain organization.

Consistent with the high level of sequence identity, MIDI and MID2 heterodimerize

and this heterodimerization was found to be functionally signif,rcant in this study by

showing that the cellular distribution of wild type MIDI /MID2 could be perturbed by

their heterodimerization with the truncated forms of MIDI/MID2.

Through identifuing PEPP2, a membrane associated Pl-binding protein, as a specific

MID2 interactor, a potential role for MID1/MID2 in regulating membrane trafficking

was suggested for the first time. It should be noted, however, that most of the results

with MID2 in this thesis (i.e. the influence of MID2 on membrane viscosity and

endocytosis analysis) were obtained using overexpression of wild type or mutant

MIDI/MID2 in cultured cells. These approaches were necessary since both MIDI and

MID2 are expressed at very low level in most cell types. However, the lack of

phenotype of OS derived cells (expressing mutant MIDI at endogenous level) in the

above assays, as well as lack of gross phenotype of Midl knockout mice, has posed a

major obstacle in understanding the pathogenesis of OS. Possibilities to overcome these

issues include statistical analysis of the membrane viscosity in a large number of cells



and quantitative immunofluorescence assay for the EGF uptake in OS cells to increase

the sensitivities of these assays. In addition, investigation of the cellular function of

MID1 in the context of altered cellular levels of MID2 using gene knockdown in

cultured cells and/or in vivo in a mouse knockout may also give some answers to these

questions.

Interestingly, a common role in regulating membrane trafficking is now emerging based

on the studies in this thesis and data on two of the other related RBCC proteins (Spring

and Haprin), which show a similar each shows a similar microtubule-associated cellular

distribution (Li et al., 2001; Kitamura et al., 2003). For example, the interaction

between Spring and SNAP-25 affects the assembly of SNARE complex formation

which is critical for membrane fusion and subsequently affects exocytosis. Similar

mechanisms may also operate for the other related RBCC proteins, including

MIDI/MID2. Investigation on the possible influence of MIDI IMID2 on membrane

fusion, as well as the microtubule-dependent trafficking events such as movement of

late endocytic vesicles and exocytic vesicle budding using isolated organelles in cell

free systems, is going to give further insight into the molecular basis of the MIDI/MID2

regulated cellular processes.

Signaling from key growth factors such as FGFs, BMPs and SHH is critical for early

development. Despite the different molecular mechanisms of such factors, the

fundamental processes governing early development of the ventral midline, which

include events such as cell migration and EMT, are known to be dependent on regulated

membrane activity. In this regard, the etiology of the midline malformations can be

explained by defects in membrane trafficking, in line with that observed with

overexpression of MID1/MID2 mutants. Verification of this hypothesis could be carried

out using growth factor stimulation in OS cells and the subsequent monitoring of



cellular changes. Additional support could be gained by determining the expression of

these signaling proteins and MIDIiMID2 using in situ hybridization in MID1/MID2

knockout/knockdown mice (or vice versa) at early developmental stages, on which

current research in the lab is focused.
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which encodes a microtubule-binding protein, have been found in -5Q% ofopitz GBBB 'yndtot"
patients consistent with the geneticatly heterogeneous nature of the disorder' A protein highly

related to MlDl, called MtD2]has also been described that similarly associates with microtubules'

Results:ToidentifyproteinPaftnersof MlDl andMlD2weundertooktwoseParateyeasttwo-

hybrid screens. Using this syst subunit of PP2-type

fílorpnuor", and a ùey comPo Pathway' as a strong

interactor of both proteins' Ana n that the B-boxes of

both MlDl and MlD2 mediate the interaction nstration in an RBCC

protein of a specifìc role for the B-box region' lr 
-,--- r:-^-i^^+., 

he MlDl/2 coiled-coil

motifs mediate both homo- and hetero-dimerisation, and that dimerisation is a prerequisite for

association of the MID-Alpha 4 complex with microtubules'

Conclusions: Our findings not only implicate Alpha 4 in the pathogenesis of OPitz GBBB

syndrome but also suPPort our earlier hYPothesis that MlD2 is a modifier of the X-linked

phenotype. Of further note is the observation that AlPha 4 maPs to Xq l3 within the region showing

linkage to FG (OPitz-Kaveggia ) synd rome. OverlaP in the clinical features of FG and OPitz GBBB

syndromes warrants investigation of Alpha 4 as a candidate for caus ing FG syndrome.

bly labioPalatine and laryngotr

clefting), structural heart defects,

tal anomalies [1,2]. RecentlY, we

MlDl gene (also called FXY) as
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S; Opiø sYndrome) is a geneti-

complex disorder defined bY

alies (hYPertelorism and varia-
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the X-linked form of the disease [3-5]' Defecs in MlDl
have been found in -50o/o of OS cases consistent with ev-

idence from genetic linkage and cytogenetic studies that at

least one autòsomal form of the disorder, at chromosome

position 22qr1.2, also exists [6-8]' The deletion of the

,a-e inte*"I produces t}re 22qll deletion syndrome'

which encomPasses a group of disorders (eg' DiGeorge

and velocardiãfacial syndromes) showing some pheno-

typic overlap with OS [6,9]. Collectively, 22q1 1 anoma-

iíÅ ,"pt"t"ttt one of thL most common Senetic causes of

malformations (estimated 1 in 5000 live births) [10]' Al-

though progr"r, hu. recently been made towards elucidat-

ing ihe genes contributing to the 22qll deletion

ph"enotype ¡f 1-141, a specific autosomal OS gene has not

yet been identifìed'

The MIDI gene encodes the defìning member of a new

subclass ofitre R¡CC (RING, B-box, Coiled-Coil) family

of proteins. This subclass is characterised by the combina-

tion of both a fibronectin type III motif and a 83O'2-like

(or SPRY) domain positioned C-terminal to the RBCC do-

àain Irírol. As in other members of the RBCC protein

family, MIpi forms multiprotein complexes of between

250 and 450 kDa [17]. The MID1 protein' presumably as

put ãran"t" .o*pioát, has been shown to associate with
'.yiopr"t*i. t"icràtubules along their length and through-

orr, itr" cell cycle using immunofluorescence detection of

endogenous MID 1, trãnsient expression of GFP-MID 1 fu-

sion froteins, and cellular fractionation [5'181' Most mu-

tations ln MID| that cause OS are truncating mutations

with many, but not all, directly affecting the C-terminal

half of thá protein [5]. Interestingly, all examined MIDl

mutations áir*pt th" .tormal microtubule-associated dis-

tribution and this has been demonstrated to occur in vivo

with endogenous mutant protein and in transient trans-

fection rtrlái., using GFP fusion proteins [5'17'18]'

An intriguing aspect of OS is the marked intrafamilial var-

iability seen even among related males with the same X-

linkei mutation' This observation may be explained by

the fact that other proteins, such as the highly related

MID2 protein that is expressed in some-of the same tissues

and also associates witú the microtubule network [15'191'

could at least partially compensate for the loss of MIDl

[5]. Such a mechanism has also been proposed for other

microtubule-associated proteins, such as tau [20]' Alter-

natively, variations in thã level or action ofother factors in

the sa encod-

ed by t of the

MID1 to this

variability, Both explanations are consistent with the con-

clusion that OS is caused by loss of function of MID 1 [5]'

In this paPer we report the identifìcation of Alpha 4 as an

interacting partner of both the Opitz syndrome protein'

intracellular as signifìcant im-

plications fo PathoPhYsiologi-

cal basis of I suPPort for the

hypothesis
phenotype.
Xql3 [26],
X-linked di
that overlaPs clinically with Opiø GBBB syndrome'

Results
Yeost two-h ybrid ¡creens I de nttfy Alp h o 4 o s o n I nte roctin g

ally relevant interactors.

Approximately 1 x 106 cDNAs were initially screened us-

i"j lørO r as bait. Potential interacting clones were select-

"d- 
bared on the activation of the three endogenous

Page 2 ol 14
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A AD. Co-transformation of these two constructs into

MaV203 gave similar levels of growth on 3AT (Fig 1A)' ie'

a level olactivation comparable to the strongest interact-

ing proteins, Fos and Iun (Fig 1'{, Control E - colony 10)'

Given that MID 1 and MID2 share 77o/o ovetall amino acid

tained when assessing the conversion of Xgal (data not

shown). In the full yeast two-hybrid screen, some poten-

tially novel interactors were identified for MID2 Howev-

"r, 
íh. maiority of the Putative interacting clones' and

again the only sequences rePresented more than once in

the isolates, rePresented AlPha 4'

MID I ond MlD2 tether Alpho 4 to the microtubules

Alpho 4 does not co-locolise w¡th MtDl or MlD2 Proteins

horbori deletions

Both e t MID1 Protein in OS Patient

cetls [1 siently expressed mutant MIDI-

GFP form cytoPlasmic clumPs

Page 3 of 14
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A

sults clearly
was indistin
MID2ACTD
indeed aggregates with the truncated MID1 and MID2

proteins (Fig 28; m-o).

To further define the motif in MIDl (and MID2) resPon-

sible for the interaction with Alpha 4, we generated in-

frame deletions of all other motifs (Table 1) and fused the

resulting clones to GFP. We initially transfected each con-

struct aione to examine the effect of each deletion on the

intracellular localisation of the Proteins' The results

showed that each motif, or at least their conserved spacing

or arrangement, was essential for the distribution of MID 1

(and UtOz) along the length of the microtubules' The dis-

ìribution oi the individual domain deleted MID proteins

when transfected alone was indistinguishable from their

distributions when transfected along with myc-Alpha 4

bules (see Fig 2B; g-i).

We then individually co-transfected each MID1 (and

t"'tJ,lißn" 
4 and MlD2/Alpha 4 interaction-s are maintained

in .f f ¡llO domain-specifìc åeletions excePt for those involv-

ing tfr" e-Uo"es. (A) Yeast two hybrid analysis shows that the

MTD B-boxes are required for interaction with Alpha 4' The

iniãr..,ìon of Alpha 4 wth MID IABB (21), or MID2ABB (23)'

is compared to its interaction with MlDl^CC (22)' or

¡lroiÀõc (24). (B) Subcellular localisation of myc taggld;

Alpha 4 *ùt"n .o-"*pressed in Cos-l cells with MlDl

domain-specific deletions as GFP fusion proteins' Fluores-

."n.u ¿"i"..ion of GFP-MIDIARF (a), GFP-MIDIABB (d)'

cip-vrol¡cc (e), GFP-MIDl^FNlll (¡)' and GFP-

lllOt¡Cfo (m)' Àlti-myc antibody detection-of myc-Alpha

4 in the same cells as expressing the various MlDl domain-

soecifìc deletions (b,e,h,k,n). Overlay of the GFP and anti-myc

;Ã;;;; oi.rt" ..À" cells merged with DAP|.stain of nuclei

fc,f¡ll,o). All merged images, w¡th th" excePt¡on. of (f) show

àã-io.u1¡t",¡"n ofïyc-Alpha 4 with the various MID I domain

ã"f"iit"t. ln (f), myc-Alpnt + tuitt to co-localise with GFP-

MID IABB in small cytoPlasmic aSSregates'
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compassing a SPRY domain).

both cases, Alpha 4 remained diffuse in the c¡oplasm (Fig

28; d-Ð.These results imply that the B-boxes-(and/or the

linker iesidues between the B-boxes and RING motifs) are

primarily responsible for the interaction with Alpha 4'

To confirm these results, we cloned the MIDl and MID2

domain-deletion constructs tn-fîame into pPCB6 and co-

transformed into MaV203 with pDBleu-Alpha 4' As ex-

pected from the immunofluorescence data, activation of

äll two-hybrid reporter genes, at a level similar to that seen

with the full-length MID proteins, was observed with the

^RING, ^FNIII 
*¿ ¡CfO proteins (results not shown)'

confirming that neither of these domains mediated bind-

ing to Alpha 4. Notably, both ÂCC proteins also interact-

"i*l,tt 
Àpha + (Fig zA) suSgesting that the two proteins

were indeed still interacting in the cytoplasm in the im-

munofluorescence experiments despite not being associ-

ated with microtubules' However, the strength of the

interaction between the ACC Proteins and Alpha 4 ap-

peared to be reduced compared to the full-length' ÂRING'

ipt tttt and ÂCTD (data not shown). In contrast' but again

confìrming the immunofluorescence result, the ABB con-

structs did not activate reporter gene expression indicating

the interaction between Alpha 4 and either MID protein

was abolished by removal of this motif (Fig zA) '

The coiled-coil domoins of MID I & M.D2 ore required for
homodimeris ot¡on ond microtubule binding but not Alpho

4 inte¡oction
Immunoprecipitation experiments have previously

shown that MIDl can form homodimers/homomultim-
ers [17]. e

prerequi a

the micr e

act with itself in the context of the yeast two-hybrid sys-

tem. The results clearly indicated that the MID1-MID1

significantly reduced capacity to bind the wild-type MID 1

piotein, inferring that the coiled-coil domain is critical for

àffì.i..tt homodimerisation (result not shown)' Assess-

ment of MIDl using the MultiCoil algorithm [28] sup-

ports the conclusion of dimer formation (not trimer) and

ihat the first of the two coiled-coils in this domain is large-

ly responsible for this property' Interestingly, the MIDl
p.ot.itt in which the CTD motif was removed also dem-

ànstrated a ¡educed ability to bind the wild-type MIDl in
effect was not as marked as that

. Notably, the Yeast two-hYbrid
experiments demonstrate that

Alpha 4 MID1 and MID2 
^CCproteins s that AIPha 4 must be

able to i ers although its tether-

ing to the microtubule network is dependent on MID

diirerisation, that is; the MID proteins only associate with

microtubules as dimers'

MIDI & MlD2 con form heterodimers on microtubules

Given their high level of identity, we investigated whether

MIDl and MID2 can also form heterodimers using the

yeast two-hybrid system, immunofluorescence of tran-

slentty transfected Cosl cells and co-immunoprecipita-

tion. ôo-transformation of the yeast MaV203 strain with

fection of GFP-MID1 and myc-MID2 fusion constructs

(Fig 3B) as well as by co-immunoprecipitation (Fig 3C)'

ì.rtLdu.tio.t of individual domain-deletions of MIDl to-

gether with full-length or domain-deletion MID2' and

ii." u"rru, into Cosl cells and the yeast strain MaV203 us-

ing the relevant constructs showed, as expected' that the

coiled-coil motif was largely responsible for mediating

this heterodimerisation (data not shown)'

Construct Amino Acids deleted

M¡d IARF
Mid IABB

Midt^cc
Mid l^FNlll
Mid t^crD
Mid2ARF
M¡d2ABB

Mid2^CC
Mid2^FNlll
Mid2^CTD
BB(Mid r )
cc(Midl)
BBcc(Midl)

l-69
7 t-213
2'|4-349
370473
483-667
t-69
7t-213
2t4-349
370473
483-ó86
l-70 and 214-667
| -2 I 3 and 350-667
l-70 and 350-667
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c
lP anti-GFP
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b
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+

;
+

4

+

3

+

2

+

1

IEI}

The B-boxes of MlDl & MID2 ore sufficientto bind Alphø

4

To verify that the Alpha association

of the cámplexwith mic dePendent

on the B-bãxes and coil nd not just

an artefact of altering the re

mains, we fused the MIDl
or the coiled-coil motif al

GFP-M1CC and myc-Alpha 4 constructs, Alpha 4 did not

colocalise with these MlCC clumps (Fig  B; a-c)' Like the

their ability to interact with Alpha 4 in the two-hybrid sys-

tem. The iesult (Fig 4A) clearly supports the conclusion

that the B-boxes are suffìcient to bind Alpha 4'
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pression constructs. Im
antibodies followed bY

phoserine and anti-Pho
that MIDl- and MID2
phorylated on both serine and threonine residues (Fig

in;. 3l-itut analysis using anti-phosphotyrosine antibod-

ies failed to demonstrate phosphorylation of tyrosine res-

idues on either protein (result not shown)'

In an atte

that were
noprecipi
extracts o
individual domain-specific deletion constmcts (Fig 58)'

That the overall phosphorylation of the MID 1 fusion pro-

tein was not significantly affected by deletion of any indi-

vidual domain may suggest that MIDl is phosphorylated

near the B-boxes.

ldentificotion of potentiol sites of phosphorylotion in

MlDl ond MlD2
tential target residues for Phos-
onine kinases not surPrisinglY
nsus sites throughout both hu-

man MID1 and MID2, Given the consewation of the ra-

and, as both are located in the region deleted in the ABB

constructs of MIDl and MID2, are likely to be the primary

sites of serine phosphorylation in these proteins'

Discussion

lated factor, termed MID2, has also been identified which

shares 77o/o amino acid identity (92% similarity) with

MIDl and is expressed in many of the same embryologi-

cal tissues, albeit at a lower level in most [15,19]' Both

MIDl and MID2 are members of the RBCC family of pro-

MID1 is mostl
and 450 kDa I

tively ascribed
indeed either

identi$, interact-
ute Part of these

Precise deletion
elucidate the role

of individual motifs.

The only apparent similarity between all the MIDl muta-

tions identifìed in patients with OS is that the resultant

mutant protein is no longer able to completely decorate

the microtubules. This observation implies that the func-

tion of one or more proteins within the MID 1 complex is

absolutely required along the length of the microtubules'

Identificatiorrof such bona fide interactors might therefore

be expected to shed light on the possible role of the OS

prot.i.t and thus provide a better understanding of the

molecular pathogenesis of the disorder' To this end' we

performed yeast two-hybrid screens using MID1 and
-tultOZ 

". 
bait and a 10.5 dpc mouse embryo cDNA library

as prey. Significantly, we identifìed the phosphoprotein'

etptra'+ (aìso known as IGBP1) as an interactor of both

løiO proieins, This interaction between the MID Proteins

and Alpha 4 was confìrmed by both vector swapping in

the two-hybrid system as well as by co-localisation of dif-

ferentially tagged Proteins to the microtubule netwo¡k'

fhe specificity of this interaction is also supported by the

fact tirat mouse Midl (but not mouse Mid2 presumably

because of its lower abundance) was recently identified in

the reverse two-hybrid screen of a 9 dpc murine embryon-

ic cDNA library where the mouse Alpha 4 was used as the

bait [30]. To characterise this interaction further, we chose

to .*ptoit the obsewation that C-terminal mutations of

MtOi form cytoplasmic clumps both in uivo[I9l and in

transformed cell lines over-expressing GFP-mutant MIDl
fusion proteins [5,15,17, 1Bl by co-transfecting constructs

expressing the ACTD proteins (and the other domain-spe-

cific deletlons of MIDl and MID2) as GFP fusions with
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Figure 5
MËl .ont.¡ns phosphorylated serine and threonine residues

cells transfected with GFP-MIDl (lanes 2 & 4) were immun

depicted at the top of diagram). fne 191y.al-!i1a5s 
that reco

x-'slr -x¡, c Kl (Sp/Tp-Xf-, -Slr-x¡, cK ll (x-vT-x-x-D/E)'
x), PKC (X-Slr-x-nlrc), PKG ((R/K)2-3-X-S/T-X).
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the myc-tagged Alpha 4 construct. These experiments were

.o-pi.-..tted by yeast two-hybrid analysis of the same

combinations of constructs'

direct role for an RBCC B-box region in protein-protein

association of each MID-Alpha 4 complex with microtu-

bules.

The interaction of MIDl and MID2 with Alpha 4 raised

specifìc deletion Proteins using these same antibodies

showed that most serine phosphorylation of MID 1 seems

to occur at, or immediately adiacent to, the B-boxes'

whereas threonine phosphorylation was likely to occur at

residues in more than one domain As a preliminary step

towards idenúfiing those residues that are phosphorylat-

are the Potential phosphorylation sites at serine 96 (S96;

t¡Ol) and serine 92 (S92) that are located immediately

à-l.to-t"r-inal to the B-boxes of MIDl and MID2 and

are deleted in the ABB constructs. S92 is a consensus site

for GSK3 that would be dependent on prior phosphoryla-

tion of 596. 596 falls within a consensus phosphorylation

sequence for , ERK2 (P-N-S/T-P;

[:i]), aswell Therefore, eitherof

these kinases â Priming role for

GSK3 phosphorylation of S92. Similar phosphorylation

mechanisms have been observed for other proteins in-

cluding some microtubule-associated proteins, e8' tau

and VÁpz, where it has been implicated in the regulation

of specific functions of those proteins ¡32'331' Notably' in

the case of both elF2Bepsilon (at serine residues 535 &

539) and tau (at serine residues 208 & 2I2), DYRK' a

MAPK-related kinase, plays such a priming role for GSK3

[34]. However, DYRK is unlikely to be involved in phos-

ptrorytatlon of MID1S96 because of a single amino acid

àiff"i.tt." in its surrounding sequence required for recog-

nition of this site for phosphorylation. In fact, Liu et al

[30] have provided evidence to suPPort the involvement

òf " 
V¡'pX, although the target of this activity was not

shown. Irrespective of the identity of the kinase(s) respon-

sible, it is conceivable that phosphorylation at these or

other sites in MIDl and MID2 could play an important

role in the overall function of the MID Proteins, for exam-

Regardless of the role of MID phosphorylation, the impli-

cation of both MIDl and MID2 in the Alpha 4-mediated

regulation vide valuable

clues as to nces of MID 1

mutations can be envis-

throughout the cell cycle ([17]; unpublished observa-

tionsfiuggests that binding of MIDl and MID2 to the mi-

.rot,rtrrlã .t"twork may not itself be regulated by targeted

calisation with the MID-Alpha 4 complexes on the micro-

tubules, despite a known microtubule-associated pool of

PP2A [35ì, would perhaps suPport the former of these

mechanisms. However, we cannot exclude the possibility

that recognition of PP2A(C) by this antibody is blocked

by the interaction of Alpha 4 and MIDl/2' If this is indeed

tÉe case, then it could be envisaged that PP2A(C) is also a

target of MID RlNG-mediated degradation through its in-
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dependent interaction with Alpha 4. An alternate hypoth-

esis is that MID function is indeed controlled by Alpha 4-

PP2-type phosphatases inding

of additional factors t of the

MID1 macromolecular tion of

additional interacting partners will therefore be important

to assess this PossibilitY.

Numerous studies in mice have demonstrated that Alpha

the mTOR (target of rapamycin) kinase' Although PP2A

has a wide range of biological functions, Alpha 4 regulates

a distinct subset of events in a rapamycin-sensitive man-

from our immunofluorescence studies that the microtu-

bular localisation of Alpha 4 is likely to be limited by the

level of the MIDl and MID2 proteins within a Particular
cell type provides indirect suPPort for our earlier hypoth-

"ri, 
titit MID2 may be able to compensate, at least Partial-

ly, for the loss of MID 1 in Opitz syndrome [5]'

BMC Cell BiologY 2002,3

Conclusions

tion of the disorder. Other components of the rapamycin-

sensitive pathway should be considered as candidates for

similar malformation disorders.
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Materials & Methods
Miscelløneous enzymes ond chemicols

All restriction endonucleases were purchased from New

England Biolabs (Genesearch Pty Ltd, Arundel, Queens-

ta.,ä¡, xlenow fragment fiom GeneWorks Pty Ltd (The-

barton, South Australia), and both T4 ligase and T4 DNA

polym iagnostics Au

New S iamidine-2-P

drochl -Amino Triaz

tained ich (Castle

Wales).

cloned from pBSMIDI [5] using Sall and Ncol into the

similarly restricted PDBLeu
with Sall, end-fìlling with KI

generated the full-length M
GAL4 DNA binding domai
pDBLeu-MID 1, was verified by sequencing'

The selection of an appropriate cDNA library was deemed

critical to maximise the chance of detecting bona fide \nter-

was selected fo¡ use as the "prey" in the two-hybrid screen'

The pDBLeu-MID1 constnrct was transformed into

MaV203 strain (Genotype: MATa, leu2-3, 772, trpl'-907'

his3L2OO, ade2-r0I, gall\, galS}L', SPAL10::URA3'

GALI::lacZ, HIS3u6s 6¿¿1::HIS3@ LYS2, canlR' cyh2x)

along with the parental pPCB6 plasmid as per the manu-

facturers instructions (Invitrogen). The HIS3 reporter was

used to determine the level of self-activation of the MID 1-

GAL4DBD fusion based on the level of 3-amino triazole

resistance (3ATR) of the fusion protein' A concentration of

50 mM 3AT was found to be an adequate level for the as-

say, although subsequent analyses were performed on 75

-'tø E¡f plates to further reduce background transactiva-

tion ofthe reporter genes. To screen for potential interact-

ing proteins, the pDBLeu-MID1 fusion construct was co-

trJnsformed with the 10.5 dpc mouse embryo cDNA-

pPC86 library according to standa¡d protocols (Pro-

þuest'" YeastTwo-Hybrid Manual, Invitrogen) and plated

on a synthetic complete medium (SC-Leu-Trp-His) con-

taining either 50 mM or 75 mM 3AT'

Page 11 of14
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constnrcts, and the CTD deletions in both MID1 and

MID2 where a native BamHI site located at nucleotides

+1464-1469 was used as the 5' excision point for these

constructs. Restriction sites were chosen so that' where

possible, the encoded amino acid sequence remained un-

àltered or only resulted in conservative substitutions' Fur-

thermore, the sites were positioned such that excision of

individual domains did not alter the reading frame of the

encoded protein (Table 1). In any one construct' a maxi-

mum of two restriction sites were introduced' Details of

the strategies and primers (for both PCR and site-directed

mutagenãsis) used in the generation of these deletion

constructs will be forwarded uPon request to the corre-

of the created GFP fusion protein. No introduced change

had any appreciable effect on the microtubular distribu-

tion of the Proteins.

To further test the function of some of the regions of the

M1 BBCC) containing residues 7 I -349'

Tronsfection ond immunofluorescence onolysis of GFP-

MID I constructs
Preparations of the various GFP- and myc-tagged expres-

sion constructs were made using the Qiagen Midi kit (Qia-

gen, Clifton Hill, Victoria)' Two picomoles

(approximately 1 microgram) of each construct were

à".ttf..t.d into cultured cell lines (Cos1, HeLa' NIH3T3)

using FuGene transfection reagent (Roche Diagnostics

Austialia). Transfected cells were grown on coverslips in

DMEM pius 10% FBS and fixed24 hours post-transfection

as previouslY described [5]

In test transfections, where only a single GFP expression

construct was introduced into cells, control microtubule

Page 12 of 14
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resultant clone, pDBLeu-MID2, was consequently used as

"bait" in a similar screen of the 10.5 dpc embryo cDNA li-

brary as well as directly against the identified MID 1 inter-

acting clones.

spotted onto selective plates and incubated at 30'C for 48

hìurs. Replica cleaning of plates was performed as re-

quired.

Generotion of GFP- ond myc-full-length cDNA fusion con-

structs for immu
The generation and MID2-CFP

fusions in pEGF Ported [15'5]' A

vector for the P fusion Proteins

was generated by modification of the pEGFP-N2 vector

(Cloitech, Palo Alto, CA). Briefly, the GFP coding region

was excised from pEGFP-N2 with Notl and BamHI' the 5'

in-frame insertion of cDNAs directly from the pPC86 li-

tomated sequencing.

Generotion of MIDI ond MlD2 domøin'specific deletion

constructs for immunofluorescence ond yeost two'hybrid

site-directed mutagenesis (Stratagene, La Jolla' CA) to in-

troduce unique restriction sites, as required, at the start

and end of each domain within MIDl and MID2' Excep-

tions to this were the RING and B-box deletions of MID 1

where a native XbaI site located at nucleotides +207 -212
was used as the 3'and 5'excision point in the respective
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to dete
I cases,

DAPI.
under

was carried out using an enhanced chemiluminescence re-

ary antibodies (Amersham Pharmacia)'

Co mputer-ossisted detecti on of serine lthreonine phospho-

ment of all available MID 1 and MID2 sequences was Per-

formed in order to determine if any putative

tin ligase that targets phosphatase 2A for degradation'

Nøtuie Cenetics 2o}l, 29:287 -294] independently rePort-

ed the interaction of Alpha 4 and MIDl' These investiga-

tors also showed that MID1, possibly through Alpha 4'

regulates the turnover of the microtubule-associated frac-

tiJn of PP2AC and hence may rePresent a possible Patho-

logical mechanism for the Opiz syndrome phenotype'
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